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ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES.

)4

.

PREFA.6E.

A

L.

The modules were deyeloped by TERC -SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical
.

iastitu. ions prep a e technicians for employment and useful in indust y for up-
'

dating employees in company-sponsored, aining programs. The principles, techniques,

,
s

and s kills taught in the modules, based on tasks that energy technicians perform, were

obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

_Dodule wdi Written by e technical ,expert and .approved representatives from industry.

Amodulelontains ti he following elements:

Introiuction, which 'identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for

studyinp the'material..

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar

with befOre studying the module.

Objectives, which clearly identify what the student 'is expected to,know for sat-

isfactoryjnodule completion. The objectives stated in terms of action-oriented

behaviors, include.such actldn WOrdS as operate., measure, calculate, identify

and define, rather thah words with many interpretations, such as know, under-
.

stand, learn and appreciate. j
.....,--

Subject Matter,,which-presents the backtround theory and techniques supportive
.--1--- .

to the oblettives of the module. Subject matter is written with the technical

stqleflt-in mind. \ ,

tk,

(

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this)-

new knowledge '4

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the

laboratory procedure.

Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion of

the module (including .step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student

learning.

Data Tables, which are included in most' modules for the first year (or basic)

courses to help the student ledfn how to collect and organize data.

References, which are intluded as suggestions for supplementWy Veafking/

o

e
Glossary; which defines and explains terms or words used within the moduli,''

that are uncomMon,'techniCal, or anticipated as being unfamiliar to the stu-

dent.

viewing for the student.

1r

-
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, CHEMISTRY FOR ENE Y TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

14

Chemistry.for Energy Technology is a course designed

with a special emphasis on all aspects of chemistry as it

relates to the work of an energXtechnician.

The first module in the course, "Safety in Chemical

Operations ," is devoted to the' hazards of working with

dangerous chemicals since the job of an energy technician

may involve the use of flammable materials, explosives, and

acids. Hazards associated with chemicals are considered,

as well as possible hazards involved in the,use of labora-

tory equipment.

Chemistry is the branch of science that deals with

composition of muker and changes that take place in matter.

Many of these changes, or reactions of matter, consume or

produce energy an important consideration to the energy

technician. Module CH-02, "Stiucture of Matter," discusses

chemical bonding, element, compounds,electrons, protons,

neutrons, atoms, and molecules, and it explains the use of

symbols and formulas used in chemical equations.

Chemical equations are important since they can be

used to calculate such things as the amount of energy in-

volved in chemical reac'tions for example, the combustion

of natural gas. Another important function of chemical

equations is ta caldulate and report the results of analyti-

cal laboratory procedures' such as titrations and gravimetric

analyses. The writing and bar.uncing of these eqUations are

discussed in Module CH -03, "Chemical Equations an4 Calcula-

tions." .In addition, this module inestigateS some of the

quantitative information that can be'determined thi.ough the

use. of chemical equations.

ti
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Air conditioning an4.refrigerationsystets are important

factors for the energy technician to consider since heating

and co ing of homes and businesses account for approximately

50% of t eir total energy consumption. .InModule CH-04,

"Refrigeration, Gases, and Air Pollution," the fundamentals

of refrigeration are studied, .as well as proper maintenance

and control of heating and Cooling systems as a means for

conserving energy. Thi's module also discusses gases and air

pollution.

Most.. chemical reactions are conducted in the -liquid

phase; wherefore, Module CH -0S, "Solutions," presents a study

of unsaturated, saturated, and supersaturated solutions, as

well,as solubility and rate of dissolution. Properties of

liquids, acids, bases, and salts are examined' in this module,

alohg with an important laboratory technique called titri-

'metric analysis.

Corrosion damage to metal objects amounts to a loss of

approximately, $10 billion each yearin t estinited States..

Corrosion and some of the means available to control.corro-,

sion are considered in Module CH-06, "ior osion and Electro--

chemistry.", Energy technicians are expected to encounter

many corrosion related problems during their careers.

Module CH-07, "Metals," and Module CH-10, "Plas*tics,

Adhesives, and Lubricants," deal with the three major mate-

rials families metals, plastics, and ceramics Theypp-

hrties And uses,oftheie materials areupTesented, as well as

those of ldbricants and adhesives, which are widely used.in

the energy field.

The principles of thermodynamics are considered in

Module,CH-08, "Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry." These

principles ale important in powel plants, refrigeration,

. and other devices, 'that use heat to produce Tower or, that

N
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ust egiftes to add or remove heat. Topics included are

heat; specific heat, reirigeratiOn capacity, heats asso-.

ciaied with changes of state, and stdaT energy .storage.

Thermal chemistry is the study of the heat that accompanies

Chemical reactions, such as the combustion of fuel. The

method of experimentally determining these heats 6T reac-

tion is presented in this module.'

The sources, compOsition, and processing of solid,

liquid,'and gaseous fuels are discussed in Module. H-09,

"Fuels." In addition to conventional .fuels, alternate

energy sources must be developed and utilized to some ex-

-tent in supplying the world's energy needs; therefore,'

. methanol, ethanol, hydrogen, biomass, solar,
ft,

nuclear, wind,

tidal power, hydroelectric,and geothermal sources of energi

are .included _in the module. Much of the work of an' energy

technician will be -closely-re-l-a-tecl-to-t-h-e-p-to-du-c-t- ion-and

efficient consumption of fuels.

Nuclear reactions are accompanied by.ener'gy changes

that are several orders of magnitude greater than thoSe.

'associated with ordinary chemical reactions. These large

amounts of energy.that are evolved from nuclear reactions
Id'

arlvhe Trimary reason for their importance. Becausesnu-

clear energy has the potential.of supplying much of-the

world's energy needs, Module CH-il, "Nuclear Chemistry,'

presents a dis ,cussion of nuclear reactions. Radioactive.

isotopes which are widely used in medicine, industry,

and chemistry - is also a'topic'that is discussed, as well

as fission and fusion processes.

In summary, Chemistry for Energy Techiolo'gy is an

energy - specific chemistry course designed for the student

interested in pursuirig a career in, the energy field.. The

basic chemistry infoTmation and techniqUes presented in the

a
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11m9dules of this course have been deemed necessary for

the applications that will beencountemd by the energy

technician:
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A V

'( INTRODUCTION
r

. .

.

Business and industry, demand-safety-oonscious employ
4,,

ees. -Godd safety practices are:important toan employer,
--. , ,

whose interest.lies in the-safety cif each employee and the
.

,
.

pratectionefproperty andequipment: Accidents cost an

employer; they cause Ioss,of prdduction, damage' to equip-

ment
r

.

and'facilist,ies,, and often cause, e'xp'enses, such as medi-
."'cal'treatient An. injuries. : .

. . \'. .4

, Because chemical operations involve-th'e use of-explo-

,
sives, flammable materials, and acids which can cause

.o . .

severe burns -=.- potential?hazards are a pKima_ry considera=

tion: In spite of these many hazards, chemical laboratories

generally remain among the safest plates to work: In fact,

a chemical laboratory is actually safer than the averge

home because a lab ,and its contents. have_ been designed for

safe ofierdtion. ;Moreover; the chemical workers have.been -'

traine4 in Safetpractices.

Each experiment or operation should begin with the
, ,

anticipation add careful consideration of possible dangers .

involved. This moddle discusses l'ome of the hazards of

working with chemicals, as well as measuressthat-can be

taken' to minimize these hazards. Ledrning.laboratory safety ,

14bits can be COmpied to learning to drive an automobile

safel;y:., initially one must concentrate on safety, but, once

properly learnd, safe practices become second-nature-and

do not impede progress.

I

None.

PREREQUISITES

11
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OBJECTIVES

Upon ooMpletion of this module, the student should be
. ,

able to:
/

1, Define the following terms;
. ,

a. CpbUstion.

.b. .Flash point.

c. Ignition.temperature.

d.' Auto%-ignitiOn temperature:
.....

L.
. .

. e. Pyrophoriclna,teriaIs.
_
f. Acute 'poisoning.' -

g. Chronic poisoning.` ,

2. Identify the hazards associated with the following:
,

a. Strong, acids.
4,

b. Alkaline laterials.
1.

..
c. TOXic..cheglicAls.,

d. Volatile liquids.

e. Han&nng.and assehiblimg.glassware.

f. Using various heating devices-

g. Disposal of chemical Wastes.

h. Vacuum apparatus.

i. Perchloric.acid..

. Mercury.

c." -Carbon tetrachloride:

1. 'Benzene.,

m. . Electrical equipment.

n. ExcessiVe pressure.

o. Cryogenics. .
Describe proper procedures and hazards associated with

the following aspects of handling compressed gases:

a. Transporting cylinders.

b. Selection of regulator:



6

,4. List three sources of ignition of cheihicals.

J 5. Identify three common ways in which toxic chemicals

enter the body, and precaution's to be taken to prevent

ingestion.

6. Describe circumstances in which the folloWingprotec-

tive equipment should be used?

1'

a. SafetK glasses.

b. Face shield.

c. Sifety shield.

d. Safety showers.

e. Fire extinguisher.

f. Fume hoeds'.

g. Gloves.

h., Lab coats and aprons.

i. Safety fountain.

e4e

13
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SUBJECT MATTER

LABORATORY SAFETY RULES

The term "chemicals" includes many substnces that are

essentially harmless, such as sodium chloride (table salt),

sodium bicarbonate (baking soda), 5% acetic acid solution

(viDegar); and ascorbic acid (vitamin C), However, this

term also includes materials, such as ethers and solvents,

that are fire and explosion hazards. Similarly, it in-

cludes pesticides so toxic that one drop on the skin can

cause instant death, and acids that can -cause severe eye

or flesh damage. Some materials are hazardous when they

are extremely hot or extremely cold even though they are

not dangerous at roam temperatUre. In working with4chemi-

cars'and laboratory equipment, one must be'fami,liar with

the type of hazards that might be encountered. The follow-

ing is a list of safety measures that should be heeded:

1 Before starting a task or periment, be aware of the

blocation of safety equipmen , such as gas masks, fire

blankets, fire extinguishers and hoses, alarm systems,

eyewash fountains, safety sho ers, and emergency exits.

2. Never work in, a laboratory alone.

Wear protective equipment appropriate to the work

being done:: safety glasses'at all times; protective

clothing when corrosive materials are being handled;

rubber or latex gloves when handling poisonous mate:

rian; asbestos gloves for hot materials; or safety

goggles,or face shield when the possibility exists of

a liquid splattering or an explosion occurring.

, 14
CH-01/Page



4. Because many ch-erinicals are poisonous, never taste one,.

and avoid smelling them. (If it is necessary to deter-

mind the odorpf a chemical4 a cautious, exploratory

whiff may be taken by bringing the odor just slightly

toward the nose.)

5. -*fever eat, drink, or smoke in a laboratory.

6. PrOperly disposeof waste materials extreme care

should be taken in disposing of any unknown chemicals.

7. Properly.label all reagents; do not use unlabeled

chemicals.

8. Check for fumes before lighting burners or using elec-

trical apparatus.

9. Before using any unfamiliar chemical, learn something

about its possible hazards'; consult an instructor,

literature, or a fellow worker for information. 'Read

labels on reagents for possible warnings.

10. Be certain to use the exact reagent called-for by a

procedure. When reading the name of a ,complex organic

compound, be certain that the name (including each

letter and number) identifies the exact compound that

is wanted. (For example, 2, 2-dimethylhexane is very

different from 2, 2-dimethylhexene, even though the

names differ by only one letter.)

11. Perform procedures involving skin-irritating or dan-

gerous fumes in a fume hood.

12. If chemicals come into contact with s in or eyes, wash

immediately with large amounts of wa er for-at least

15 minutes (at an eyewash fountain possible).

13. Never point a test tube being heated at oneself or

anyone else; it may-erupt i,liIN a geyser and Splash its

contents over a large area.

Page '6/CH-01



14. Never perform unauthorized experiments.

15. The laboratory is no place for a "practical joker."

16. Be very careful in handli4g glassware; broken glass-

ware is a hazard, as may` bye the' contents of a broken

vessel.

17. Many commonly.used laboratory reagents, such as alco-

hol, acetone, and ether, are highly flammable; do not

use them near an open. flame.

18.4:' Observe special precautions that are given for any

experiment.

19. Notify the instructor or a co-worker(s) of any acci-

dent.

20. Keep the work area clean; proper "houseke0ing" can

eliminate many possible hazards.

The words "use adequat ventilation" are often seen on

labels or in instructions. In general, a chemical so noted

should be used only in a ume hood or in a laboratory with

an exhaust fan in operat on: Most people are aware of the

,effect of a single overe posure to toxic vapors, but, often,

they -,fail to Consider th cumulative effect of daily expo-

sure to smallv-quantitie :of such vapors. Both types of

overexposure must beravoi ed. When working with chlorine,

hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen cyanide, and 'other highly toxic

gases, one should always wear a gas mask that has an absor-
#05-

bent specifically designed for the gas-being u2ed.

Glassware is used in laboratories because dt is (1)

inert (does, not react with most chemicals), (2) fairly easy

to clean, (3) relatively inexpensive, and (4) convenient'.

tto use because it is transparent. However, glassWare is

fragile and does require careful handling. For instance,

-special care should be taken to avoid breaking the glass

t

)-, i 16
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.,.when inserting thermometers or glass tubing into a cork or

( rubber stopper. NThe result could be a serious cut from the

'jagged ends. Glassware that is cracked7ttippe, or has

-jagged edges should be discarded.

. . Glassware designed to be used in operations that re-

quire heating over hot plates or open burners is made from

"hard" glass. Pyrex and Kimax, which are brands of hard

glass, are commonly used to make test tubes, beakers, and

flasks that are to be heated. Most reagent bottles, grad-
*

uated cylinders, and other thick-walled glassware are made

of "soft" glass, which will break if heated on a hot plate,

a burner, or in an oven.

Care also must be taken in using glassware for vacuum

operations, or in operations in whikch excess pressure may

develop as a result of a dhemical reaction. In either case,

shattering of the glass apparatus may occur, causing broken

glass to fly through the air! an, obvious hazard to anyone

in the laboratory.

In many chemical operations, heat is used because most

chemical reactions occur at a faster rate as temperature

increases.- .Gas-fired burners, electric mantles, heating

tapes, and water, oil, and sand baths are commonly used in

chemical operations. Many of these devices have self-con-

tained, .adjustable thermostats that spark as they automati-

cally turn off and'on. This spark may ignite the vapors

from a volatile substance, causing a serious,fire on explo-

sion. A heating operation involving a volatile substance

must be performed in a fume hood, which removes vapors as

they escape, thereby preventing accumulation of enough

vapors to ignite.

When a liquid is heated to its boiling point in-a glas

container, it may not boil smoothly; often it will superheat

Page a/CH-01
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in spots and suddenit boil over. "Boiling chips" fray be

added prior'to heating a liquid to prevent uneven heating

and boil-over, Heat should be applied evenly over a large

area -of. solvent.

If a container of-solvent does catch fire, the fire

may often be smothered quickly by covering the container

with a watch glass, an asbestos pad., or some other object

that can block out the air.

Thermal burns and cuts on one's skin the most common

result of laboratory accidents can be avoided by exercis-

Ok ing due care.

Nhen purchased, chemicals often are nearly 100% pure;

if not, their impurities are cleaTly shown on their labels.

Through improper handling/storage techniques, these chemical

reagents may become contaminated and, when used, unwanted

side reactions nay occur,. Such side reactions may be danger-

ous or cause wasted time and effort because the experimental

results are not repToducible. A chemical should never be

returned to its reagent bottle. Only enough chemical needed

for the experiment should be removed , any excess must be,

discarded. Care should be taken that bottle stoppers do not

become contaminated. Many chemicals absorb moisture-eout of

the atmosphere; therefore, bottle caps and stoppers shoun

be promptly replaced on their containers. Such moisture

(water) can render an expensive chemical useless.

In handling larger reagent bottles, one hand should be

plaCed under the bottle while the other hand is placed on

the.bottle's ne?k, as shown in Figure I. This procedure

minimizes any possibility of the neck Freaking off when the

bottle is picked up. ,In addition, it keeps ihe bottle in'

frorit of the person, not swinging at the side where it may

R s

13
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hit an object and break. Thick

rubber bottle carriers are avail-

able for safe carrying of acids,

alkalies, and solvents.

Health an4 safety requir)

prompt and proper disposal of waste

materials. Discarding many differ.:

ent kinds of chemicals into the

same waste container can result in

chemical reactions that generate

unpleasant or toxic gases, violent

reactions, or a boil-over mess.

Special ceramic crock con-

tainers should be used for solid-waste disposdl. Solids

should not be placed in sinks they will stop them up.

Solvent wastes should be placed in a solVent-waste

safety can.. A speCially designed safety can has a flame

arrestor at the mouth of the'can to smother any flame, there-

by preventing the entire content of the can from burning.

Normally,these flammable liquid wastes should not be washed

down a sink drain (they could explode in the sewer system);

however, small quantities of acids or alkalies' may be washed

down a sink drain with large amounts of flowing water.

Many] chemical laboratories use glass traps in sinks

instead of metal ones in order to prevent reactions of cor-

rosive materials with the metal. Federal, state, and local

laws, designed-to prevent water and air pollution, should

be considered when it is necessar to dispose of large

quantities of chemicals.

Figure 1.
Chemical Carrying.

ss,

4
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Ideally, accidents could be prevented by the proper

use of safety precautions; however, even the most cautious

person occasionally incurs an)unexpected reaction or inci-

dent. Laboratory work, by its nature, is experimental, and

results cannot always, be predicted. 'Personal protective

equipment" describes any device used to eliminate (or reduce

the seriousness of) an accident. Figure 2 illustrr.es pro-

tective clothing and safety devices that can be usedriAL the

laboratory.

HAIR SHOULD
BE PULLED BACK

SLEEVES TOO
TIGHT PREVENTS

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT-,

SLEEVES TOO
LOOSE OR BULKY CAUSE

OVERTUFNING OF APPARATUS

EYE PROTECTION
SHOULD BE WORN

APRONS PROTECT
CLOTHING FROM CORROSIVE

OR STAINING CHEMItCALS

RUBBER GLOVES PROTECT
HANDS FROM CORROSIVE CHEMICALS

ASBESTOS GLOVES PROTECT
HANDS FROM HOT OBJECTS

"PROTECTIVE ROOTWEAR
(STURDY SHOES) PROTECTS FEET FROM
SPILLED CHEMICALS OR BROKEN GLASS

Fi re 2. Protective Clothing and Devices.

20 CH-01/Page 11
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,Eyes are valuable and irreplaCeable; but, unfortunate-

ly, they'can be injured easily by corrosives, hot 'Chemicals,

or flying objects, such as glass from an,exmlosion. There-
.

fore, safety glasses must be worn at all times in the labo-

ratory. Some states have laws requiring that safety glasses

be worn in laboratories, and most industrial labs require

that they be. worn, with violator's of safety rules often

being subject to dismissal. Contact lenses may be worn if

safety glasses are also worn over them.

As previously stated, industry demands that safety pre-
.

cautions be observed. In a riboratory, prescription safety

glasses should be worn by anyone who normally wears glasses.

However, safety glasses offer minimum eye protectilon; there-

fore, in instances where haz4ids are obvious, atditional

protection, such as, safety goggles or,a face shield, should

be used.

.In instances where explosives are being used, or

e4losion is likely, 'shatterproof safety shield should.

be used. Many reactions can be conducted safely while

standing-behind such a shield s"ince the shield offers pro-

tection from an explosion. ,The. apparatus in use can be

clearly seen and manipulated by reaching around the sides

of the shield with minimum personal exposure.

If a ahemical-ges in an eye, especially an acid, the

eye should be'wahed,immediately in.an eyewash fountain.

This wash should be continued for IS minutes. Should chem-

icals eotich'a large portion of, one's body, a safety shower

should be used. (The ring 'in the safety shower is quickly

pulled to release large amounts of water.) If the action

to wash off the chemicals ITith water is fast enough, chem-.

ical 'Aims can be minimized. Eyes llould be flushed with

water for at least 15 minutes, then Prompt medical attention

. A
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should be s.ought. Lf clothing should catch lire, or if

a corrosive chemical is spilledoon the skin, every second

counts in preventing sexere-burns.' Because on& may be

confused at such a time, iris important that the exact

locations of safety showers and, eyewash fountains be noted

before work in any laboratory ar is begun. As noted Pre-
-

viously, one, shoUld never work along in a laboratory since

a worker may need assistttnce in'an emergency. For example,

with a corrosive buining ,t1heeyes, it would be difficult to
1

locate the eyewash fountain without help.

Laboratory coats and aprons offer some degree of pro-

tection from chemicals for one's clothes and body. Such

coats and aprons ,are gvailab/e in _a wide variety- of mate-
.,

rials and styles, including resin-coated cloth, rubberized

cloth, cotton duck, and%yinyl plastic. If protective cloth-

ing or regular clothin ''becomes soaked with a toxic or cor-

rosive material, the clothes should be removed immediately

to pre'Vent further exposure to the chemicals. A quiCk'shower

in the emergency shower should then be taken.

A variety of gloves 'are available to protect hands from
.

burns, caustics, and toxic containation. Asbestos gloves

or mittens are used to proteCt'hands when handling hot!'ob-
,

jects. Latex surgeon-type gloves, which are tight,- fitting

and flexible, provide protection against CAthicaas. Neo-
o

prene rubber and natural rubbengloves, which resist acids

and most chemicals, axe widely'-used in `chemical operationse

For work in a pilot plant or production plant' location,

a "hard hat";khelmet) and hard toe safety_shoes are gener-

ally required. ,These items, provide protection from falling

obcts for o'ne's head and feet.

A fume hood (Figure 3) .provides a work area from which

toxic, flamm1ble, and unpleasant vapors and 'dusts can be

'09 CH -01 /Page 'l3
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exhausted. Such a hood usually includes a sink, hot and

,co-d water spigots, and gas and electrical services fea-
t

tunes which allow the performance of most types of experi-

ments.

'=7,11th.DANGEROUS FUME
SAFETY GLASS/ / N: ARE REMOVED. .

.4

Y!'

USE HOOD WHEN WORKING
WITH POISONOUS OR
FLAMMABLE MATERIALS

,/ /
11
//

,

/,

t',

'YS`4S1b7r

Figure 3. , Fume Hood.

Hoods Should not be used for the storage of'.chemicals;

vented'cabinets:are).availble for such storage.

Prior to/using a fume hood,'one should be sure the air

exhaust, system is operatingpfoperly. The hood's operation

can ,,be checked by turning the exhaust fan on and 'closing the

front shield'to within an inch of the bench top. If the

hood is operating properly, a strong air flowcan'be felt.

Page N/CH-0,1
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In some instances, fume hoods or exhaust fans do not

-provide adequate protection. In these instances, respira-

tors having filters and chemical (in canisters) that filter

out vapors and fumes can be used. Care must be exercised

to ensure that the proper respiratdr is chosen for the type

of hazard encountered. Most are designed-for a specific

type of vapor, but some are useful only for dust's and mists.

In the event of fire, oxygen content of the air may be too

plow, in which case a canister-type respirator will be of no,

use. A self-contained breathing apparatus, with its own

air or oxygen supply, should be used for fire fighting or

for rescue from fire and smoke-filled areas.

O

Some laboratories have exhaust fans for ventilating

large work Areas. These fans are not substitutes for hoods;

the air exchange is inadequate for most operations. If

such fans are used, they should not work in opposition to

the fume hood(s) by drawing fumes out of hood(s) into

the open work area.

.

FIRE SAFETY AND EX. PLOSIONS

In considering fire safety, one',s first concern should

be for prevention. Proper storage-of chemicals, adequate

precautions, and a knowledge of .the properties of chemicals

being used in chemicaloperations can prevent fires from

starting. However, should a fire start, steps must be taken

to prevent injury, loss of life, and property damage.
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FIRE PREVENTION

Three factors contribute to combustion:

Fuel

Oxygen

-Ignition (such as from the heat of a spark)

Of these three factors, the only one that can be eliminated

'from a laboratory is ignition.

Combastion.(fiie) is defined as "rapid oxidation of a

substance which produces.light and heat." This1definition

enables one to distinguish between fire and slow oxidation,

such as ru,sting of iron.

If a source of ignition, such as a flame, is brought

close to the S'u'rface of a flammable liquid in an open con-
-,

tainer, one of three things may occur:
.

,.1. Nothing.

2. A temporary flash, but no continuation A burning.

3. Ignition and continued burning.

Three characteristic'actions are defined below:-

Flash point: The lowest temperature at Oich.a sub-

' stance or mixture in an open vessel gives off enough

combustible vapors to produce a momentary flash of

fire when -a small flame is passed near its surface.

Ignition temperature: 'The lowest temperature at which

the yapor over a liquid will ignite and continue to

burn if an ignitibil source is applied 'neat the surfa'ce.

Auto- ignition temperature: The lowest temperature at

which a'vapor will ignite spontaneously without any

outside source of ignitio n.

In thehattr instance, heat within the liquid is sufficient

to cause it 'to burn.
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, The flash poir1ts. and -auto- ignition temperatures of

some chemicals are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. TYPICAL FLASH POINTS AND
AUTO-IGNITION TEMPERA;URES.

. .

Chemical Flash Poj.nt-(°C) Atilt Ignition Temp. (°C)

Octane 56 428

Benzene 12 1040

Acetone 0 869

Hexane -7 437

,Ethyl ether -49 . 320 t...

A lower flash point means' a greater potential fire

hazard. Knowledge of the exact flash points and auto-'igni-

tion temperatures of all common chemicals is not required.

These temperatures, howsever, can be used as a guide'for

determining whether a high, medium, or low hazard exists.

It is best to Issume that once the flash point': of a *chemical

is reached, it may catch fire1and continue to burn.

A technician working with chemicals should know that an

open container of ethyl will readily ignite at room temP'e.ra-

ture. If the vapors of ethyl ether are allowed to escape

into a laboratory, they may travel great distances along

the floor to an ignition source, where they may catch fire,

explode, or flash bad( to the source of the vapor. As 'ca'n

sedii from Table octane (a major component of gasoline)

0 1'
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r
is relatively safer than ethyl ether. Potta,b1e/ vapor-detect-

ing meters, or "sniffers,"-may be used to detect such flam-
, .

mable vapors.

As previously stated, most laboratory chemicals are

stored. in glass bottles 'to prevent contamination; however,

since bottles break easily, the smallest bottle that is

consistent with the amount of a chemical to be used should

be utilifed. Larger quantities of flammable liquids are
v f

usually purchased in 5-gallon metal cans, although the
e

purity of these liquids is not as great as those of liquids

in glass bottles.

Fires can be prevented if flammable vapors are kept

contained or properly exhausted to the atmosphere. All

ignj,tionsources must be kept completely away from flammable

substances. Ignition sources include open flames, hot wires,

electric sparks from switches or motors, and'static electri-

city. Should a fire occur, one needs to,k-now the location

of Tire extinguishers and to b\ able to use them properly.

Three met -hods of extinguishing a fire are shown in Figure 4.

Some materials, called pyrOphoric, heat and ignite

spontaneously in the, presence of air. These materials are

identified by their container labels.

Page 18/CH-01 A
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PIN

a. USE A FIRE EXTINGUISHER
1. KNOW ITS LOCATION
2. REMOVE FROM MOUNTING
3. PULL PIN
4. SQUEEZE LEVER
5. DISCHARGE AT BASE

OF FLAME
6. REPOAT

USE/RECHARGE

b. USE SAND TO
EXTINGUISH BURNING

METALS

c. USE BOOK
OR CLOTH FOR

SMOTHERING SMALL FIRES

Figure 4. Methods of Extinguishing a Fire.

FIRE FIGHTING

Equipment needed for general fire fighting automatic

sprinkling systems, fire hoses, fire extinguishers, fire

blankets, and so forth should be installed in any building

that hop-ses a chemical laboratory. Specialized fire fighting,

equipment may also be requ,ired. The leading causes of labo-

ratory fires include thefollowing:

Defective electrical wiring

Sparks from non-explosive-proof electrical apparatus.

CH-01/Page 19
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Fires in fume hoods

: Carelessness in the use of gas burners

Ill-advised use of volatile liquids

Fire(in clothing should always be' extinguished by

smothering it in a fire blanket or heavy toweling or by

beating the flame out. Do not try to douse it out with

water. Dousing with water should only be used if other

means are not available.

When fighting a fire with a fire extinguisher or water

hose, the area immediately surrounding the fire shoLild be

cooled first in order to prevent the flames from spreading.
.

.

Next, the base of the blaze should be extinguished. Finally,

'the remainder of the fire should be smothered. Trying to

extinguish the flames of a fire is practically useless;

rather, it is better to attack the base of the fire. Figure

4 shows how to use a fire extinguisher, how to extinguish

..burning metals, and how to smother small fires.

To extinguish an electrica" fire, pull the circuit

'breaker to stop the electrical 'current, then use a carbon

dioxide (CO2) extinguisher not water.

If a poisonous gas is emitted by a fire, and 'proper

mask is not immediately available, it is best to flee the

room entirely. It is important to mote, too, that when a

fire gets out of control, it-is futile to attempt to fight

the fire with extinguishers that have limited capacity. If

the fi cannot be controlled, then a' check should be made

to see hat (1) no one if left inside the room, (2) the door

is shut to prevent drafts, and (3) the fire department is

called. 4
Fires are classified according to the type of material

being consumed. Use of the proper type of "extinguisher for
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each class of fire will afford the best control'of the

situation and will avoid compounding the problem (that is,
.

a Class A fire extinguisher should be used on a Class A

fire, and so forth). Figure 5 shows different types of

fire extinguishers.

FOR ORDINARY COMBO
CLOTH W000......P

FOR FLAMMABLE LIQU
OIL GREASEGAS

FOR USE ON LIVE
ELECTRICAL EOUIPMEN

I

PUMP
,TANK

LOADED DRY CARBON DRY
STREAM CHEMICAL DIOXIDE CHEMICAL\ (REGULAR) / (M4ILTI

I
PURPOSE)

.-f-Ils YES YES NO NO YES

3 T113 LES
APER

NO
k

1

YES YES YES YES
IDS
1LINE

13

NO NO YES YES YESm:41
r

Figure 5. Types of Fire Extinguishers.

Class A FireS-: For wood, paper, textiles, and similar

materials, use foam, water, or almost any type of ex-

tinguishe'r.

LP

MY
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Class B Fires: For grease, oil, paint, or related

materials, use foam, dory chemical, or vaporizing

liquid extinguishers.

Class C Fires: For fires in electrical equipment

or in areas where live electricity is present, use

carbon dioxide, dry chemical, or vaporizing liquid

extinguishers.

Class D Fires: For fires involving magnesium, alumi-

num, zinc, zirconium, lithium, sodium, potassium, or

metal hydrides, smother with fine dry soda ash, sodium

chloride (salt), sand, or graphite (Figure 4b).

Underwriters' Laboratories (UL), Inc., has established

ratings for portable fire extinguishers.' These ratings

appear on the labels of UL-approved extinguishers. A letter

on 'the label refers to the class of fire for which'the ex-

tinguisher is most effective. A number-letter symbol indi-

,...,gates the relative fire-extinguishing potential of the ex-
-s,
tinguisher, as well as the approximate square-foot area an

average operator can extinguish. For example, an extin-

guisher rated 10-3 is used on grease, oil, paint, and related

materials; and it can extinguish a 10-square-foot area.

Moreover, a S-C extinguisher is used for electrical fires

(carbon dioxide); and it can extinguish approximately a S-

square-foot area.

CHEMICAL TOXICITY

Many chemicals are toxic or poisonous; therefore, pre-

cautions should be taken in working with these chemicals.

For instance,<,varidus cleaners, paints, and solvents used
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in the hive are toxic; and products used on lawns and

gardens,, including fungicides, insecticides, fumigants,

and herbicides, are often toxic. Such products should be

used with great care.

In the lab tory, even greater care is required be-
.

cause many of,_these c emicals are used in conceitrated form.

Poisoning may be "acute" (a single or sudden exposure)
* .

or it may be "W ironic" (a rfpeated or prolonged exposure).

For'example, sudden' exposure to chlorine gasipay cause acute
o

poisoning, and a gradual exposure to mercury or lead in the

environment may causechronicyoisoning. Often the symptoms

of chronic poisoning are difficult to detegit. Both Wes

of poisoning hould be of co ern to the'laboratory worker.

The three most common ways by which toxic chemicals

enter the body are inhalation (breathing), ingestion (swal-

lowing), and absorption through the skin. Of these three,

the most common is absorption; but the entry method causing

the highest percentage of fatalities is inhalation. Table,

2 shows the disabling work injuries from poisoning that

occurred 'in California in one year.

TALE 2. DISABLING WORK INJURIES.
.

Contact Method Totl ' Fatal Non-Fatal

Inhalation 1203 23 1180

Absorption 4123 3 4120
o

Ingestion . 145 2 143

CH-01/Page 23
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 'OF CHEMICALS

The extent of a human body's reaction upon exposure

to toxic chemicals is determined by many factors,, the most

important of which include the following:

The concentration of toxic material in the blood

'system, or in a specific, sensitive. organ.

The body's tolerance for a particular toxic chemical

(tolexance varies widely from one individual to

another).

The rate at which the toxic material can be changed

or eliminated by the body before damage is done.

The level of hazard depends upon (1) the concentration of

the chemical in the e vironment, (2) the length of exposure,

(3) the general heal of the, individual exposed, (4) the

individual's tolera ce, and (5) the speed with which cura-

tive action is taken after the exposure is recogniA4. No

matter how poison enters the body, responses that may develop

include the following:

A change in blood composition

A change in blood pressure

A change in blood circulation rate

A rapid cell destruction rate

A change in the breathing rate

These changes may alter the functioning of organs such as

the heart,- kidneys, liver, brain, or lungs.

Boundary limits have been set for toxic materials to

prevent atmospheric concentrations that can cause bodily

harm. ,These limits, called threshold limit values (TLV),

have been established for'toxic gases, vapors, mists, dusts,
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d fumes. They also may be called maximum allowable con-

centrations (MAC). Gases an vapors usually have their TLV

expressed in parts per million (ppm). The TLV of a toxic

dust or mist usually is expressed in milligrams per cubic

meter of air.

Some vapors or gases, such as ammonia, mercaptains

(skunk-like odor), or tear gases, give warning of their

presence by their odor or by an immediate irritating effect

on the eyes, nose, or throat. Some, such as carbon mono-

xide,'have no color, odor, or other warning effects. Still

others, such as hydrogen sulfide, initially ha e a easily

detected warning odor; however, this odot soon es un-

noticeable, and the exposed person is unaware of

tinued presence of the chemical, even.in deadly concentra-

tions.

Precautions and action must be taken at the firt

indication of excessive evosure.to poisonous vapors. One

should not wait until physical symptoms occur-since recovery

is often impossible at this stage. Frequently, the first

symptoms to appear are blurred vision and malfunction of

muscles. In many cases, a.combination of exposures is much

worse than single-chemical exposures. For example, exposure

to carbon tetrachloride during a day's work at the lab,

followed by an alcoholic drink at home, can lead to kidney

failure. Of course, an excessive exposure to carbon tetra-

chloride alone can also lead to kidney failure, but somehow

the combination is more severe.

Skin contadt is the most frequent method of exposure

to most toxic chemicals, birt it does not cause as many fatal-

ities or major poisoning as 'does inhalation. Some chemicals,

such as organic solvents, penetrate the skin rapidly, are

p
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rapidly absorbed by the blood, and are then transported

throughout the body.- ContaCtwith these'.chemicals should

be avoided.

The common practice of washing, ail or greale from t e

hands with solvents or gasolinea-1.sos-hould be avoided.

Some skin contact, over a period of'time, can'cause redness,

roughness, cracking, and,other irritations leading to skin

dermatitis. Contact with strong acids and bases can cause

skin and flesh destruction: Skin contact damage may be

seriously increased by continued contact with' clothing that

has been wetted by the chemical.

Wet clothing prolongs the skin's exposure to a'high

concentration; therefore, contaminated clothing should be

removed, and the'affected area should be flushqd with water

immediately regardless of considerations of modesty.

The treatment of skin'that has been in contact with a

poison or an irritating substance-consists of (1) quickly

washing the affected area with large amounts of water for

at least 15 minutes, then (2) gently cleansing, the affected

skin area with soap and water. If,the material cannot be

removed in this manner, a medicinal oil (for example, par-
1

affin oil) usually will safely remove the contaminant.

Poisoning by swallaging is rather rare for laboratory

workers beCause they are generally well aware of the poten-.

tial hazards. The practice of using the mouth to provide

the suction for pipetting must be avoided. A mouthful of

concentrated sulfuric acid can cause0
painful thermal and

chemical burns. Various rubber bulbs fdf pipetting are

available and should be used. Licking labels, moistening

one's finger to flip pages, in a notebook, and smctiing,

a- e- all 'passible eaurcee
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of poisoning. Chemicals should nevawicbe tasted 'for identi-

fication or any other-reason. The practice of storing food

and chemicals together in a refrigerator should be avoided.

Labware should never be used for making coffee,:Gooking

soup, or as eating or drinking utensils. Hands should be

thoroughly washed before eating, drinking, or-smoking. If.

a toxic substance is swallowed, it must be removed or made

armless as quicklylISApossible. :Try to determine the

source of poisoning because this information is important

;fortreatment-of the victim.

DANGERS OF ACIDS

A knowledge of chemical and physical Properties of

some of the more common chemicals, as well asihazards in-
.

volved, will, enhance safety in the. laboratory.

Concentrated acids commonly found in chemical opera-

tions include the,follOwing:

Hydrochloric acid

Nitric acid

Sulfuric acid

Hydrofluoric acid

Perchloric acid

Any of the preceding acids can cause severe burns; there-

fore, eye protectors should be worn when using them.

In mixing water with acids, it is important tht the

acid always be added slowly to the water. Addilg water to
o

acid is dangerous because the heat that develops at the

go-irtt causetlye- acid to -b oi ter -
0 -

out of the container.
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Hydrochloric acid, commonly called muriatic acid, is

widely used in industrial applications, in laboratories to

{dissolve metals, and in acid-base titrations. It is,a

strong acid and can cause severe damage through chemical

-burns:

Nitric acid may nottause a burning sensation immedi-

ately upon contact, thus the urgency to wash it off may not

seem great; however, it must be washed off immediately upon

contact because damage does start immediately. Splashes of

this'acid on the skin will turn the skin yellow in a few

minutes. After a few days, the skin will peel off. Nitric,

acid.is used to dissolve most metals that cannot be dis-

solved by hydrochlorid

Sulfuric acid, which incorporates all the hazards-of

hydrochloric and nitric acids, also harbors-additional

hazards. The density of sulfuric acid is high; therrefore,

a bottle of this,acidis surprisiAgly.heavy. A given volume

of sulfuric acid weighs nearly twice as much as an equal

volume ,of water. (Many serious accidents have occurred'

when laboratory workers have tried to pick up a bottle and

then let it drop.) This acid is a powerful dehydratin

agent; it reacts with water or moisture on the skin and turns

it into steam, thereby causing thermal' burns in addition to

chhical burns. More serious accidents are caused by this

acid than by any other because of its,properties and be-

cause it is used frequently in chemical operations.

Hydrofluoric acid dissolves silicon oxide, a major

component of glass; therefore, hydrofluoiic acid cannot be

stored in glass bottles because it dissolves the glass.

Plastic or rubber gloves must always be used when handing

hydrofluoric acid. Burm-s-from this acid le very painful

and may last for several weeks. The burns continue until
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the acid is neutralized by calcium in the bones. (A physi-

cian can inject a calcium compound solution to neutralize

the acid.)

Perchloric acid, when cold and dilute, is similar to

any ()Vier strong acid; however, when this acid is_hot and

concentrated, it is a very powerful oxidizing agent. When

perchloric acid is in contact with wood; tile, and other

organic materials, it can cause explosions through rapid

reaction and subsequent release of gases. A specially de-

signed fume hood must be used with perchloric acid. Since.

air accumulatkon of its acid mist on dirt particles in the .

hood can cause a severe. explosion, the special hood provides

for a flow of water to continuously wash down the perchloric

fumes from the sides of the hood..

Spills of acids can be neutralized with'sodium bicar-

bonate (baking soda). A paste bf sodium bicarbonate can be

applied to the skin to neutralize acid on the skin. The

most immediate treatment, however, t to immediately flush

the, affected area with water. Greasy ointments' should not

tie applied to chemical burns:

A ,strong base, such as sodium hydroxide (lye) or potas-

sium hydroxide,. is usually dissolved in water and used as
sr

a solution. Such a strong alkaline material can cause burns

in either-its solid or liquid form. An immediate, prdlanged

water wash is the.iosr effective treatment. pOric ici-d

which is verylt-ak,-Q be used to -treat burns caused by

bases.
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VAPOR POISONING

"Carbon monoxide, which is very poisonous, can cause

death if inhaled- for just a'few minutes.. Carbon monoxide

gives no warning by smell or taste. A victim's first symp-

toms are 'headache, dizziness, and general weakness by

which time irreversible damage may-have occurred: Atan
atmospheric concentration of 0.05 %, a human can lose con:

sciousnessin a matter of minutes. Carbon monoxide, which

causes more accidents than all other toxic gases combined,

is produced wheneVer incomplete combustion of carbon-con-.

taining substann-s,takes place. It is produced by internal

combustion engines aVid luminous (yellow) flaitnes.

Poisoning from mercury vapor also. occurs. Mercury is

widely used to measure preSsures, and the' glass instruments'

in which it is normally contained Are too easily broken.

Mercury spills are virtually impossible to clean up. Pow-

dered sulfur should be spread over the mercury, and then

the mercury may be, swept up and disposed off. Even so, small

balls'af mercury roll into inaccessible cracks and crevices,

making i,t virtually impossible to remove them all. The

mercury can then give off vapor continuously for years.

Extra precautions are in, order because, mercury has a cumu-

lative.seffect. The sum of many apparently insignificant

exposures can lead to serious poisoning. The symptoms of

mercury poisoning are emotional and physical instability.

Hydr6gen sulfide haS a TLV of only 10 ppm, but it is

10 times more poisonous than carbon monoxide. It has a

detectable and characteristic odor, but the sense of smell

is quickly dulled,` leading the victim to believe that the

hazard 'no longer exists. Exposure to hydrogen 'sulfide

causes:headache, nausea, dizziness, shallow breathing, and

lowered blood pressure..(1
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Carbon tetrachloride has beenwidely.used in the past

as a spObt cleaner for clothing- Its use has been binned in

4...

most household products. Because of its excellent solvent

powers, however, it finds wide use in emical laboratories.

Symptoms of carbon tetrachloride poisoning appear after the

damage has been done. Commonly, the victim of 'Lcirbon tet"
r

poisoning has kidney failure, often resulting in death.

Only three thimblefuTh of carbon tet can saturate the air.

to the danger point in any ordinary size, unventilated lab-
.

oratory.
---1

I

Benzene is another popular solvent. Its odor is-faint

and not disagreeable. Symptoms of low exposure include'

4,headache, 1;,reakness,,and bleeding at the nose and mouth.

Brief inhalation of high concentrations may result in un-

consciousness and death.

MERCK INDEX 4

The Merck Index is a valuable ,resource for determining

the possible hazards assood-ated with chemicals. This ency-

clopedia of chemicals and drugs provides concise descriptions

of the preparation and general properties of compounds and

gives their structure and trade name, as well as their toxic

properties. The Merik Index should be consulted prior to

using any unfamiliar chemical. For example; prior to work-

ing with perchloric would'be important to know the

folldwj.ng information fAnd'in the Merck Index:

Perchloric acid decomposes with explosive violence when
-Aquenua solutions Qf the acid are caustic and

will explodehen they contact organic substances. .Per-

chloric acid is used in the preparation of explosives, as
solvent for inorganic substances, and in plating metals.

4 0
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Referencing the properties of chemicals or consulting

*with co-workers regarding potential hazards should be a

standard procedure for everyone.

ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

Electrical appliances and apparatuses are- so common

th'at one often fails to respect electricity and its hazards:

High voltage is often thought to be the greatest danger from

elec 'city; however, it is current (and how long it flows)

at is hazardous not voltage. The normal 110-volt house-

hold current can readily cause death.

Safety fuses or circuit breakers are used in most cir-

cuits to interrupt the flow of electricity if the'current

exceeds a certain safe maximum usually 15 amperes. gut

safe maximum means "a safe current for the equipment and

wiring system." (A 15-ampere shock to a human generally_ is _

instantly fatal The chance of receiving severe electrical

shock increases with a greater flow of electrical current

through the body. Therefore, to minimize the potential, the

hands should always be clean and dry when Using an electri-

cal apparatus.

The following data illustrates the effect on resistance

to electrical current caused by water and salt:
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Condition Resistance (ohms)

1. .0ne dry finger'of each hand
on an electrode.

2. One moist finier from each
hand on an electrode.

3. Saii-eas 2, except fingers
wet with salt solution.

4. Tight grip, dry hands, ore
on each electrode

S. Same as 4, except immersed
in a salt solution.

100,000

40,000

16,000

1,200

700

It should be obvious from the preceding experimental data

that the hands should be kept dry and free of chemicals

when any possibility exists of contact with an electrical

current.

To prevent electrical shock, follow the rules listed

below:

Be sure equipment is in proper working condition.

Be sure wires are not frayed, loose, or broken.

Be sure equipment power switches are in OFF position

before plugging unit into an outlet; this prevents

"sparking" at the plug.

BesUre hands are dry and clean before handling any

electrical device.

Be Sure provisionsj1a14a,been made for proper grounding.

Be sure all e e rical work is done by a qualified

electrician.

Be sure electri al equipment is inspected periodically.'

If an extension cord is used, be sure that it is heavy

enough to carry the power safely.

Be,sure nOt to overload an electrical circuit.

49
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SPECIAL HAZARDS

Compressed gases are widely used in laboratory and

industrial applications. These gases are stored in heavy

metal "cylinders" of various sizes. Gas cylinders are filled

to very high pressures (up to 3000 psi). Each cylinder is .

color-coded to identify its contents. Gas is released from

the cylinder by a.high-pressure valve,_,The cylinder must

be handled with great care(Figure 6), even if the gas is

as harmlelpwas helium or air. When transporting a cylinder,

one should be sure that a prOtective dome is properly fitted

over the valve. The cylinder should be strapped to a wheeled

cart for transporting, and it should be chained or strapped

to a work bench or wall for use. This prevents it from

PROTECT CYUNDER All AI 1 b
A"'
,41 '

.,..ii4if -

1

..),' .',...

.....

DO NOT DROP
CYLINDERS

FASTEN
. SECUREL

CYUNDERS

VALVE WITH CAP
a Mt

al
MI

-1

1,4

/if
TRANSPORT CYLINDERS ON
HAND TRUCK-DON'T ROLL

itill mg

MARK CYLINDERS
WHEN EMPTY
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falling over and possibly knocking the valve off, which

could cause ille'cylinder to become a deadly "jet" missile.

A gas regulator is used to control the flow of gas

from a cylinder. A regulator that has been used to.regulate

some other gas should not bused as a regulator on an oxy-

gen cylinder. The high-pressure oxygen will react with any

oil dn the regulator, which could lead to a serious explo-

sion or fire. (The oil comes from the manufacturing process,

during which the gas is "oil pumped.")

Working with materials at very low temperatures poses

special hazards. Cryogenics are gases that have been lique-

fied. Spills of these, liquefied gases onto human tissue

can cause severe "burns" similar to those caused by hot ob-

jects. Another hazard arises when liquid gases are warmed,

or when they come into contact with a warm object; an enor-

mous increase in volume and consequent generation of high

pressure.occurs.

Many fires and accidents are caused by unattended opera-

tions. Experiments should not be left unattended certainly

not overnight. Heating units may fail, the flow of cooling

water may be interrupted, equipment may break, and other

problems may develop which could be corrected by the operator

if he or she were present.

Conventional refrigerators have inside electrical con-

nections and contacts which could spark and set off an ex-

plosion if used-for storage of chemicals such as'ethyl ether.

Laboratory refrigerators are specially designed to eliminate

this explOsion hazard; but these refrigerators should never

be used'for food storage, and the ice cubes should never be

used to cool beverages for consumption.

4-1
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A vacuum can cause an implosion (the collapse of a

vacuum desiccator, flask, or vacuum distillation apparatus).

'Such equipment should be wrapped with a special adhesive

tape, which may not prevent collapse but can minimize the

amount of flying glass caused by an implosion. In addition,

wire-mesh cages may be used to provide protective shielding.

The buildup of excessive pressure in a glass apparatus

can result in a serious explosion. Equipment must be care-
.

fully set up to allow gases to escape or to be trapped with-

out the buildup of such excessive pressures.

Peroxides are a special source of hazard in ethers and

ether storage. Many explosions have been caused by ethers

that have been stored too long. (Over a period of weeks or

months, ethers form peroxides, especially in the presence

of .air ,andien glass containers. These Peroxides decompose

upon being eated and, when the decomposition reaction

starts, an explosion results.) Sometimes an ether container,

in which peroxides have formed, will explode simply from

being jarred or struck, even at room temperature.

Ethyl ether, which is widely used iri laboratories 1s

an extraction solvent, should be tested for peroxides prior

to use. Ethers should be labeled with the date they are

received, and unused ether should be discarded periodiCally.

4

RADIATION HAZARDS

An increasing number of modern laboratories use radio-

active isotopes, or equipment (for example, an X
-ray

dif-

fraction instrument) that produces radiation; thetefore,

the technician must be aware'of some of the precautions to

be observed when working with or around radiation.
r>
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Radiation generally falls into one of the following

three categories:

1. Alpha particles are streams of heavy, positively-

charged particles. These particles travel about an

inch in air and have very little penetrating effect

A piece of paper or the human skin stops them.

2. Beta particles are streams of lighter, negatively-

charged particles. These particles have a range of

up to 30 feet in air and can penetrate the skin.

However, almost all such particles are stopped by a

one-eighth inch aluminum sheet.

3. Gamma and X rays are electromagnetic waves with high

frequencies and great penetrating power. Lead and

concrete are often used to shield these rays.

Radiation produces biological injury by damaging cells'

through their ionizing properties. In a laboratory, con-

tamination may be encountered on tools, glassware, working

surfaces, clothing, hands, in wastes, and in tRe air.

Special instruments must be used to dtect radiation.

Radiation safety primarily involves techniques mentioned

previously regarding toxic chemical. Hoods should be used

to prevent the ingestion of radioactive dust. Protective

gloves and shoe covers are necessary. Radioactive materials

mustbe clearly marked. Smoking, eating, and drinking in

the laboratory are strictly forbidden. All equipment and

personnel must be Monito ed and decontaminated upon leaving

a restricted work area. Proper waste disposal is extremely

important..

Because the cumulative effect of many small radiation

exposures may cause serious health problems, it is desirable

to maintain complete r cords of personal exposure (as shown

46
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by pocket monitoring devices). Yearly, or more frequent,

medical examinations for all exposed personnel also are

recommended. 1

LABORATORY FIRST AID

First aid training is a must for a laboratory worker.

This training enables the worker to render life-saving aid

should it be required. Most larger companies have in-house

safety programs that include first aid training. It should

be remembered that first aid is the immediate assistance

giyen to the victim # an accident before professional

treatment by a doctor can be arranged. Do not attempt to

give full treatment, just emergency relief. Stop bleeding,

prevent shock then treat the wound in that4brder. The

primary rule is to keep calm; proper aid cannot be given by

anyone who is not in control of himself or herself.

The following is a list of the basic principles of

first did:

1. Call an ambulance, and state the type of accident, its

location, and the approximate number of people injured.

2. Keep calm and keep crowds away; give the victim fresh

air. Do nothing else unless the proper procedure is

t

known.

3. Stop any bleeding.

4. Prevent physical shock.

5. Restore breathing by artificial respiration if required.

The correct technique for artificial respiration is

shown in Figure 7.

Page 38/CH-01
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1. Lift victim's neck with one hand and
tilt his or her head back by holding
the top of his or her head with the
ocher hand.

2. Pull the victim's chin up with the
hand that was lifting the neck so
that the tongue doest not fall back
to block the air passage.

3. Take a deep breath and place mouth
over the victim's mouth, making a
leak-proof seal, and at the same
time pinch the victim's nose closed.

4. Blow breath into the victim's mouth
or nose until the chest rises.

S. Remove mouth and let the victim ex-
hale while taking another deep breath.

6. As soon as the victim,breathes out,
replace'mouth over his or her mouth
or nose and repeat procedure IS times
per minute.

Figuie 7. Artificial Respiration.

6. Remove the victim(s) from hazardls environments

(spills of chemicals or high concentrations of gases,

vapors, or fumes). Wear proper,ropet respiratory equipment

and protective clothing to avoid exposing oneself to

hazards.

7. Never give liquids to an unconscious person.

8. Do not moire a person with possible broken bones or

possible head br internal injuries unless necessitated

1/4

by fire or fumes.

A slight thermalbutn can be effectively treated by

immersing it in'cold water to relieve pain. Do not use

ointments on any burns; ointments cover a wound and hold

in the heat. Treat the victim for shock. ,4

4 ..

0.
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CHEMICAL BURNS

Treat chemical 'burns as follows:

1. Remove the contaminated clothing and the source of the

contatination. Care should be taken not to contaminate

oneself.

2. Flush the contaminated skin area with large cluaritities

of water for at least 15 minutes.

3. Do not use oils, fats, salves, or ointments; soap may

bemused. The victim should be taken immediately to a

hospital for further treatment.

WOUNDS AND FRACTURES

Treat wounds and fracture as follows:

1. Bleeding must be stopped bjefore other aid can be given.

Apply a large compress over the wound, with direct

pressure on the wound. If the wound is on an extrem-

ity, pressure can be applied to one of the pressure

points.
N.

2. If the wound is slight and bleeding is no profuse,

remove all foreign material projecting from the wound.

This removal may best be accomplished by careful wash-
.

ing with soap -nd water.

3. All wounds shou d be securely, 1:Cut not tightly, bandaged.

4. In the case of a uncture wound (from a broken thermom-

eter, glass tubing, .), the victim should be taken

to a hospital. Puncture wounds are difficult to treat
ir

5. the case of possible bone fracture, do not move the

victim unless there is additional danger present (such

as fumes ,or fire).
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6. Treat for bleeding and shock, but leave splinting to

a professional. When it is necessary to transport the

victim to treatmerit, improvise a splint support to

prevent further injury.

SHOCK

Shock,, which occurs to some extent in all injuries,

can cause death. 'Symptoms of shock include paleness, cold

and moist skin, nausea, shallow breathing, and trembling.

Place the victim'in a reclining position with the head

lower than the body. Control any bleeding. Wra the vic-

tim withblankets. If there is no bleeding, rub\he victim's

, extremities briskly to restbre circulation., Reassure the

victim and remain calm:

Treat electrical shock.as follows:

1. Shut' of the current, or cautiously'remov'the elec-

trical contact from the victim (tr5e an insulator such

as a'rope or stick).

2. To restore breathing,§tart artificial respiration

immediately.

3. The victim may be rigid -.or stiff; even so, artificial

respiration should be continued until death is certi-

fied by a physiifan,

4. ,Keep the victim warm, using blankets or hot water

bottles against 'the, d

50
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POISONS (SWALLOWED)
1

Treat swallowed poisons as follows:

1. If the victim is conscious, give two to four glasses

of wate immediately.

2. Call a ambulance immediately.(

3. Induce vomiting, except when the poison is a strong

acid, strong base, cyanide, gasoline, kerosene, or

other hydrocarbon.

4. When the poison is a strong acid or base, give the

'victim egg whites, a glass of milk, or one teaspoon

of-'dried albumin in a glass of gold water.

.5. For poisons'in general, give one heaping- teaspoonful

of Universal' Antidote in.half a glass of warm water.

.The ingredients are as follows:

Universal Antidote

2 parts activated charcoal

1 part magnesium oxide

1 part tannic acid

(Keep ingredients dry until used).

6. Prevent shock by keeping the victim warm.

POISONS (INHALED)

-Treat inhaled poisons as follows:

1. Cs11ambillance.

2. Wear respiratory equipment and protective clothing.

MoVe the victim to fresh air immediately and give the

victim oxygen if available.

Page 42 /CH -01
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3. Allow the viCtiMto rest. At any sign that breathing

has stopped, begin artificia,1 respiration immediately.

4., Treat for shock by Keeping the victim warm.

4

HEAT STROKE/HEAT EXHAUSTION

Neither heat stroke nor heat exhaustion is apt to occur

in a laboratory, but it can occur in a plant or outdoors.

The victim of heat stroke is very hot and dry; therefore,

body temperature must be reduced immediately. Remove the

victim from the source of heat and use ice and cold water

to reduce temperature. A victim orheat exhaustion feels

cool to the touch, and he or she shOuld be treated as if in

phy ical shock. Keep the victim warm and make sure the

vic m's head is lower than the body.

5 2.
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

7"
Personal protective equipment:

Safety glasses

\Face shield.

Explosion shield

Fire extingdisher

Eyewash fauTuVain

Safety shower

Major laboratory equipment:

Vacuiih.pump

Gas cylinder
r

Gas regulator

Hot plate

Fume hood

Waste disposal

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

,

1. Assign locker/laborator equipment; discuss notebook

and laboratory reporting procedures.

2. -Demonstrate use of personal protective equipment and

major laboratory equipment.

3. Sketch floor plan of laboratory; identify on drawing

L
11 major safety equipment, such as ume hood, eyewash

udtain, safety shower, fire extinct fishers, emergency

exits, 'and places for solid- and 1 quid-waste.disposal.

4. View 16 mm Safety film "Safety in -the Chemical Labo-:

ratory" (see Reference Section).
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GLOSSARY

Acute: A single or sudden event.

Auto-ignition temperature: The lowest temperature at which
a vapor will ignite spontaneously without any outside
source,of ignitiba.

Chronic: A repeated'or prolon4d event:

Combustion: The rapid oxidatip of a substance which pro-
duces light and heat.

Cryogenics: Gases that have been liquified and therefore
are very cold.

Flash point: The lowest temperature at which a substance
in an open vessel gives off enough combustible vapors
to produce a momentary flash of fire.

Ignition temperature: The lowest temperature at which the
vapor over a liquid will ignite and continue to burn
if an ignition source is applied near the surface.

4
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INTRODUCTION

Chemistry is the branch of science that deals with com-

position of matter and changes that take place in matter.

Many of these changes, or reactions of matter, consume or

produce energy and, therefore, are important to the energy

technician. Most matter is a'complex mixture'of elements

and compounds, although all matter is composed of a rela-

tively small number of fundamental particles or building.

blocks. These particles, electrons, protons, and neutrons

combine in various ways to form atoms which, in turn, combine

to form molecules. The forces which hold these molecules

together are called chemical bonds.

Chemical bonding, e.29ments, compounds, electrons, pro-

tons, neutrons, atoms, and molecules are,all considered

in this module to help explain the structure of matter.

In addition, the student will learn accepted symbols and

formulas the "shorthand" of chemistry that condense

the volume of information, making it easier to learn and

utilize.
Ne1

PREREQUISITES -

The studerti, should have completed one year. of high

school algebra and Module CH-01 of Chemistry for Energy
s

Technology I.

5
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OBJECTIVES -

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Define the folloWing terms:

a. Element.

b. Atom.

c. Molecule.

d. Homogeneous.

e. Heterogeneous.

f. Mixture.

g. Compound.

-h. Ion.

i. Ionic bond.

3. Covalent bond

k. Hydrogen bond.,

1. Metallic bond.

)

2. Write basic chemical formulas.

3. Write the name of a compound, given its formula;, or

4 write the formula, given its name.

4. Match the name of an element with its symbol.

S. Identify changes as chemical or physical changes.

6. Write the electrical charge and relative weight of

electrons, protons, and neutrons.

7. Draw a pictorial representation of simple atoms, giving

the location of electrons, protons, and neutrons.

8. List characteristics that distinguish ionic substances
,

from covalent substances.

9. Identify conductors' from a gist of compounds.

1
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SUBJECT MATTER

STATES OF MATTER

Matter, anything which occupies space and has weight,

exists in three states: gas (or vapor), liquid, or solid.

A gas has neither shape of its own nor fixed volume. It

takes the shape and volume of any Container into which it

is placed.. It can be compressed readily to fit a small
_-

container, or it will expand to occupy a large one. Air,

helium, and carbon dioxide are examples of some fairly com-

mon gases. A liquid has no specific shape; it'assumes the

shape of the container that it occupies. A liquid does

not expand to fill the. entire container; it has a specific

volume. Liquids are only slightly compressible. Wdter,

gasoline; and milk are common liquids. A sblid'has a firmness

that is not associated with either gases_or liquids; it

ha'a fixed shape and volume. Like liquids, solids are

only slightly compressible. The three states of matter are

shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Three
. States of Matter.

POWDERED
SULFER SOUD

5U

SULFUR
VAPOR

uouID
SULFUR
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHANGES

The state of a substance depends upon its temperature.

For example, above 100°C, water exists as i'gas; between

0°C and 100°C, it exists as a liquid; and below 0°C, it

exists as a solid (ice). The changes'of state, such as a

change from solid to liquid or liquid to gas, are examples

of physical changes. These changes often consume (or give _

off) large amounts of heat and, therefore, Ware of importance

to an energy technician. For example, the absorption and

release of heat during changes of state (also called phase

changes) are the basic processes in air conditioning,and

refrigeration.

A physical change is one that does not involve creation

of new substances just a change in state or physical appear

ance. The following are examples of physical changes: melt-

ing of ice, changes in particle size (in grinding for example),

cutting of wood ;` condensation of steam, and melting of iron.

Chemical changes, also called chemical reactions, involve

the conversion of one substance into another. Burning of

pdper, .souring of milk, rusting of4i.ron, and burning of

gasoline' are ail examples of chemical changes. The Product

of these reactions is a different substance from the original

Olaterial.

fi

CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER

All matter can be classified either as pure substances

or as mixtures of two or more substances. A pure substance

is a material that is homogeneous'(alike throughout) and

has a distinct set of properties. Substances are of two types:

Page 4 /CH -"02
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compound substances and elementary substances. These are

usually referred to as "compounds" and "elements." Most

substances are compounds; they are composed of two or more

elements united chemically in definite proportions by weight.

. Elements are the simplest substances; they cannot be decom-

posed or changed into simpler substances. .Figure 2 shows

the classification of matter. Mixtures have a variable .

composition, and they usually can be separated into their

components by physical means. The components of a mixture

retain their individual properties. Mixtures usually are

heterogeneous (unlike throughout), but solutions are an

exception. Solutions are homogeneous mixtures in which

One or more substances (solutes) are dispersed in another

(solvent). Sugar in water is an example of a solution (homo-

geneous mixture). Sand in water is ari example of a hetero-

geneous mixture.

MATTER

MIXTURES

HETEROGENEOUS IHOMOGENEOUS]

i

PURE SUBSTANCES

I

C OMPO.UN 0 S

Figure . Classification of Matter.

ATOMIC STRUCTURE

t

iELEMENTS I

As can be seen in Figure 2, pure substances are either

compounds or elements.' Elements contain only one kind of

particle, called an atom. An atom is defined as "the smallest

CH-02/Page S
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particle of,an element which can take part in a chemical'

change." The element iron, for example; is compOsed of, only

iron atoms. A sample of iron can be subdivided Over and

over again until, theoretically, the last remaining particle

wily be an atom identical to all other iron atoms. Atoms

4"
are the basic building'blockS- of matter; they are the smallest

units of an element that can bine with other elements.

Several atoms can combine to form molecules, which are

electrically neutral particles composed of combinations

of tightly bound atoms. Compounds are grOups of molecules,

just as elements are groups of atoms.'

John Dalton, in 1808, proposed an atomic theory to

explain the structure of matter°. Dalton considered the
)

atom to be avindivisible object; however, data.hp slowly'

accumulated to indicate that the atom is not a single par-

1/

r

ticle, but actua y is'composed of several particles. Only

three of the sub atomic particles are of interest to this

study of chemistry: the proton, neutron; and electron.

The electrical nature.of matter was first studiedby

Benjamin Franklin, who discovered that there are two types

of electrical charge, which he called"positiye" and "nega-

tive." The electron is a fundamental particle of atoms,

and it has a negative electrical charge. The size Of the

electron is extremely'small; its mass is approximately

1/2000 the mass of the lightest atom, Which is'the element

hydrogen. h

The proton has an equal charge with the electron, but is

opposite in sign; that is, the proton has a positive charge.

The proton has a mass of one atomic mass unit (amu). The

atomic mass unit is used to relate the weights of small

particles such'as atoms, protons, and electrons. The overall

charge of the atom is neutral; therefore, it follows that

Page 6/CH-02
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atoms contain equal numbers of electrons and protons. For

example, helium contains two electrons and two protons, and

the resultant heliUm atom is neutral.

The electron and protqn can account for the charges'''.

of an atom but leave unanswered the question of mass of

the atom. For example, the mass of the helium atom is 4.

Two mass units are due to,protons, and two mass units are

due to a neutral particle equal in weight' to the proton.

This neutral particle is the neutron. The properties of

the three fundamental particles of an atom electron, proton,

and neutron are given in Table 1. -

.TABLE 1: PROPERTIES OF THE
THREE FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES.

1

.

Particle Charge
Mass

(in amu) Location in Atom4"--
Surrounding nucleus

Inside nucleus.

Inside nucleus
.

Electron

Proton

Neutron

Negative,

Positive,

Neutral.,

-1

+1

0

0.000548597
4

1.00727663

1.0086654

THE ATOM

All, atoms are composed Of the same basic building

block: the electron, 'neutron, and proton: The primary dif-

ference, between atoms of different elements is the 'number

of these building blocks that are pAsent. Niels Bohr de-.

scribed the atom as being much like the solar system, but

on a very small scale. There is a very small core, known

63
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NUCLEUS

PROTON

ELECTRON

HYDROGEN' HELIUM UTHIUM

Figure 3. Structure of 'Atoms.,

t

'\

as the nucleus of,the atom, around which particles spin

at tremendous speeds (Figure 3). These spinning particles
.

are negatively charged electrdns. Electrons that spin around

it'd nucleus are very far apart, just as the planets and

the sun in the solar system are. The electrons' speed varies

from 10,000 to 100,000 miles per second, which is approach-
.

i4 the speed'of,light. The nucleus is composed of neutrons

an protons in sufficient number to make up the total weight

of the atom (electrons have a negligible weight). Since

- the number of positive protons in the nucleus is the same
,

as

s

s the number of negative electrons, the overall charge
t

of the atom is neutral.

(

COMPOSITION OF,THE ATOM

Each atom is designated by an atomic number, which is

the number of protons. in the atom and also the number of

electrons in the atom. These numbers range from 1 (for

hydrogen) to 103 (for lawrencium). That is, there are 103

Page 8/C -02
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knol4n elements. (Scientists in Russia havp claimed that
,

they have made or discovered elements number 104 and 105,

but these discoveries have not been fully verified.) The'

atomic weight of an element is the sum of the weights -of

the protons, neutrons; and electrons. As already indicated,

or all practical purposes the weight of the electrons can

be 4gnored since it is so small compared to the weights of

pro ons and neutrons. Since the weights of both protons

and.neutrons are very nearly equal to 1, altomic weights

of many elements are nelly,a whole number. --Atomic weights,

when rounded off, give the number of nucleons (total number

of iSarticles in the nucleus) . -Tdis number
.
is called the

mass number of the element. Table 2 gives the composition

of the first 10 atoms. pr example, boron (with the short-

hand symbol of B) hasa mass number of 11. Its atomic number,

number of protons, and number of electrons are 5, and the

number of neutrons is 6.

I

TABLE 2. ATOMIC COMPOSITIONS.
4/0

Element

.

Symbol .

.

Atomic
Weight

Mass
Number

Atomic'
Number'

Number
Protons

Number
Eleetrons

Number
Neutrons

Hydrogen H 1.00797 1 1 1 J 0

Helium He 4.0026 4 2 2 2 /

Lithium Li 6.939 7 3 3 3 4 .

Beryllium Be 9.0122 9 4 4' 4 S

Boron B' 10.811 11 5 5 S 6

Carbon C 12.01115 12 6 6 6 6

Nitrogen 'N 14.0067 14 7 7 7 7

Oxygen'
/
, 0 15.9994 16 8 8 8 8

Fluorine
,

F 18.9984 - 19 9 9 9 10

Neon Ne 2.0.183 20 10 10 10 ' 10

l .
.

z'0 0
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In summary: Atomic number = number of protons 11

number of electrons.

Mass number = number of protok+

number of neutron's.

The structure of the first three atoms, hydrogen;

helium, and lithium, is shown in Figure 2. This representa-

tion of the atoms is an attempt to sho their three- dimen-

sional nature. In 11131-e....complex atoms it is impossible to

show all of the protons, ele4ions, and n utronS. For ex-

ample, lawrencium has 103 protons, 103 electrons, and 154

neutrons and would be impossible to .depict in a drawing.

Therefore, the,following representations will be used to

indicate atomic structures.

Hydrogen: The hydrogen atom (Figure 41 consists

of one proton (ID+) and one electrori (e-). The single

electron moves around the proton and is in.the first

shell.
tO.

. Figure 4. Hydrogen Ato.

Helium: Another mple atom (Figure 5) in, terms

of atomic structu e:is gas helium, which has two pro-

tons,..tn neutron (n), and two electrons. The two

electrons in the first shell completely fill it.

Page 10/CH-02
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Figure S. Helium AtOm.

The maximum number of electrons possible in the first

five shells is given in Table/3.

TABLE 3.ma4AXIMUM NUMBER OF ELECTRONS
POSSIBLE IN FIRST FIVE SHELLS.

Shell ,

Maximum Number
of Electrons

1 2

2 8

3 18
.

4 32

S , SO

Lithium: The next atom (Figure 6) has an atomic num-

ber, of three and an atomic weight of 7. Lithium has

three electrons, three protons, and four neutrons.

Two electrons are in the., first shell, aid one is in

the second shell.

r
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Figure 6. Lithium Atom.

Sodium: The 'sodium atom (Figure 7) has.11 electrons,

11 protons,' and 12 neuerons:. Since the first and second

shells are filled with2 and 8 electrons respectively,

the eleventh electron is'in the third shell.

1

),3 se
n.

)
A

Fig/re 7. Sodium Atom.

The preceding examples show the orderly arrangement

of the atoms. Eacesucteeding atom±c structure is simply

"built -up by adding. additipal.electrons, protons,' and

neutrons.

1YMBOLS

Chemical symbols are often used instead of writing

the full name of an element. The symbol consists of one

f

Pa 1Z /CH -02
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or two letters of the element's English/or Latin. name. The

elements using a symbol based on their Latin name have been

known for many centuries. These include the following:

iron (Fe, for ferrum); copper (Cu, for cuprum); gold (Au,

for aurum); silver (Ag, for argentum); tin (Sn, for stannum);

and lead (Pb, for plumbum). Symbols for some important

I .e/ elements are given in -Table 4.

TABLE 4. SYMBOLS OF IMPORTANT ELEMENTS.

Element Symbol Element
.

,Symbol

'Aluminum
Antimony
Argon

-Arsenic
Bapium
Beryllium
Bismuth
Boron
Bromine
CadmitiM
Calcium
Carbon
Chlorine.
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Fluorine
Gold
Helium
Hydrogen
Iodine
Iron

--,

,

,

40-

.

Al
Sb
Ar
As
Ba
Be
Bi
B

Bi'

Cd
Ca
C

Cl
Cr
Co
Cu
F --,
Au
He
H
I

Fe

Lead
Lithium:
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Neon
.Nickel
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Phosphorus,
Platinum
Potassium
Radium
Silicon
Silver
Sodium
Strontium
Sulfur
Tin
Tungsten
Uranipm
Zinc

.

'

.

Pb
Li
Mg
Mn
Hg
'Ne

Ni
N
0
P
Pt
K
Ra
Si

, Ag
Na
Sr
S

Sn
W
U
Zn

*

p
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NAMING OF COMPOUNDS

Distinct, known compounds number in the millions. Be-

cause of this, a systematic way of naming compounds is of

utmost. importance. The situation would be hopeless if

every compound had a name totally indepdndent of all others;

therefore, some relatively simple rules are used for naming

compounds. Some chemical compounds are still identified

by their traditional names, such as H2O (water) and NH3 (am-

monia). It is very important that careful attention be given

to chemical names. For example, substituting perchloric for

hydrochloric acid in a procedure could result in a serious ex-
.

plosion. Msimilar accident could occur if potassium chlorate

is used for potassium chloride.

The simplest compounds are those that contain only

two elements. They are called binary compounds. Ifthe
compound contains a metal and a nonmetal, the rule is as

follows: The metal is named first, and the suffix -ide is

made part of the nonmetal, as shown below:

NaCl Sodium chloride

Ca0 Calcium oxide

Na2S Sodium-sulfide

Mg3N2 Magnesium nitride

BF3 Boron fluoride

Nonmetals often combine with other nonmetals to form com-

pounds. Because the same nonmetals can form several com-

pounds, it is necessary to use prefixes to indicate the

number of atoms of an element that is in-the compound

(Table 5).

Page 14/CH-02
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TABLE S. COMPOUND PREFIXES.

Prefix Number
I

Example.

,

mono-

di-

tri-

tetra-

penta-
.

hexa- .

. one

two

three

four

five

six

CO = carbon monoxide
,

CO2 = carbon dioxide

, NC13 = nitrogen trichloride .

.-''CC14 = carbon tetrachloride

PC15. = phosphorus pentachloride
e..../

SF6 = sulfur hexafluoride

Sometimes it is necessary to use the prefix to give

the number of .atoms for both elements in a binayy compound.

This is particularly true when an entire series of different

compounds can be formed between two elements:

N20 Dinitrogen oxide'

NO Nitrogen oxide

N203 Dknit.rogeft trioxide

N205 Dinitrogen pentoxide

Some metals have variable combining capacities (often

called valences) when combining with a nonmetal. There are

two ways' in qse to handle the preceding situation: in one,

the suffix -ous is used 'for the lower valence; and in the

( other, the suffix -ic is used for the higher valence: An-

other system uses a Roman numeral with the English name

of the element to indicate the valence of the first element,

being named:
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Valence

CuCl = Cuprous chloride (copper [I] chloride) +1

CuC12 = Cupric chloride (copper [II] chloride) +2

FeO = Ferrous-oxide (iron [II] oxide), t2

Fe2O3 = Ferric oxide (iron [III] oxide) +3

The simple acids that are water solutions of compounds

of hydrogen with nonmetals are called hydro '_ic acids.

The following are examples:

HC1 = hydrochloric

HBr = hydrobromic

H2S = hydrosulfuric

H2Se = hydroselenic

All the'salts of these acids are -ide compounds, such

as the following:

NaC1 = sodium chloride

KBr = potassium bromide

MgS = magnesium sulfide

CaSe = calcium selenide

Oxygen-containing acids are named according to the

nonmetal and the number of oxygens contained in the compound.

The suffix -ous,is used for the lesser amount of oxygen,

and -ic is used for the larger amount, as follows:

H2S03 = sulfurous acid

H2SO4 = sulfuric acid

H3P03 = phosphorous acid

H3PO4 = phosphoric acid

Some nonmetals form an even greater variety of oxygen-

containing acids. In the following examples of chlorine-

containing acids, the prefix hypo- means "less than," and.

Page 16/CH-02.,
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the prefix per- means "more than." The names of salts are

dervied from the names of the corresponding acids. In salts,

the suffix -ite corresponds to the ,-ous acids; the suffix

..ate corresponds to the -ic acids. If the acid name includes

a prefix, this is retained in naming the salt, as shown

by the following:

Acid

HC10 = lypochlorous acid

HC102 = chlorous acid

HC103 = chloric acid

HC104 = perchloric acid

H2S03 = sulfurous acid

H2SQsulfuric acid

FORMULA WRITING

i Salt

NaC10 = sodium hypochiorite

NaC102 = sodium chlorite

NaC103 = sodium chlorate

NaC104 = sodium perchlorate

Na2S03 = sodium sulfite

Na2SO4 = sodium sulfate

In chemistry, symbols are used for elements, formulas

are used for compounds, and equations are used for expressing

chemical-'reactions., These devices not only save time, they also

make possible a great deal of mathematical calculations.

Valence has been defined as "the combining capacity

,, of an atom or ion radical." Many people prefer to call

these numbers oxidation numbers, rather than valences; both

terms are commonly used. The valence, or oxidation number,

is closely'related to the structure of the atom. Hydrogen,

with one electron in its outer structure., has an oxidation

number of +1; calcium, with two electrons, has tan oxidation

number of +2; and aluminum, with three electrons in its.

outer structure, has .an oxidation number of +3. It can be

491
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, said that hydrogen has a valence of +1, calcium a valence

of +2, and aluminum a valence of +3-. Common valences,

or oxidation numbers, of some elements are given in Table 6.

NOM

TABLE 6. COMMON VALENCES OR OXIDATION NUMBERS.

Element Oxidation
Number

Element Oxidation

,

Number
.

. .

Al .+3 Fe +3, +2
Sb +3, +5 Pb +2, +4
As +3, +5 . Li +1
Ba +2 Mg +2
Be +2 Mn +2; +4, q

+7

Bi +3 Hg +2, +1
B f3 Ni, +2
Br -1 N +5; +3, -3
Cd °+2 0 -2

Ca +2 P +3, +5, -3
C +4, -4 K +1
C1 -1 , Ra +2
Cr +2, +3, +6 Si +4, -4
Co '. +2 ,,Ag +1
Cu +2, +1 . Na +'1

F' -1 Sr +2
He . 0 S +6, +4, -2
H +1 s Sn '+2, +4
I -1 /n +2

Some elements have several valences even positive

and negative valences.. This simply means that these atoms

. have varitble combining Capacity. In some compounds, they

may be the most positive element; and in some compounds,

they may be the most negative element.
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Rules for formula writing include the following:

Elements of positive valences or oxidation numbers

can unite only with elements of negative valences or

oxidation numbers.

The symbol of the element with the positive valence

is normally placed first.

The number of atoms of a given element in a formula

is represented by a subscript ,number to the right of

the symbol, unless it is 1. If no number appears,

1 atom is assumed for that element. NaHSO4 indicates

that there is 1 sodiy, 1 hydrogen, 1 sulfur, and

4 oxygen atoms in the molecule.

The ratio of the numbers of atoms used in a formula

is inverse to. the ratio of the valences of the two

elements. The following is an example:

A compound contains iron, with an oxidation'

number of +3, and oxygen, with an oxidation

nu er of -2; the correct formula for this

mpound is Fe20s. The following step-by-

tep procedure can be used tb find the correct

'formula. Write down the 1.ements,involved ,

and their valences:

Fe+3.0-2

The lowest common multiple of the two charges,

+3 and -2, is 6. If the charge of each atom

is divided into 6, one finds that 2 iron atoms,

with a +3 charge each, are needed to.balance .

3 oxygen atoms, with a -2 charge each. Then

the following maybe written:

Fel al

75
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The plus 6 of the ironbalances the minus 6

.of the oxygen. 'Leaving off the charges now

gives the correct formula as follows:

Fe2O3

An ion is an atom or group of atoms which. has gained or

lost one or more electrons, thus giving the ion a positive

or negative charge. For example, the sodiut atom (Na) can

lose an electron, forming-the sodium ion (Na+). Groups of

ions often behave as if they were single ions in chemical

reactions. The valences of some of the common radical ions

are in Table 7.

TABLE 7. VALENCES OF RADICAL IONS.

'4

;11
Ion

.

Name , Valence

...

(NH4) Ammonium +1 c

(OH) Hydroxide -1

(NO3) Nitrate ,
-1

(C103) Chlorate -1
.

(SO4) Sulfate -2

(CO3)
.:.

Carbonate -2

(PO4) Phosphate -3

(CN) Cyanide -1

,Page 20/CH-02
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In writing formulas containing radical ions, the same

rules apply as though the ion consisted of a single element.

Thus, the compound of sodium (+1) with the carbonate ion (-2)

gives the compound Na2CO3. If two or more radical ions are

used in a formula, parentheses must be used around the radi-
o

taldon. An example of this is in the formula for barium

nitrate Ba(NO3)2. This formula indicates the compound

contains.l barium atom and 2 nitrate ions, each containing

1 nitrogen and 3 oxygen atoms.

CHEMICAL BONDING

Molecules are composed of two or more atoms held to-

gether by chemical bonds. The chemical bond .is a force

which is elpctrical in nature. Ionic bonding, covalent

bonding, hydrogen bonding, and metallic bonding will be

considered.

IONIC BONDING'

1

Ionic bonds are formed by the electrical force of attrac-

tion between a positive and a negative ion. For example, in

sodium chloride (NaC.l) the positive sodium ion (Na+) is at-

tracted to the negative chlorine ion (C1). The'ions form a

three-dimension'al crystal, as shownin Figure 8. In general,

ionic compounds are hard, brittle, and have relatively. high

melting points. The strong force causaby the attraction

of the oppositely charged ions ..acounts for ;he high melting

point and hardness.,, When ionic compounds are dissolved in

water, the ions are free,to move, and they will conduct an

electria current.
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COVALENT, BONDING

Figure 8. Crystal
Structure of

Sodium Chloride.

In some compounds the atoms share electrons to form

a chemical bond which is called a-covalent bond. For ex-

ample, hydrogen (H2) is bonded together through the sharing

c4 an electron from each hydrogen atom to form an electron

pair which is -the covalent bond. Covalently bonded mole-

cules generally have a relatively weak attractitnjor each

other. In contrast to ionic crystals,/oovalenil.66pounds

are soft, have low melting points, and do not form ions

in solption.

HYDROGEN BONDING

Hydrogen bonding is a weak force of attraction between

certain molecules rather ihan a force within the molecules.
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Tills type of bonding occurs in water. The structure of

water is shown in Figure 9. The hydrogen end (positive)
4.

It
of one wat molecule attracts the oxygen end, (negative)

of another ttermolecule. The result irs'a cluster of water

molecules. This type of attraction, of hydrogen for a nega-

tive atom of an adjacent molecule, is called hydrogen bonding.

Figure 9. Structure
of Water.

Hydrogen bonding is,a very weak

type of bond compared to ionic

or covalent, but it greatly

changes the expected properties

of Molecules. A graphic il u-

stration of the effect of h dro-

genLbonding.is found in Fig-

ure 10. The-abnormally high

'boiling points for H2O and HF

are accounted for hydrogen

bonding that takes place

these compounds.

a

100

° SO

z
O 0

z

-100

' i ;1!:i1H!liLI'
;,

:1,11 I

1

iiiWatinMia 1 Hite
MOMME,1
mmillmmMMMWO,
MI/IMMUNEMUMS.
NINIERIM ..AMMWMUMME
MUMMUK -.411111WMOMMMEM
MIIMMIWIllirmalEMEN
IMMIIIIIIMIW.1 =MEM
1111111.1.=1121MIMMUll

INCREASING ATOMIC 'NUMBER

Figure 10. Effect '.)f

Hydrogen Bonding on
Boiling, Points.
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METALLIC BONDING

Properties of metals, such ,as high electrical and ther-

mal conductivity, luster, and high reflectivity are thought

to be due to an electron-sea in which the electrons are

mobil and move rather freely around fixed metallic ions.

The force that holds the whole structure together is an

attraction of positively charged metallic 'ions for the sea

of negatively chargedlelectrons. This force of attraction

is called metallic boria14. An electron-sea model for a

singly charged metal ion such as sodiuM,-and for a doubly

charged metal ion such as magnesium, is shown in-Figure 11.

SODIUM

Page 24/CH-02
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Figure 11. Electron-Sea Model
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....111. EXERCISES

Chlorine is a greenish-Yellow- gas. It can be changed,

to a liquid by cooling to.734.6°C; and it reacts':explo-
,

° sively with sodium to form -sodium chloridektablesalt).

Which of these Rropeities are physical properife's and

are chemical?

Phys'ical- Chemical
PrOpe5" Property

Greenish-yellow

Gas
, ,

0 Changes to a 114ilidby
cooling to -34.6°C

Reacts exp.losively with
soaidm to forte sodium
chloride

A..

2. Identify the following as an element;-compound, or mixture

by placing an E (element), C (compound), or M (mixture)

in the blank space.

Milk Water,

Gold Zinc

Ink Sodium chloride

3. Use the rules Oxen in the Subject.Matter to name.the

following compounds:_

CaO

MgC12

KOH

CO

PC15

KCN

MgCO3

CuCl

CuC12

4
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NaH2PO4

PbC12

PbCl4

4. Give the valences of the first element in each of the

following formulas:

FeC12 Pb0

Fe203 Pb02

Cu(OH)2 HgNO3,

Cu2S° HgSO4

5. Write the correct formulas for the foll9wing compou :

Iron (III) 'hydroxide

Zinc cyanide

Tin,(IV) oxide

Boron trifluoride

Ammonium nitrate
*

%
Potassium iodide

Carbon G4 sulfide

Silicon tetrafluoride;

..Page 26/CH=0 82
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6. Complete the,f011oWing table:

.3,

'Ammoniui,
NH4+

Sodium,
Na+

= ,

Calcium,
Ca+2

Aluminum,;
A1+3 A'

Cl"

.Radical

OH" NO3- S0+ 2 PO4

.

'NaC1 1

A

'S
ia

'
.

Ca(OH)2
.

,

.

,

.

Al2(804)3
. .

.

.0"
7. Calcium has, an atomic number of 20 and a mass' number of

40., Supply'he following information about calcium:

Number of electrons =
I,

Number, of protons =

$UMber of neutrons. =

.kmber of electrons
in the first shell

*Number of qections
the second shell

Number of eleCtrons
in thi third'shell

,'-)NUmber of elect 'rons
ih the fourth shell

0
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1

Sodium bicarbonate, NaHCO3

Magnesium sulfate, MgSO4
(epsom salt)

4 small crucibles with lids

Meker or Bunsen burner

2 ring- stands

2 small iron rings

2 clay triangles

1 pair crucible

1 desidcator

Balance
4Z

7 H2O

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

Laboratory 2

Electrical conductance
apparatus

8 50 ml beakers

Distilled water

Methyl alcholol

Kerosene or gasoline

Acetone

Carbon tetrachloride

Potassium bromide

Potassium chloride

Barium chloride

Potassium nitrate

Sugar

Sodium chloride

Copper sulfate

Sodium phosphate

LABORATORY 1. DECOMPOSITION,OF COMPOUNDS.

PROCEDURE

Carefully record `all data in Data Table 1.

.1. Clean and- dry four crucibles with covers.

2. Weight each crucible; plus its lid, to the nearest

0.1

.3. Zlate "approkimately g of

tce crucibles
/?:

then cover the
4.

the nearest .1 i.,

Page 28/CR-02.
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4. Repeat Step 3 with the second Crucible, usfnga sample'

,of sodium bicarbonate that weighs approximately 4 g.

5. Support one,of the covered cruciblevom the clay tri-

angle, then place thi lid-off center and gently heat it-

with a burnerf(Figure 12): The crucible should be heated

to a dull red color-for 15 minutes; Heat the second

crucible the same way.

CRUCIBLE
COVER'

HEATING IN THE
PRESENCE OF AIR

Figure 12. Heating a Crucible.

6. While the sodium bicarbonate is heating, weigh the second

set of crucibles as in Step' 2. Weigh oilk samples-of

epsom salt "as described in Steps 3and 4.

7. After the samples of sodium bicarbOnate have been heated

for about.15 minutes, remove the burners, center the .

lids, and allow them to ,cool 0.ightly. Then place the cru-

cible in a desiccator to cool to room temperhture. Use

crucible tongs to handle the hot crucibaes.

a. While the crucibles containirig.sodium bicarbonate are ,

cooling, heat the twg crucibles containing the samples

of epsom salt, using the procedure given in Step 5.

'" . 9. Weigh the.crucibles and lids containing the residue from

the decomposition of sodium bicarbonate as soon as they

v ai0 cool.
.

.
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10. After the samples of epsom salt have been heated to a

dull red glow for 15 minutes, removethe burners,\cover

the crucibles, and allow them to cool slightly. Then

place the saitotescin a-desiccator and allow them to

cool to room tempeTature. Weigh the copied crucibles

. and lids.

11. .After the experiments an completed, dispose f the

residues and. clean the,"C'Yucibles with: soap nd water.

12. Perform the calculations asoutlined in ata Table 1

to calculate the percent of residue for both.samples

of sodium bicarbonate and magnesium sulfate, If one

sub's ance has changed into another, a chemical reacticom

ha occurred. In the experiment, the twoteattions can

be indicated by the following equations:
o

1*

Sodium bicarbonate-Sodium carbonate +.Carbdn dioxide

+ Water Equation 1

-:

Epsom salt---4-Magnesiwi sulfate + Water r

- 'EquatiOn 2..

In the first ction, carbon dioxide and water are
....

driven off into the atmosphere, and the residue is sodium

carbonate. -,

In the second4reaction, water is driven off from.the
.

.

epsom salt, leaving a residue of magnesiUm sulfate In

I

both of. these reactions, the same percentage, of residues

for the and 4-gram samples should be obtained; within. .

Page 30/CI-1-02
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experimental,error. No matter what the source of

sodium bicarbonate, if it is pure, it can alwaystbe

decomposed to give the same percentage of sodium car

bonate as every other pure sample. The same is true

for other pure compounds, including epsom salt. All

pure samples of epsom salt have the same percen'tage

composition. 4

)

LABORATORY 2. CONDUCTIVITY 05 ELECTROLYTES
AND NONELECTROLYTES.

Electrolytes are substances that conduct an electric
.

cur,t,.rdht when put into solution. Nonelectrolytes, on .the

tY

.other hand, a e nonconductors of electricity. Substances

that are ion!ally bonded form "charged" ions in solution

which can "carry the electrical current." Acids, bases, and
v

salts, generally are found to be electrolytes.. Substances

that remain as molecules in solution will not conduct elec-

trical current: These substances are typically carbon con-

'taining "oy organic chemicals, and they.are covalently bonded.

In this experiment the student will differentiate between

electrolytes and nonelectrolytes by measuring their conduc.-

tiyity. . , c

4A variety of electrical conductivity measuring devices

. are available.* A common one utilizeS 110 volt a.c. circuit

with a fight bulb in the circuit. When an electrical conduc-

tor comes contact with the two electrodes, the bulb lights

up. Some indication of the strength of the.electrolyle can

be determined from the'inteesity -of the light. Some conduc
o

tivity devices use milltAineteis to enable one to measure the

amount of, Current flowing. A diagram of two simple Conduc.tiv7

ity apparatus' is shown in Figure 13.

I. .87
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BATTERY OR OTHER
6 VOLT SOURCE

PILLIAMMETER

ELECTRODES

BEAKER
HOLDING
UOUM

Figure 13.

PROCEDURE

SWITCH

UGHT BULB

110 V ALTERNATING CUR ENT PLUG

TEST PROBES

Assemblies to Test the Conductance
of Electrolytes.

Careful1y record all data in Data.Table 2. "-_,

1. Be certain that the electrodes of the apparatus are

clean: Rinse them prior to use and following each

solution, usinedistilled water. A

2. Place enough of the liquid, to be inves ,'gated in a

'beaker and lowpr elecrodes, into place. -I

3. Use liquids showdin Data ;Table 2 and/indicate whether,

solution is a nonconjor or conductor;
.
if a conductor,

indicate,as weak, medium, or strong.
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. DECOMPOSITION OF COMPOUNDS.

DATA FOR DECOMPOSITI6N OF SODIUM BICARBONATE

Sample 1 Sample 2

Weight of crucible + lid * sample before heating

Weight of crucible + lid * sample after heating

Weight of crucible + lid

Weight of sample (1 34,-

Weight of, residue (2 3)
,

Weight of gaseous product (I 2)

i of residue (5/4) x 100%

DATA FOR DECOMPOSITION OF MAGNESIUM SULFATE

Sample 1 Sample 2

Weight of crucible + lid + sample before heating

Weight oi4 crucible : lid + sample after heating

Weight of crucible + lid

Weight of sample (1 3)

. Weight f residue (2 3)

'.': 1 of gaseous product (1 .2r
.

residue (3/4) x 100% .

89 A
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DATA TABLE 2. CONDUCTIVITY OF ELECTROLYTES
AND NONELECTROLYTES.

,

COMPOUND
.

CONDUCTANCE

.

A

None Weak - Medium
4

__
Strong

Distilled water

'ethyl alcohol

NaC1 solution

lierosene

Acetone

KBr solution .

KI solution

Carbon tetrachlor de

Water and methyl alcohol

MgC12 solution

BaC12 solution
,...

Water and acetone

'dater and sugar ,

Na00. solution

CuSO4 solution

ENO, solution

.

/r

,,

0

.

.

v

.
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GLOSSARY ,

Atom: Smallest particle o an element.

Atomic mass unit: Unit of eight used to relate the weights
of small parlticles such as electrons, protons, and
neutrons'.' I

Atomic number: A number equal to the number of electron
around the nucleus of an atom; also equal to the num-

_ber of protons in the nucleus.

Atomic weight: The sum of the weights of the protons,
neutrons, and electrons in an atom.

Binary compounds: Compounds containing two,Iinds of atoms.

Chemical bond: The force holding atoms together:

Chemical change: Involves the conversion of one substance
. into another.

Chemical symbols: -The one or two letter abbreviation of
an element.

,Compound: A chemical substance containing more than one
kind of atom.

Covalent bond: The bond formed by the sharing-of e:lectrqns
of atoms. ,

Electron: Fundamental particle with a charge Of \l,. and -
negligible weight. .

.; .

Element: The basic substances which cannot be decomposed
,into simpler substances. .

Heterogeneous: Having nonuniform composition.
1 ....,

.

Homogeneous: Having uniform composition.

Hydropffbond: 41/4 weak bond formed by the attraction of
'.hydrogen for the negative atom of an adjacent molecule.'

Ion: An atom or group of atoms which has gained or lost
one or more electrons.

Ionic bond: The bond formed by the electrical force of
attraction between a Positive and a negative ion.

92,
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Mass number:' The number of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus (same as nucleons).

Matter: Anythi g which occupies space and has weight.

Metallic bond: The.force of attraction in a metal in Which
the positively charged metallic ions are attracted
to a negative "sea" of electrons.

S

Mixture: Combinations of compounds Dr elemen s with a
variable composition.

Molecule: Combination of atoms.

Neutron: _Fundamental-Rarticle which is neutral_and, has
a relative weight of 1 amu.

Nucleons: The total number of particles in the nucleus..

Nucleus: The small, dense, positively charged region at
the center. of an atom.

Physical change: A change Oat does not involve creation
ofnew substances -.,

Proton: Fundamental particle with a charge of +1 and as
weight of approximately 1 amu.

Valence: The combining capacity of an atom.

1.

.t.
o
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INTRODUCTION

Most chemical work involves qua(ti-tative theasurements

and calculations which require an understanding of mathemdtics

as it relates to chethistry. Scientific notation, significant

figures', and the metric system are considered in this module,

as well as a problem solving technique called dimensional

analysis. The knowledge gleaned from the previous module,

"StruCture of Matter," is expanded with the study .of

weights, isotopes, molecular weights, and mole' concepts. .

This module goes beyond writing and-balancing chemicial -

equations and investigates some of the quantitative informa-

tion that can be determined through the use of qiethica/ equaz

-tion.s.. The andlyticTsimethod of gravimetric analysis is also

preented.

16

rJ

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one year of high

school algebra and Modules CH-01 and CH-02 of Chemistry for

Energy Technology I.

C

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion'-of this module, the student should be

able., to::

1: ,Egpress conventional numbers in exponential notation

and convert exponential numbers into conventional

numbers.

Determine the correct number of significant figures in

answers to matItemattcal prgblems.

95
t
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3., Convert Fahrenheit to Celsius temperatures and convert

Celsius to Fahrenheit temperatures.

4. Use the technique ofrditensional analysis in solving

problem's.

5. Write and balance chemical equations.

6. DeterMine atomic and molecular weights of-elements and

compounds.

7. Calculate the number of moles in a given quantity

an element or compound.

8.° Calculate ae number of grams in a sample, given t e

number of moles in.the sample

9. , Mrite the nuclear

the mass numbers.

10:, Calculate amounts

ical equations','

w.

s

1

`,.'Phe 2/CH-03:
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isotope symbo or an element given

of reactantsand
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/

products from chem-
.
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SUBJECT MATtER

CHEMICAL CALVLATIONS

Most chemical work is quantitative in, nature, that is,

it deals with specifi. c amounts of substances; and the results

of chemi investiga/ions are reported as numbers. Scien-

--, tifi,,c notation is used to report figures which are unusually

small or unusually large. Through the use of significant

figure's one can indicate the degree off accuracy in labOratory

Vmeastirements. Moreover, cffemical calculations are greatly

simplified through the use of'the metric system since it is

,based upon the decimal system. Scientific notation, signifi-

cant figures, and the metric system, along with a problem -

solving technique called dimensional analysis, are all aids

in peyforMingNsilemical calculations and are considered iii

th4- module.V

SCIENTIFIG NOTATION

,

'Numbers used -in chemistry are often very large or very

small. For example, the number .of'molecules in 18.02 grams

of water is 602,250,000,000,000,000,000,000, and the uass'of

an individual hydrogen atom is 0.00000000000000000000000016'

grams. Obviously, these numbers would be cuMbersove to. handle

in calculations; but expressed in exponentialorm, they are

easier 'to use. Expressed exponentially, the,first,number

above becomes 6.0225 x 102, and the second number becomei

1.67 x 10- 25. Table 1 shows general relationships between

-conventional numbers and exponential notation.

.The exponent is used as a substitute for vhe number of,

places the decimal point must bemoved to the right or left

to give the long form of the number. .

9 .1 CH-03/page#3
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TABLE 1. EXPONENTIAL NOTATION.

1000 =

100 =

10 =

1 =

0.1 =

0.01

0.001 =

I x

1 x

1 x

1

10

1

10

10 x

10

x

10

1

10 =

-=

=

=

=

=

1 .

1 x 10 3

1 x 102

1 x 101

1 x 10°

1 x 10-1

1 k 10-2

-1
0-3

101

10 x 10

1

102

10 x 10 x.13 103

In order to add or subtract numbers eX)0-essed in expo-

nential notation, the powers of 10 must be the same For

example, the follving numbers may be added as followS:

(4.16 x 104) + (2:14 x 102) =

416 x 102 t -2.14 x 102

418.14 x 102

(Addition)'

When numbers expressed in exponential notation are mul-

tiplied, the exponents are added; but when numbers expressed

in exponential notation are di4vided, the exponent of the di.-

visorjs subtracted from the exponentof the divideffd. Note

the following'examples:

Page 4/CH-03



(6.3 x

(6.3 x

6.93

10") (1.1 x

1.1) x 104+8

x .1012 S\

108) =

= (multipicration)'

8.4 x 10'
4.2 x 103

8.4
x 105-8 = (division)

2.0 x 10: = 200

SIGNIFICANT FIGURF.S
%

a

oh) every experiflental measurement there is a degree of

uncertainty which depends upon thee type of measuring device

used and/dr the skill of the person conductin; the measure-.

ment. For example, 6 ml of liquid can be measured with a

100-ml graduated cylinder and appear to be 5 or "7. ml. In

'this case, an error of 1 ml is possible. However, the accu-

racy of measuring 6 ma of liquid with a 1D-ml graduated cyl-

inder clan be expected to be within 0.1 ml of the 6 ml, or

5,q to 6.1 m1. Finally, 6 ml of liquid can be measured with

a buret with an uncertainty of only 0.01_ml. In this instance

volume measurement could orange from 5.99 tb 6.01 ml. On the

'following page is a list of accuracies arising from these

three measuring methods:

CH-03/Page
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6 ml

6.0 ml

6100 ml

(large graduated cylinder)

(small graduated cylinder)

(buret)

,

The accuracies. listed above are expressed ieletms of signif-
icant figures. There is one significant figure in 6 ml, two

significant figures in 6.0, and three significant figures in
6.00 m1.4 When experimental quantities are multiplied or

divided, the number of significant figure.s in the result can-

not exceed the number contained in the least accurate Measure-
ment. Or, this concept may be expressed*as follows: An an-

swer in an,experimental determination is not better than the

least accurate measurement%in the experiment.

METRIC SYSTEM

The metric system of weights and Leasui-es is-used

throughout the world except.in the nitedStates. However,

this country is gradually moving use of-the metric

system. The major advantage of the.metric'syst,em is the fact'

that it is based upon a deciMal-"system; therefore, many cal-

culations involve only moving the.decimal point. Xhemeeric
system employs a series of.prefixes to'indicate decimalfrac-

tions of basic measurements: Some"of theseprefixes are
.given in Table 2.

Metric units are also knownasiInternational St-stem

units (SI units).
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TABLE 2. METRIC SYSTEM PREFIXES.

Prefix I Abbreviation Value

.

Example

Mega- M 10° megawatt.= 1. million watts

Kilo- k 103 kilometer = 1000 meters

Deci- d 10°' decimeter = 0.1 meter

Centi- c 10°2 centimeter = 0.01.Meter

Milli- m 10°3 millimeter = 0.001 meter

The basic metric unit of length is the meters As can

be seen from the comparison between metric and. English sys-

tem units shown in Table 3, the meter is slightly longer than

1 yard.

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF ENGLISH AND METRIC UNITS.

^ \.
Metric System, English System

Length 1 meter = 1.094 yd 2.54 cm = 1 in

`MassMass 1 kilogram = 2.205 lb 453.6 =g l'lb

j
Volume 1 liter = 1.06 quarts 1 cubicft = 28.32 liter

t

The basic metric Unit of Mass is, the kilogram (kg).

Although it is common practice to.use the terms "mas's' and

"weight" interchangeably, this practice is not correct: .Mass,

11:
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whiph is a.measure of the amount .of material in arrobject,
.

does net depend upon the attractive force of gravity. In

other words mass is constant; whereas, weight is dependent

upon" gravitational forces. The wilt of mass` most, often used

in chemistry is tile gram (g), which is one one-thousandth pf
q

a kilogram.
. .

The liter is the common metric measurement for volume.

A liter is the volume occupied by a cubic decimeter; there-

fore, there are 100'0 cubic centimeters (cc) in a liter. The'

'milliliter (ml) is one one-thousandth of a liter and'is equiv-

alent to a cubic centimeter. In a laboratory, most chemical

operations ar conducted in 'the liquid phase; therefore mea-

surement-of,volume is important.

Density, a quantity that rel=ates mass to volume: is w.idely

used to identify substances. Density is defiffed-as."the ratio

of mass to volume.",

Density Mass
Volume

EXAMPLE A: DETERMINATION OF DENSITY.

Given: The information that 790 -grams (g) occupy a volume

of 100 cm,3.(cubic centimeters).

Find: 'Calculate the density of iron, using the above

information.

s a
Density = 7.90 g/cm3.0

Volume
Mas

100
790

cm3

Solution:

Page 8/CH-03
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The, common temperature scale used in the United States

is Fahrenheit. In scientific studies, Celsius (centigrade)

and Kelvin scales, are employ.ed. The Celsius scale is based

on the assignment of 0° to the freezing point of water and

100°C tci the bo4ling .point of -water (at sea level) . Of

course, the correspcndina points on.the Fahrenheit scale are

32 °'F and 212°F. Tke mathematical relationship between Fahren-

heit and Celsius scales is as follows:

1

°C = (°F 32°F)

.tV

The Kelvin scale is rbilated to the puperties of gases.

Zero on this scale corresponds to -273.15°C. Kelvin and

Celsius scales are related as follows:

K = °C + 273.15°

iF

The,KeNin, Celsius, and Fahrenheit temperature scales are

com ared,in Figure 1.

I
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Kelvin, Celsius,
and Fahrenheit Temperature Scales.

PROBLENJ SOLVING

In recording experimental data or answers to mathemat-

ical problems it is important to indicate the'units of mea-

surement. A number reported for,,a measured quantity is

meaningless unless its units are known. An approach which

makes use of units in problem solving is called dimensional

analysis, or the factor method. Consider the following

example of this method of problem solving:

Page 10/CH-03
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EXAMPLE 13: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS.

Given:

Find:

dSolution:

A trafic sign that indicates the speed limit is

40 kilometers. (km) per hr.

The corresponding speed in miles per hour.

0.161.(1.000 31' (1.094 r 1 mi
mi = 40
hr 1,15e ' '176G xd)

= 25
mi
hr

Notice that. the units are canceled, leaving only the desired

unit's md/hf. The units should be carried through all cal.-
4*
illations to make sure that they cancel properly. The mag-

nitude of answers should always be considered toNs.19.xermine

if they are reasonable. For example, if the decimal point

we 4-<misplaced in the above problem, the answer could be 2.5

ar 250 mi /'hr. Obviously, neither, of these answers would be

reasonable for a posted speed limit.

CHEMICAL EQUATIONS

.1
.

The symbol of a chemical element is the shorthand nota-

tion for the eSlem5nt. Tte symbol represents an atom Of the

element,. the molecular-or ionic formula of a compound is a'

combination of symbols foj the individual atoms of the cam

pound. Symbols and formaaas are both used in writing chemical

equations. Chemical equations are used to indicatecheMical

reactions. A chemical equation is, therefore, both a

i

quanta-
,

and a quantitative stafement of a chemical cb.ange. As

N
CH-Q3/Page 11
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be seen later in this module a balanced chemical e uation

can be used to calculate `the. amount of product of a given

reaction, and for other dmportant,garculations. The chemical

'equation and the atomic and molecular weight relation'ships'

of'the atoms and molecules involved in a chemical reaction

are used in an important analytical technique called gravi-

metrit analysis.

ATOMIC WEIGHT

In Module .CH, -02 theatomic weight of an element was

defined as "the sum of the weights of the protons, neutrons,

and electrons in the atom." The actual weight -of hydrogen;

the lightest atom,..has been determined to be 1.7 x 10-y

grams. This method-ofexpressing the actual weights of atoms

is inconvenient, and since all elements are of,the same small

order of magnitude, it is more convenient-to use relative

weights than actual weights: The relativq weights of atoms

of different 'elements are known as atomic weights:. The atomic

weights of all elements, along with-their symbols and atomic

numbers, are given in-Table 4.
On the atomic weight scale, the weight of hyorrOgen-js

r
1.00797; that of carbon is 12.01115; andthat of oxygen is

15.9994. Therefore, carbon atoms weigh approximately twelve

tames as much as hydroiren atoms, and oxygen atoms ante approx-

imately sixteen times heavier than hydrogen atoms. Sulfur,

which weighs32.064, is. approximately twice as heavy'as oxy-

gen. (In the development of the atomic'weight scale, a par-
..

ticular kind of carbon atom, called carbon-12 isotope, was

given atwdight of 12.00000.) Isotopes will be considered in

the next section of this module.

Phe 12/CH-03 _
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. TABLE 4. TABLE-OF ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

_
4 _ Atomic ' Atomic

Symbol
No. Weight

Atomic Atomic
Symbol Weignt

,

Actinium is '39 227 Mercury Hg 80 200.59

Aluminum Al 13 26.9815 Molybdenum Mo 42 95.94

Americium Am 95 (243) Neodymium Nd 60 144.24

Antimony Sb 51 121-75,
Argon Ar 18 , :U.948

Neon fNe 10: 20.1'33

Neptunium Np : 93 . (237]

Arsenic As , 331 '4.9216 Nickel ' Ni 28 58.71

Astatine At ' . 85' (210] Niobium Nb . 41 92.906

Barium Ba 56 137:34 Nitrogen N , 14.0067

3erkelititt 3k 97 (249) Nobelium No. _102' ,(255)

Beryllium Be 4 9.01:2 Osmium ' Os. '6 190.2

Bismuth 3i 33 208.980' Oxygen 0- 3 1-5.9994" '

Boron 3 5 , 10.811 Palladium Pd 46 106.4

'9 99Bromine Br 55 0 Ph h P , 15 30.9788Phosphorus
/

Cadmium , Cd . 48 112.40 ' Platinum Pt 78 195.09

Calcium , Ca 20 40.08 Prutonium Pu 94' (242]

Californitim Cf 9& (251] Polonium Po 34 210

Carbon C '6 12.01115 'Potassium K 19 39.102

Cerium' Ce 58' 140.12, Praseodymium Pr 59 440.907

Cesium Cs 55 132.905 Promethium Pm 61 (145.]

Chlorine Cl 17 35.453,
Chromium Cr 24 51.996

Protactini"m 'Pa - 91 231

Radium Ra 38 .226.0

Cobalt Cg 27-,. 58.9332 Radon Rn 36 :22

Copper Cu 29. 63.54 Rhenium ,Re '5 '136.2

Curium Cm ab (247] Rhodium Rh 45. 102.905

Dysprosium ° Oy ' 66 . 162.50 Ruoidium, Rb 37 35.47

Einsteinium Es §9 (254] Rut4pnlum Ru 44 101.07

Eroium 3r 68 . 167.26
Europium cu '6 5 ? 151.96' 1¢

Sama-kum Sm 62 150.35

*Scandium Sc 21 44956
.

Fermium Fm 100 (253] Se . 4. 78.96Selenium .3

Fluorine F 9 18.9984
-

'Francium Fr 37 (223]
Silicon ' Si 14 28.386

Silver Ag , 47 107 3'0

.Gadolinium Gd 64r 157.25 Sodium Na 11 22.9898

Gallium Ga 31 . -69.72 Strontium Sr 3B 37.62

Germanium Ge 32 '2.59 Sulfur , S 16 ' 32.064

'Gold . Au 79 196.967 Tantalum, Ta '3 130.948

Hafnium Rf 7-Z.-- 178.49 Technetium Tc 43 e991

Helium . He 2 4.0026 'Tellurium re 52 127-60

.

'Ho-lmium Ho 67 164.950
Hydrogen ' 9 - 1 1:001197

-Terbium Tb " 65 158.924:
'Thallium / 'T1 81 204.57

,

Indium In . 49. 114.32 Thorium Th 90 232.038

,:odines7. . : ° 55' r26.9044 Thulium Tm 69 163.934

Iridium Ir 77 192.2 Tin S% SO. 113.69

Iron Fe 26 55.647' Titanium ,Ti 22 47.90

KryPton .' -4KF 36 83.80' Tungsten W 74 133.35

Lanthanum La 57 13891 Uranium U 92 .,1238.03

LawrenFlum , Lu 103 (2571 Vanadium V . 23 50.942

.

,

Lead Pb 32 207,19
Lithlim

e
wi 3: 6.939

Xenon . Xe 154 . 131.30

Ytterbium Yb 70 173.04

Lutetium Lu 71. 174.97 Yttrium Y 39 ' 88.905

',Magnesium, .sig_ 12 ' : 24.312 :Inc Zn '30 65.37

Manganese Mn " : 25 .' 54.9380 'Arconium :r 40 91.22

Mendelevium 4d 104. [256] ,

'" ,

'A value given 'in brackets denotes the mass numoer of longest-lived or bestknown

1 isotope. .

.1
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Since atomic weights are relative, they can be assigned

units (for example, grams, ounces, pounds, and so forth).

chemica work is done using the gram; therefore, atomic

hts of ele ents are often called gram-atomic weight,

whici is the atomic weight. expressed in grams. Thus, one

gram-atomic weight of oxygen is 15.9994 grams, one gram*-

atomic weig-ht of hydrogen is 1.00797 grams, and so forth.

The,term."atomic mass unit" (amu) isused to indicate the

weight of 'one atom. For example, ohe atom of sulfur weighs

32,064.amu." Almost all calculations in chemistry involve

the use of atomic weights.

ISOTOPES

In Module CH-02 the mass number of an element was de-

fined as the number of particles inthe nucleus" that is,

the number-of protons plus the number of neutrons. The atomic

weights of elements. are often very close to being wholenum-
.

bers at d can be rounded off to obtain-the mass numbers. How-

ever, consider the fact That many atomic weights such as

chlorine's 35.45 are far from.being whole numbers. This

"-led to the discovery that most elements are mixtures of two

or more kinds of ,atoms having different atomic masses but

similar chemicalproperties. Chlorine, with an atomic weight

of 35.45,'exist9 as two kkilds of Chlorine atoms that have
-

massps, very close to the whole numbers 35 and 37. Both types

of ctlbrine have an atomic number of di, meaning they both

have 17 protons and 17 electfons. The difference lies in the

number of neutrons in the nuclei of the different types of

atoms: chlorine-35'has 13 neutrons and chlorine-37 has 20



4

L

peutrons. Atoms of the-same atomic number and different

atomic weight (different, numbers of neutrons) are called
4

isotopes: Chlorine contains 75.6%.isotope 35 and 24.4%

.isotope 47.1° The avgrag'elwelght of this mixture of isotopes

The existence,of isotopes is widespread aniongthe ele-

Ments'. Some elements have only one isotope,solite have a few,

and some have many. Tin is composed of a mixture of nine

isotopes that vary in mass from 112 to 124.

A symbolism has teen devised to distinguish between

i otopeS of a,r} eleMent. TheIwe isotopes of chlorine, for

example, are designated by the symbOs ?Cl and ?Cl; to in-
,p

'dicate chlorine-35 and chorine -37 respectively. Note that

the mass nUmber'is made the superscript and the tomic num-

ber, e sUbscfipt.

Hydrogen is composed of the three isotopes shown in

Figure 2. Mime than 99.9% of Hydrogen is 'normal hydrogen .1
-that is, IH, with one proton and one electron that weigh one.

O
' HYDROGEN 11H

(ATOMIC Nb.1.

MASS NO. 1 )/

00
DEUTERIUM 21H

1

(ATOMICo NO. 1.

MASS NO.2)

TRITIUM 31H'

(ATOMIC NO. 1.

MASS NO. 3)

Figure 2. Isotopes of Hydrogen.

A
Abbut one atom out of eIrery

0
70D0 atoms -is heavy hydrogen

calso called d6iteripm), ,which is a hydrogen atom whose' n' .

le s contains one proton and one neutron. The symboVoi
b. .

u p
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heavy hydrogen is Another isotope of hydrogen, tritium,

is extremely rare, Tritium NH) has two neutrons, one proton,

and one electron. -TritiuR finds some use in the fusion reac-
,

tion used in thejiydrogen bomb. Since the majority of ljyd-sro-

gen is hydrogen-1, it is not surprising that itilatabic weight

is close to ohe (1.0079). The reason so many atomic wights

are almost whole numbers is that there is usually one isotope
.

presellt in very high concentration, just as,in hydrogen.

Neon.consists of three isotopes: IgNe, f2Ne, and iiNe.

The natural abundances of these isotopes are 90.9%, 0.3%, and

8.8%, respqgtively. As would be expected from these numbers,

the atomic weight of neon is close to 20 (.20.179).

Since the electronic structure of all iscitopes' of an el-

ement are identical, the chemical properties are the same.

Some.of the physical properties (freezing point, melting

point, or density) may be slightly different since thele

properties aie somewhat dependent upon the total weight of

the .atom.
!

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS '

The molecular weight of a compound is the sum of the

atomic weights of all the atoms shown in its formula. The.

term "formula 'weight" is preferred by some people, since sblne

ionic, compounds such as NaC1 do not exist as molecules. For

most purposes, the terms "Molecular weight" and "formula

weight" Sreinterchan-geable.

What is the molecular weight of the following compounds?

Page 16/CH-03
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NaOH # Atoms Atomic weight

Na 1 x

1 x

1 x

22.99 =

15.99 =

1.01 =

/--

22.99

15.99

1,01

TOTAL 39.89 grams

H204 # Atoms, atomic Weight

H' " 2 x' 1.01 =

.,S 1 x 32.06 =

0 4 x 15.99 =

THE 'MOLE

2.02 ,

32.06

63.96
1

'TOTAL 498:07 grams

Atomic weights are,related to the number of atoms in a

very definite way whiih is explained by the mole concept.

A mole of any element is defined as "the amount of that ele-

ment that contains the same number of atoms" (as exactly 12

'rams of car on -l2). It has been determined experimentally

that this number is 6.02 x.1023 atoms. 'This number is called

Avogadro's number fn honor of the Italian physicist, Ameaeo

4,Avogadro. A mole ions, atoms, or molecules contains

Avogadro's dumbeirAf ions, atoms, or molecules, respectively.

4 /

1 mole of C atoms = 3%02 x 1023 G atoms

1 mole of H2O molecules = 6.02 x 1023 H2O molecules

1 mole of Cl ions = 6.02 x 1023 Clitions
-_-

.

A.,
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A mole of atoms of any element has a weight in grams equal

to the atomic weight of the element, as follows:

1 mole of C weighs 12"grams

1 Mole of S weighs 32 grams

1 mole of Al weighs 27 grms

Because atoms and molecules react with each other on a par-

ticle-to-particle level and not a gram-to-graft' revel, the

moleconcept is.very important; it allows the technician to

weigh materials (in grams for example), and to-relate these

weights, to chemical reactions,. Several' mole relationships

are given in amble 5.

TABLE 5, MOLE RELATIONSHIPS.

Name Formula
Formula Weight

(amu)
Weight of
1 mole(z)

Number and kind o
a ParOcles in 1 mo/i-e

Atomic oxygen 0 '16
-I,

16 6-02 x 10" 0 atoms
2.

Molecular oxygen' 02 32 - .52 6.02 x 1021 02 moleculet

... -- 2(6.02 x 1021)0 atoms

Silver Ag 108 . 108 6.02 x 1021 Ag atoms

Silver ions Ag+ 108
. 108 6.02 x 1021 Ag+ ions

Barium chloride RaCl. 208 208 6.02 x 1021 BaC12. molecules
6.02 x 1021 Ba +2 ions .

. 2(6.02 x 1021)C1 ions .

Page 18/CH-03
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EXAMPLE C: MOLE CALCULATIONS.

Given: The wantity of 80.3 grams of sulfur.

Find: Gramcatomic weights (moles).

Solution:. Grams of S
Gram-atoms of S Gram-atomic weight of S

80.3 a
° 2,50.

S2.1 g

EXAMPLE D: MOLE CALCULATIONS (-7

Given: The quantity of 138 grams of ethyl alcohol

(C2H5OH)..

Find: , Number of moles.'

Solution 2 ; = 2 x 12 = 24 4

6H= 6x 1= 6 g

1 b= 1 x 16 = 16 g

Molecular weight 46 a4
of ethyl alcohol 0

Grams of ethyl alcohol
Males of ethyl alcohol Molecular weight of

ethyl alcohol

138 a
46 g

EXAMPLE E: MOLE 'CALCULATIONS.

Given:

Find:

Solution:

Three moles of sodium hydroxide (NaOH).

Quantity (weight) of NaOH for an experiment.

Grams of NaOH = Moles of NaOH x
Molecular weight

of NaOH

= 3 moles x (23 +.16 + 1) g/mole.

Grams of NaOH = 3 Moles x 40 g/mole

=,,120 grams.
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WRITING AND BALANCING EQUATIONS

The use of symbols and chemical formulas as a, condensed

method of identifying elements and compounds was discussed

in Module CH -02. Now, symbols and fofmulas will,be used in

writing chemical equations. A chemical equation is both a

qualitative and a quantitative statement of a chemical

change; and it expresses a number of laws and facts. The

following are examples:

'The law of conservation of mass a law that states

that matter is neither created nor destroyed in a

chemical reaction. Therefore, in a chemical equa-

tion which represents what happens in a reaction

the weight` and number of each'kind of atom is the

same beibre and after the chemical reaction. That

is, thktotal mass of the .product is equal to the

total mass of the reactants.

The law of constant_ composition. :each formula ex-

Tresse4 the fact'th'at the compound it represents -

has a,constant composition. Each 'symbol and for-

. mula involved Must iDe written correctly, using

knowledge of yalences, One cannot change a for-

mula.to achieve a.balanced'equation.

Each equation indicated the relative weights oT

the reacting materials and the products farmed.

Weight relationships 9.f chemical equations will

, be illustrated later.,

To write a chemical equation, one must know the follow-

ing:

That the reaction actually can take place. This

inforMation ft-determined experimentally. If one

Page 20/CH-03 11I
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writes equatibns but reactions do not occur, obvi-

ously, these equations are meaningless and mis-

leading..

The correct symbOls and formula of the reacting

substances (reactants). These formulas are ob-

trained from experimental data.

The correct symbols and formulas of, the products.

Number of moles nee4ed to balance atoms on each

side of the equation. (The number of moles are

the coefficients placed before the formulas.)

The word "equation" is not used in a mathematical sense.

In mathematics, equation indicates'that both sides of an ex-

pression are .identical. Chemical equations are used to indi-

cate chemical reactions which, by definition, result in

,new and different substances on the right from the original

substances on the left. The reactants are not "equal" to the

products. The arrow in a chemical equation means "yields" or

"produces." The "+" sign means "reacts with."
A

Examples of writing and balancing equations follow,

Word equations for chemical reactions can be written as fol-

lows: Zinc reacts with hydrochloric acid to produce hydrpgen

and zinc chloride. This word equation can be written then as

a chemical' equation as follows:

`Zn + H2 +-ZnC12

The following information is needed before the preceding

equation can be written.

ct,
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the symbol for metallic zinc is Zn.

The formula for hydrochloric acid is HC1.

Zinc and h4ochloric acid will actually react.

Hydrogen gas is produced in the reaction and is

a diatomic gas, H2.

Zinc chlofide is also a product, with a formula

of ZnC12.

Note that 1 Zn, 1 H, and .l Cl are on thawleft and that

1 Zn, 2H, and 2 Cl are on the right. The equation un-

balanced in this case; but the react.ion'can be balanced by

placing a "2" in front of the HC1. Notice that the formula

cannot be changed to H2C12 because the formula' of hydro-

chloric acid is HC1 not H2C12.

-Zn + 2 fiCl---00/2 + ZnC12

e-

This balanced equation now states that one atom of zinc will

react with two moleculeS of hydrochloric acid to yield one

molecule of hydrogen gas and one molecule of zinc chloride.

This equation also.shoWs that one mole of zinc will react

with two moles of hydrochloric acid to yield one mole of

hydrogen gas and one;moleof zinc chloride,.

, Magnesium reacts with sulfuric acid to produce hydrogen

and magnesium sulfate as follows:

Mg + + MgSO4

1 Mg, 2 H, ;.S, 4 0---1 Mg, 2 H, 1- S, 4 0

Page 22/CH-03
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This equation as written is already, balanced, and no coeffi-

cients-are .needed. Aluminum reacts,with-hydrochloric acid

to produce hydrogen and aluminum chloride as 'follows:

Al + + A1'b3

To balance this equation, one may use'trial anderror.to

place' coefficients in front or.the syMbOls and form i til

a balanced equation results. For example, try Placing a 3

before HC1 to get 3 Cl on each side, giVing'i H on the left

and 2 on the right. 'XII even coefficient that is also divi,s-
v

ib e by 3 placed in front of HC.I. will balance the Cl on the

right. The following is an example:'

Al + b 1-1C1 --)P"'I H2 +- A1C13.

-To balance the H and Cl, a 3 before .H2 and a,2 tefore J,41C13

needed.

4.

-Al -II 6 HC1 31.-3 H2

Then, balance the Al a's follows:

O

A

1 I 7
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2 Al + 6 HCI. ---40-3 H2 A1C13 (balanced)

2 Al, 6 H, 6 Cl 2 Al, 6 H, 6 Cl
...*"

When the products of a readt.iin are not known,;(it is

much more difficult to write and'balance chemical equations.

Fortunately,one does not,have to memorize every possible

chemical reaction that caft' otcui., Instead; learning types

of chemical reactions and knowingnowing how substances react makes

it possible to predict how similar substances would also re-

act. The examples given involvtd metals, reacting with hydro-'

chloric acid; and,in each case, the products were hydrogen

gas and a salt of the fietal, It can be'predicted that most

metals will react with different types of aids to form hy-

drogen gas and the salt of.he metal which, infact, is the

case. c,...Now consider the fcgr major typ'e's of chemical reactions.-

r.

TYPES OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS,

Combination: When two substances unite to form a:

1'!!' more complicated substance, the reaction is,known.

as a combination. In the .foliowingre4vions,zhere

are two or more reactants, but only one proauct:

Page 24/CH-03
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2 Hg + 02. --)m 2 Hg0

2 H2 + 0-2 -31." 2- .H2O

CaO + H2O --)N Ca(OH) 2
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/Rh

Decomplosition: When a substance breaks down in -to

two or more products, the reaction is,called de-

( compo'sition.

O

CaCO3---7:0e-Ca0 + CO2

2 KCi03 Kel + 3 02

2 Hg0 2 Hg + Q;

Single Replacement: Inthese reactions an elemenst

and a compound interact to form a different element

aid a new compound.

1,

-17,n H2SO4 ---7-310-17.nSO4 + H,

Fe + CuSO4 + Cu

Double Replacement: In thes'e reactions the atoms

or padicals from two compounds interchange to form)

two new compounds. 0

AgNO3 + NaC1 =-7111-Agc1 + NaNO3

- NaOH + HC1

-Ba(NO3)2,4 KC1----1110-2 KNO3 + BaC12

Mg+

a
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CALCULATIONS BASED UPON CHEMICAL EQUATIONS,

A balanced chemical equation can be used for calculating

the amount of product of a given regctiOn, and for other im-.

portant calculations. Several of these calculations will be

illustrated.
0

Consider the reaction that takes place in a rocket motor

that used hydrazine as a fuel and dinitrogen tetrOxide as an
oxidizer. It has been established experimentally that molec-.

ular'formulas of these two compounds are N2H-4 and N.204, re-

spectavelK. ,Analysis. of the mixture coming out of the 'rocket

exhaust shows that it consists of gaseous elementary nitrogen _

(N2) and water. Recall'that to write a chemical equation one

must know the formulas of the reactants and products, and

that a reaction will actually take plac.e. With these fa'ctors'

'established, the equation can be written as follows:

N2H4 N204 -"--1111"- N2 H2O (unbalanced)

Notice.that this equation is unbalanced
i

since the same-number

, of atoms of'each eleMent is needed on both sides of the equa-

tion. To begin the balancing prdcess, obser4e that there are

four oxygen atoms on the left and one-on the right. Placing

a 4, in ,front of H2O gives the following:''

N2H4 N204-1)11' N2 4'H20

Page 26/CH-03
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Noticiwhat there are eight hydrogen atoms'on the,rigfit; so-

placing a 2 in front of N2H4 will give the

2 N2H4 + N204 Jim N2 +' 4 H2O (unbalanced)

' Finally, there are^siK, nitrogen atoms on the, left; so placing

a 3 before the N2 gives the; following balanced equation:I_

I
2 N2H4 + N204 --30-3 N2 + 4 H2O (balanced)

1

The coefficients can be considered to represent molecules;

'therefore, the above equation indicates that 2 molecules of

N2H will reacf with 1 moletule of N204 to produce 3 molecules

of N2 and 4 molecules of H2O. Or, it can mean th'at 2 moles

of N2H4 will react with 1 mole N204 to produce 3 moles of N2'

and 4 moles of H2O. The grany molecular weights of-thes.e tom-
.

pounds are as follows:

N2H4 ='(2.x 14) + (4 x 1) = 28 ,+ 4 = 32 g

, N204 = (2 K 14) + (4 x 16) = 28 + 64 = 92 g

N2 = 2 x.14 '= 28 g

H2O = (2 x 1) + 16 = 2 +.16 = 18 g

The balanced eeiatop akso-ralcates that 64 (2 x 32) grams

of N2H4 will react with 92 (1 x 92) grams p N204 to produce

.CH -03 /Page 27
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---84,(3 x 28) grams of-44-2--and-7-2-(4 x 18) grams of H2O`. Notice

that 92 + 64 = 84 + 72 -1.156; therefore, the law of conserva-

tions of mass is observed.

Suppose,it, is necessaryho.determine the amount of water

produCed When 100 grams of N204reactswi-th hydrazine. Th

following are steps in the,calculattion:

-

Step 1: Write to balanced equation:

2 N2H4 + N204 3 N2 4 H2O.

Step 2: Prkte known and unknown quantities above

the formulas in the balanCed equation:

100 g x g
2 N2H4 + N204 --is, 3 112 +94 H2O

.$

Step 3: Write the molecular weights below the

formulas involved, remembering to mul-

tiply by the number of moles involved:

' 100 g x g
2 N2H4 + N204 3 N2 4 H2O

1 x 92 4 x 18

Step 4: Set up a ratio and proportion between

information above the equation and that

beloy the equation, and solve for unknown

quantity:

V
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100 g X g
1

92

x 92

100

g '4rx 18

g X g

g

7200

92

X =

X =

g 72 g

100 x 72 =

7200
72

92
g

Therefore, when 100 g of dinitrogen tetroxide react with

hydrazine, 78 g of water is produced.

Another example is to calculate the weight of carbon

dioxide produced by complete combustion of 10,-0/1b of ethane

(C2H6) in air. The §teps are as follows:

Step Write the balanced equation:

2 C2H6 + 7 O2 CO2-0- 6 H2O (balanced)

In combustion reactions, fuel reacts with oxygen to produce

carbon dioxide and water. Knowing this information allows

the student to write and balance the equation above.

Step 2: Write known and unknow quantities' above

the formulas in.the balanced equation:

10 lb X lb
2 C2H6 + 7 Oz rrCO2 + 6 H2O

1°''
A
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Step 3: Write the molecular weight below the

formulas involved:

10 lb X lb
2 C2H6.+ 7 4 CO2 + H2O
2 x 30 g 4 x 44 g

Step 4: Set up a ratio and proportion and

solve for the unknown quantity:

10 lb X lb
2 x 30 g 4 x 44 g-

60X = 176 x 10 = 1760

X
0

16760
= 29.3 lb

Therefore, when 10 pounds- of ethane burn in air, 29.3 pounds

of carbon dioxide are produced. Notice that in solving prob-

lems of this type, units do not patter as long as they are

the same. Problems can be soly4 for grams, pounds, tons,

and so forth.

GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS

Much work in the laboratory is directed at determining

composition cq materials. It may be necessary to find out

what elements or,compounds are present. Deterdining what is

in a .mitrealial is called qualitative analysis; determining how

much of'a given substance is present is called quantitative

analysis. However, quantitative analysis, is much more diffi--

-cult and,exacting than this simple description. Gravimetric

S
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analysis; volumetric analysis, and instrumental analysis are

threegeneral categOries of quantitative analysis. Volumetric

anal *s-is us_esi.__tec_hnique in which the exact volume

of a reagent required to react with an unknown is determi d

by a method known as "titration."' In a latex module the stu-

dent will conduct some Acid-base titrations and consider sev-

e,ral-dtechniques in detail, Instrumental methods of analysis

a e also important. Performing gravimetric analysis is timc4-

co ng, whereas performing volumetric and instrumental

analyses is relatively fast.. However, instrumental analysis

methods,are the least accurate, followed by volumetric and

gravimetric analysis methods. In terms'of cost of equipment

needed, gravimetric methods are lowest and instrumental meth-

ods are highest. .Since labor costs are high, initial invest-

ment in instruments may be justifiable. Many determinations,

such as that of chloride, may be conducted. by all three meth-

ods. Iji general, the degree of accuracy required determines

the method to be used'. A gravimetric analysis usually in-

volves the following' steps:

Drying and then accurately weighing representative

samples of material, to'be analyzed.

Dissolving samples in a suitable solvert.

Pre cipitating the constituent in the form of a sub-

stahce of known composition by adding a suitable

reagent.

Separating the precipitate from liquid by filtration.

Washing the precipitate to free it of contaminants.
10

Drying the precipitate to a constant weight.

Calculating percentage of the desired substance from

the weight of the precipitate and sample...

I

10'7
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As an ill4straiion, consider the determination of chlo-

ride, as conducted in Laboratory 2 o4 this module. First of

all, a representative sample must be obtained. A represen-

tatives-ample contains a true cross-section of material being

sampled.- (For eacample, to sample a carload of coal it would

be easier justitotake a few-lumps froM the tbp of the car;

however, the dust and sMaiIer pieces that have settledf to ;he

bottoth of the oar may'have a different chemical composition

from the hard lumps at the top. The offical method for ob-

taining a representative sample of coal involves 34 steps.)

After a representative chloride sample is obtained, it must

be dried since the moisture content can be variable and,

therefore, lead: to inaccurate results. Next, after weighing,

the sample must' be dissolved. Depending on compo;ition,

either water acids, or bases are used to dissolve the saMpae,.

Chloride samples reaedily dissolve in water. Next, a reagent
is added to produce a precipitate of definite composition.

In the chloride, determination, silver ion is added to precip-

itate silver.chloride, as follows:

Ag+ +

This type of equation is'called an ionic equation since only

ions actually involved in the reaction are shown. Nitrate

ox sodium ions, which may also be present, need,not by shown

since they are not involven the reaction. The precipitate

is separated from the liquid by filtering, 'Often a special

type of filter paper which can be bui-ned off in a crucible

can be used. Tliis paper,'called ashless, does not leave a

Page 32/CH-03
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residue that can be weighed. In determination of chloride,

special filtering crucibles must be used since silver chlo-

ride decomposes when heated the presence of carbon (filter

paper).

Suppose a chloride sample weighs 0.3230 g and that

0.5230 g of AgCl is recovered. Then the following may be

written:

+ X a 0.5230 g
Ag + Cl

35.5 g 143.5 g
(balanced)

Step

Step

1:

2:

A

X,g 0.5230 g

- 0.129'g of Cl

0.129 g 100 = 40.0

143.5

Cl:%

143.5 g

X = 35.5 x 0.5230

=
35.5 x 0.5230

143.5

=
g Cl 100

g sample
x x

.0.3230

One can now see how calculations based upon balanced chemical

equations are used in gravimetric analysis. Steps 1 and 2 in

the above calculations can be combined to give the equation

used in Laboratory 2:

Atomic weight Cl x wt AgC1
Molecular weight AgC1 x 100

% Cl Weight of sample
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EXAMPLE F: GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS.

Given: The quantity of 0.6045 g of sulfate gives

.... 0.4231
Y

of BaSO4. y .:

Find: The pertentage of sulfate.
A v

Solution: .4231 g
'Bari' 416.!

4
' , BaSO4 (balanced)

233 g

X gid.:01.4231 g
ge! g 233

. 1 . ifr 70
0.4231 x 96X 0.174 g SO24-L 233

.
,

5'

-2
. %,. S0,4,-2 =

SO4
x 100 4\.174

x 100
v - 0.6045

= 28.8%.

In summary, gravimetric analysis is a widely used, accu-
,

rateumethod of- analysis,.although it is time-consuming.

4
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EXERCISES

1. Work the following problem an4: express the answer with

.
the correct number of significant figures.

. a. 2.43

b. 0.2439

c. 0,244

d. 0.240

1.23
5:043

2. Express the following number in exponential notation.

189,000

a. 1.89 x

b. 1.89 X 105

c. 18.9 x 10.5

d. 1.89 x 10-5
4

3. Express the following number in exponential notation.

0.000453

a. 4.53 x 104

b. 4.53 x 10-4

c. .45.3 x 105

d. 0.453 x 10-3
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A. Express the following in standard form.

4.5639 x 10"

a. 4,563,9004,563,900

b. 4509
c. 0.00045639

d. 456390

5. 'Add the following numberSland express the answer with

the correct number of significant figures.

f

a. 193.1397

b. 193.1

c. 193.14

d. 193.139

124.78
'56.2597
12.1

6. Using the mathema'tical relationship between the Fahren-

heit and Celsius temperature scales, convert 30°C to

degrees F.

a. 682'

b. 49°

c. 86°

d. 303°

Page 36/CH-03
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7. An automobile engine has `a disP18.cement of 350 cubic

inches. What is its displacement in liters? (1 c ft

1= 28.3 liters,,,1728 cu in .= 1 cu ft.)

a.' 12.4

b. 2.4

c. 1786°

8. Using the following equatiorifind holtkmany grans of

hydrogen sulfide will combine with 60 g.rams of oxygen.

0

112S 02 --W"H20 SO2

a. 42.5

b. 63.8

c. 120

d. 23.3

9. Calculate the molecular weight of the following Compound:

ZnC12

a. 143.5

b. 136.3

c. 100

d. 94.7

131

0

. '
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10. CalcUlate the Tmle.cular weight the following compound: '

,

Al2t1/4504)3

a. 384

1): 298

c. 30,8

d. 342

11. Calculate the molecular weight of the following compound:

a. 23

b. 17

c. 40

d. Z4
{.

P.

NaOH

12. Determine the number of moles of selenium 'in 118.5 grams

of sel'enium. ta/,

t. 118.5

b. 1.5

c. 3

d. 40

13. Calculate the gram,mol cular weight'of sucrose,

,c12H22011

a. 320

b. A5'

c. 432

d. 342

0
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14. Calculate the n4mber of,moles in 210 grams of MgCO3.

a. 42.5

b. 1

c. 3

d. 5.

4

4F

15. Calculate the weight of 0.6 moles of (NH4)2CO3.

a. .44.4..

b. 67.6

c. .57.6

d. 63.4.

16.. Balance the following chemical equations:

a. NV+ H20---=0-NaOH + H2

b. K2SO4 + Ba(OH)2----3111--BaSO4 + KOH

C. H2 N2 ---41..-NH;
J

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1

Bunsen burrker

7 test tubes

Test tube rack

Aluminum metal

Copper metal

Lead metal

Magmesium

Tin

Zinc

Laboratory 2

2-250 ml beakers

-2 sintered glass crucibles.

2- crucible'holdets.

Vacuum tubing

Vacuum-Yilter,flask

25 ml graduated cylinder

Stirring rod

Rubber policeman

Bunsen burner

ti
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Laboratory 1 (Continued)

Ixon

6 M HC1

3 M H2SO4

'3 M NaOH

3 M HNO3

Laboratory, 2,(Continued)

Wire gauze

Oven

Weighing* papef

Wash bottle

50 ml beaker

Ring stand

Iron ring

Distilled water

Chloride free 6 .M HNO3

0.2 M AgNO3

Unknown chloride sample

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. REACTIVITY,OF METALS.

In this experiment the student'will compare the reac-

tivity of seven metals. in three, different acids and in

-:base.

PROCEDURE- L

,:.t/
,

Carefully rtorcAI data in Data Table 1.

1. Obtain three small samples' of each Of tie following,

metals: magnesium, aluminum, zinc, iron. tin, lead

and copper'. If necessary, use sandpaper to produc

a shiny, clean surface on each piece of metal.

/

4
I.
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Place about S ml of 6 M HC1 in seven different test

tubes in a test tube rack. Add a clean sample of each

of the seven Metals = one to each test tube. CAUTION!

SOLE MAY REACT VIGOROUSLY.

-3 Aft r each addition, watch carefully for any changes'

that-may occur. If there is no immediate reaction

leave the tube foi a.few minutes while going on to the
.

next'. If there., is no reaction, warm the tube gently

with a Bunsen burner. Record changes in the Data Table

and write-t.the equation for the reaction.

4. Repeat the procedur-eN-T 3 M H2SO4 and for 3 M

Record observations in t\he Data Table.

5. Obtain.a." sample of each of the metals that did not re-

act with the 3 M H2O . above. Repeat the pr6cedure,

using 3 M HNO3.

LABORATORY 2.' GRA7IMETRfC DETERMINATION OF CHLORIDE

An introduction to gravimetric procedures is,included

n the discussion'section of this module. This introduction

should.be reviewed pridr to conduCting this experiment. In

a gtavimetric determination of chloridethe following steps

are invo.lv4d:

Solid chldride unknown is accurately weighed.

Chloride sample is dissolved.

Chloride is precipitated as solid silver chloride,

which is very insoluble (only 0..0019 grams of AgC1

will dissolve in one liter 'of water).

sAg+ + Cl -3111;" C 1
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Silver chloride solid is separa.ted from, the solution

by filtering.

Precipitate is lashed and dried.

Amount of 'AgC1 produced is determikby weighing.

Percent of chloride in the sample is calculated as

follows: .

Atomic weight Cl
x wt AgC1Molecular weight AgC1% Cl- x 100Weight of sample

Gravimetric determination of chloride is an accurate, means

of analyzing for- chloride if the experiment is carefully

conducted.

PROCEDURE

Carefully record all data in Data-Table 2.

1. Clqap two sintered glass crucibles and place tlem in an

(
oven to dry, numbering them 1 apd 2. Weigh the crucibles.

2. Clean two 250-m1 beakers and rinse them with distilled', '
.

water. Distilled water must be, used as a.final rinse

ca'

'N\ for all glassware used dp this experiment, since tap

water contains a small amount of chloride: Number the

beakers 1 and 2.
t _

3. Obtain an unknown Cl sample from the instructor. This

sample should have been dried previously for 2' hours at

110°C. Accurately (t1...four decimal places 0.0001 g)

weigh 0.30 to 0\35 g samples and place them in beakers

number 1and number 2.

Page 42/CH -03
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4. Dissolve each of the samples 0(100 ml of distilled

water. Avoid any splashing.

5. Add 1 ml (about 20 drops) of Cl free 6 M HNO3 to each

sample.

'6. Transfer about 30 ml o\0.2 M AgNO3 solution to a 5'0-

ml beaker.

7. Heat sample number 1 to about 80°C. Exact temperature

is not important but keep it below boiling. Gradually

add AgNO3 solution to the hot solution while stirring
40

constantly with a stirring rod. Continue to keep solu-

tion hot until the milky, cloudy solution clears, pro-

ducing a lumpy precipitate. Repeat with sample number

2'. Do not interchange any of the. equipment (such as

the stirring rod) from-one sample to the other.

Filter precipitate while it is hot. Use filtering appa-

ratus set-up, as shown in Figure 3. Apply suction to

,the flask and pour the liquid that is above the precip-

itate into the crucible (as much as possible). Pour

,liquid down the glass stirring rod (as shown in Figure

3) to prevent splashing. Gently wash precipitate into

the crucible with distilled water from a wash bottle.

Nr
Particles remaining on walls of the beaker should be

removed by rubbing gently with a rubber policeman.

During the transfer process, enough water is used to

wash precipit'ate of ions that are-present in solution.

9 Dry the filtering crucibles in an oven at 110°C for

half an hour.

10 Place the crucibles in a desiccator to cool.

11 Weigh the crucibles.

12. Using Data Table 2, calculate the percentage of chlo-

ride in each sample as follows:
4v

t-
U 7
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p-GLASS

CRUCIBLE HOLDER

Figure 3. Experimental Set-up for
Filtering Silver Chloride.

Calculate weight of precipitate in each

crucible by subtracting figure (3) from

figure (4). Record this figure (5).

Calculate the percentage of Cl- in each

sample, using the following equation:

Grams AgC1 (4) x 35.5 grams
143.5 grams x 100Sample weight (1)

4'

Average the % Cl- of the two determinations and

,record the answer.

Page 44/CH-0'3
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An example of this calculation is as follows:

Data: 0.3230 g unknown sample

0.5230 g AgCl,obtained

0.5230 x 35'5
143:5% Cl-

0.3230

= 40 % Cl-

x 100

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. REACTIVITY OF METALS.

Acid Metal Nature of Action Equation for" Action

*0

6 M HC1

Mu0

Al
.

.

Zn

Fe

Sn- .

v

Pb .

Cu (repeat for 3 M U2SO4, 3 M NaOH,
3 M HNO3) 4

O 1 t)t J

Q
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DATA TALE GRAVIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CHLORIDE.

Sample #1 Sample #2
.

.

Weight'of sample (1) .
.

Weight bf Crucible + precipitate (4)

,Weight of crucible (3) '1

Weight of precipitate (5)

Percent Cl- in sample

Average percent C1-

(average of sample-#1. and sample

.

#2)
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$ GLOSSARY

Chemical equation: An expression utilizingformulas of
elements and compounds that describe chemical reactions.

Dimensional analysis: An approach to problem solvingwhich
makes use of units.

Gram-atomic weight: The atomic' weight of an element ex-
pressed in grams.

Isotopes:' Atoms of'the same element which have the same
number of electrons and protons but different numbers
of neutrons.

Mole: The amount of an element that contains the same num-
ber of atoms (as exactly 12 grams of carbon-12).

Molecular weight: The sum of the atomic weights of all the
atoms shown in the formula of a compound.

Qualitative analysis: The process of determining what is
in a material . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Quantitative analysis: The process of determining how much
of a given substance is present in a material.

141
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INTRODUCTION

Air conditioningand refrigeration systems are impor-

tant to the energy technician since approximately 15% of

the energy consumed in homes and b.u.siwesses is used for

cooling. If heating is added to this figure, the consumption

for space conditioning rises tb approximately 50%. Thus,

it is easy to see that proper maintenance and control of

these systems are needed to conserve energy.

Refrigeration is the removal of heat from an object or

spac A refrigeration system may be regarded as a heat

pum that pumps heat from a low-temperature ievel to a

higher-temperature level. To/understand refrigeration, one

must have a thorough understaAding of heat and its effects.

Heat and energy relationships, called thermodynamics, wile.

be considered in a later module.

Other considerations important to the understanding of

refrigeration are the properties of gases. Refrigeration

systems use gases that are readily liquified when compressed.

Gases have three main variables which describe their behaV-

ior: temperature, pressure, and volume. These variables,

as well as othe'r char/ct.eristics of gases and pressure

measurement, are `considered in this. module.

Also included in thiS module are examples of major air

pollutants and methods of sampling gases for these pollu-

tanks. luch saMpiing techniques are useful in monitoring

and controlling gases produced in combustion of.fuels.

4P

143
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PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one year of high

school algebra and Modules CH-01, CH-02, and CH-03 of

Chemistry for Energy Technology I.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student..should be

able to: 4

1. Identify general characteristics of gases, as compared

with solids and liquids.

2. Use gas laws to calculate relationships among pressure,

volume, and temperature.

3. Calculate absolute pressure, given the gauge pressure.

4. Deiine the following terms:

a. Diffusion.

b. ,Barometer. lig

c. STP.

d. Absolute thiperature.

e. ppm.

f. Smog.-

.
g. Photochemical. .

h. Torr.

i i. Refrigeration.

j. Air conditi9ning.

k. Absolute pressure.

1. psig.

m. Relative humidity:

5. yentify important pollutnts present,in the atmosphere.

6. Describe a method of sampling gases.

7. List the steps in the cooling cydle of a refrigerator%

Page 2/CH-04
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8. Identify two types of pressure gauges commonly used in

%the refrigeration industry.

9. Describe'the determination of relative humidity, using

a psychrometer.

e

1 .4 5

a-
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REFRIGERATION

SUBJECT MATTER

Refrigeration is the process of extraction of heat

from a substance to lower its temperature .below that of its

surroundings. Refrigeration may be accomplished by cooling

with water or ices by the evaporation of a volat liquid,

or by the expansion of a compressed gas. Modern-day refrig-

eration systems depend upon the expansion of a Compressed

gas to absorb heat from an object. Refrigeration equipment

can be classified in 'several different ways.A-common clas-

sification divides the field into domestic, commercial, and

#miustrial refrigeration. The term "air conditioning/' refers

to tie 'refrigeration of"air forehumin comfor

-The most c ommonpieee=of equipme-ntused_ domestic

refrigerationis,the home refrigerator. °Figure 1 shows the

refrigeration-cyie used in a home refrigerator. A gas that

liquifies easily is.chosen'foOhis applicatiOn, usually

"Freon-12" (dichlorodifluoumethans, CC1:71N2*, which is odor-
.

less and nontoxic. The gas is pressurized by means of a

compression pump powered by aeelectric motor. The liquifi-

cation process causes the gas to heat up, so it'Must be_

cooled by means of a'fan. Pressure is suddenly released

when the gas. is allowed expand through a small opening

(expansiqn valve) . The 1 quid evapoiates quickly as the

pressure drops. As the liquid,. converted ack to a gas,

it must absorb its heat of yap rization. This heat is drawn '

from the content of the refrigerator, making the content

cool. The gas is then removedfrom the refrigerator box

and is recycled,by being compressed again to a liquid.

CH-04/Page 5
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I 7.

COMPRESSED GAS

LIQUID

COOLING FAN

EXPANSION VALVE
4

COMPRESSION PUMP

MOTOR

Figure 1. Refrigeration Cycle of a Home Refrigerator.

Large installations use water instead of fans to cool

the gas. For this application, these "cooling towers,"

which allow water to run over the pipes containing the gas,

are more effective than using air.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS

The relatiOnships among pressure, volume, and tem-

perature are important in the. refrigeration process. These

relationships-and other charicteristics of gases will now

be considered.

Matter can be'classified as solid; liquid, or-gas. The

molecules that make up thes-e physical. states of.matter can-

tain Affei.ent physical properties. Figure 2 illustrates

Page 6/CH-04
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and Table 1 summarizest-h-e following characteristics of

matter:

Solids have definite shape and volume, and they,are

bnly slightly compressible due to their tightly packed

and adherinAmolecules.

Liquids.-take the shape of their container, have

a definite volume, mod- -are slightly co ressible

due to the mobility of their molecules.

Gases expand to fill the shape of their container,

and they have an indefinite volume and high com-

pressibility due to the independence and relative

distance between molecules.

, SOLID LIQUID GAS

Figure 2. States of Matter.-

TABLE 1. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS, LIQUIDS, AND GASES.

State Shape Volume Particles Compre,.,.ibilitv

. .

Solid

Liquid

Gas,

1

Definite

Indefinite

Indefinite

Definite

Definite

Indefinite
-

Closely adhering, tightly packed

Mobile, adhering

Mobile, independent, relatively
far apart -

ery Slight

Slight

'High

.

9 143
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Gas characteristics which differ from those of solids

i6 liquids are compressibility, expansibility, and diffusi-

bility. Gas in a Container'with a piston or cylinder (as

in an automobil#/engine) may be compressed readily; however,

solids and liquids are practically incompressible. Gases

also expand rapidly to fill an evacuated container; solids

and liquids do not. For an example of gas diffusion, con-

sider the following: If a bottle containing m rcaptain

(skunk oil) is opened, the odor spreads rapidly as the mer-

captain vaporizes, and the gas moves (diffuses) through the

air to reach all corners of the room.
eN.

PRESSURE

Themolecules'of a gas are inconstant motion, moving

in a straight line until they, collide with other-_

or the walls of the container. The collisions with the

walls of the container cause or exert pressure. Measurement

of pressure is important in_the refrigeration indPstry.

Pressure gauges are used to measure gas pressure inside a '

closed container. Two tyves of pressure gauges are commonly

used in the refrigeratio-ff industry: (1) manometer and (Z)

bourdon gauge.

The manometer type- gauge uses a column of liquid to

measure p ssuxe; the height, of the liquid ind cates the

magnitude of the pressure. Mercury and wat are'the liquids

usually used in industry. A manometer is a simple U-shaped

glass tube that ilepen at both en s and partially filled with

'water or mercury.. WheR in pse, on side of the tube is con-

nected to the vessel for which the pressure is to be measured.

' Page VCH-04
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4
The vessel pressure that is acting on one leg of the tube

iCpposed by the atmospheric pressure-being exertetkpn the

open leg of the tube. The difference.in the heights of the

two liquid columns is a, measure of the difference in pressure

between the pressure of the gas in th& container and the

pressure of the atmosphere. Figure 3 shows a manometer with

a vessel pressure exceeding the atoOieric prassure by 4

inches of mercury.

Figure 3.. Simple
Mecury Manometer.

4 IN.

Pressures below atmosp9ric are usually called vacuum

pressures; these may also be :de-t---euiped with a manometer.

Water manometers are especially useful for measuring small

pressure(. Atmospheric pressure,,which will support a col-

umn of meiclary 29.921'indhes high, will lift column of

water to, a distance of about 34-feet. A pressure of only
#-

0.036 pounds per square inch is enough to support a column

of watelinch high. Thus,-/a water manometer is much more

ccurate for measuring small pressures than is a mercury '

manometer.

Because of the excessive-length of the tube required,

manometer type gauggs are not practical for measuring pres-
i

spres above 15 pounds per square finch (psi).- Manometers. are

CH-04/Page 9
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normally used for measuring relatively small,,pressnres such

as those found in air ducts. Bourdon type gauges are widely

used to measure the higher pressu es encountered in other

refrigeration_ work. The bourdon tube is a curved, metallic

tubewhich,tends to straighten as pressure in the tube in-

creases and to curl tighter as
pressure

decreases. The

movement of.the tube is transmitted to a pointer to indicate
,

the magnitude of pressure. A typical bOurdon type gauge is

shown in Figure 4. These gauges are-T.gged and will measure

pressures either above or below atmospheric pressure; and

they are called pressure gauges or vacuum gauges, depending

upon what they are designed to measure.

J.7

1...:7<Figure 4. Bourdon Gauge.

. 'The actual or true pressure of a gas is called the

absolute 'pressure, whereas gauge pressure -is the pressure

indicated by a gauge, Gauge pressues are indicated in

units of pounds per square inch gauge (psig). When gas A

pressure is greater than atmospheric pressure, the absolute .

pressure is obtained by adding atmospheric pressure to gauge

pressure. When gas pressure is less than atmospheric, the

absolute pressure:is obtained.by Iubtracting gauge pressure

from atmospheric pressure.

J
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EXAMPLE A: ABSOLUTE PRESSURE.

Given: A,pressure gauge on a refrigerant condenser

reads 110 psi.

Find: The absolute pressure of the refrigerant in the

condenser.

Solution: 110.0 gauge pressure, in psi
,33

+ 14.7 atmospheric pressure, in psi

124.7 absolute pressure of refrigerant.

In addition to psi, pressure can reported in length:

millimeter (mm) and centimeter (cm). A unit called atmo- .

sphere (atm),is used for reporting high pressures. The term

"torr" i. also used in place of mm. The relationship of

these units for atmospheric pressure is shown below:

14.7 psi = 76 cm = 760 mm = 760 torr = 1 atm = 29.92 in

i-

Atmospheric pressure is commonly measured with a mercury

barometer. .Figure 5 shows two types of mercury barometers.'
\

Figure 5a is a.simple barometer that can be made with the

apparatus shown, and Figure 5b is a typical laboratory

barometer.

,

.
.1.5,,-)

3.

-i
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METER STICK
B

ABOUT 780mm
OR 30 in. _

MERCURY

t. Simple Barometer

ADJUSTABLE.'
VERNIER SCALE

SCALE ON
BAROMETER

TOP OF MERCURY

IVORY PEG
ZERO POINT

FLEXIBLE BOTTOM
ADJUSTED BY
THUMB-SCREW

b. Laboratory Barometer

Figure 5. Mercury Barometers.

PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIP

In 1660, Robert Boyle established the fact that the

product of the pressure and the volume of a fixed quantity

of gas is constant at a given temperature. The volume of

gas decreases as the pressure increases, or the gas expands

as pressure decreases. Boyle's law states the following:

If the temperature remains constant, the volume.of a given

mass of gas is inversely proportional to the pressure; that

is, as pressure increases, volume decreases, and as pressure

decreases, volume ihcreases.

Page 12/CH-04



This re tionship is illustrated in Figure 6. The

cylinder on the left (Figure 6a) shows the volume of gas

under the pressure of 1 at as being 6 literq. When theamts
pressure increases to 2 atm doubles) in the center diagram,

the volume of gas decreases to 3 liters (halves). In the

ATM 2 ATM 3 ATM

TEMPERATURE CONSTANT

a. Pressure-Volume Relationship

6
co
cc
W 5

4

La, 32
--1,0 2

TEMPERATURE CONSTA T/
MUM

MINIMUM
2 4 6 8 10 12

PRESSURE. ATMOSPHERES

b. Pregsure-Volume Graph

Figure 6,- -Relationship of Pressure to Volume
Boyle's Law.

cylinder on the right of Figure 6a, the pressure increases

further to 3 atm, and the volume decreases to 2

This type of relationship a proportional decrease in a

quantity as there is an increase in another quantity is

called an inverse relationship. Figure 6b is a graph that

indicates the pressure-volume relationship of a gas. Acco cl-

ing to Boyle's law, the volume can be determined'Tf the res-,

sure iS changed but the temperature remains constant.

VI equals the volume at a pressure'Pl, and V2 equals the

CH-04/Page 13
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volume at some other pressure P2, then V2 can be determined

as follows:

Pi V2

P2. V1

where:

P1 =. Pressure 1.

P2 Pressure,2.

V1 = Volume 1.

V2 = Volume 2.

Equation 1

EXAMPLE' B: PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIP.

Given: A quantity of gas has a volume of 93 ml when

the pressure is 640 mm.

Find: The volume when the pressure has increased to

820 mm, with the temperature remaining constaet.

P1 = 640 mm V1 = 93 ml

P2 = 820 mm V2 =

Solution:- P1 V2

P2 VI

640 mm V2
8.20 mm 93 ml

640 mm x 93 ml
820 mmV2

V2 = 72.6 ml.

Page 14/CH-04



In this type of problem, any units of pressure or volume

may be used as Tong as both pressure units and volume units

are the same. For example, pressure can be measured in psi,

torr, mm, cm, or atm; and volume can be measured in quarts,

liters, or milliliters. _Boyle's law is a mathematical ex-

ression of a common experience with gases: Pressure added

to a gas compress,es it.

VOLUME-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP

The volume-temperature relationships given by Charles'

law state the following: The volume of- a gas varies. directly

as the absolute temperature, 'provided the pressure remains

constant (Equation 2).

V1 T1

V2 T2

where:

VC= Volume 1.

V2 = Volume 2.

T1 = Temperature 1.

T2 = Tempera -cure 2.

0

Equation 2

The temperature must'be absolute temperature. Absolute

temperature is obtained by adding 273° to the Celsium tem-

perature, as follows:

°K = °C + 273

153
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where:

K = Kelvin.

= Celsius.,

A comparison of the Celsius (Centigrade) and absolute

(K vin) temperature scales is given in Figure 7. The

boiling point of water is 100°C, or 373°K; 0°C is 273°K;

1-273°C is 0°K; and so forth.

CELSIUS KELVIN .
e-

100 373
BOILING POINT

OF WATER

FREEZING POINT
0 OF WATER 273

BOILING POINT
-183 OF OXYGEN 90

C

273
.ABSOLUTE ZERO. CI .,

Y

C.

Figure 7. Comparison
of Celsius and Kelvin
Temperature ScaleS.

Charles'' law is illustrated in Figure 8 as follows:

A liter of.gas at 1 0°K is heated to 200°K (double the tem-

perature), and the olume increases to 2 liters (doubles.).

When the temperature is tripled, the volume triples. Charles'

law is a mathematical expression of the facts that (1) gases

expand when heated and (2) volume can be determined if the

temperature is changed,but the pressure-remains, constant.

Page 16/CH-04
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+Figure 8. Relationship of Volume to Temperature
Charles' Law.

EXAMPLE C: VOLUME- TEMPERATURE
,

RELATIONSHIP.

Given: A quanta of helium measures 100 liters at a

temperature of 27°C.
.

Find: The volume at 100 °C, assuming the pressure

remains constant.

Vi = 160 liters ti = 27°C V2 = ?

t2 = 100°C T1 = 27° + 273° = 300°K

T2 = 100° + 273° = 373°K

Solution: VI T1
V7 -T2

100 _ 300 °K
37 -PT

100 liters x 373°K
V.

`°100 °K

V2 = 124 liters:

1 5
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Example C. Continued.

In this example, as the temperature is increased, the

volume increases from 100 liters to 124 liters.. The volume

may be in any unit as long as both units are the same; but

the temperature must be expressed in degrees Kelvin.
.4 ,

_STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

Because gases have an indefinite volume that varies

with temperature and pressure, they must be measured and

corrected to standard conditions of temperature-and pres-

sure (STP) for comparison purposes.. Standard temperatue

is 0° centigrade, or 273° absolute; standard pressure

760 milligrams (l'atm) of mercury.

PRESSURE-TEMPERJJURE RELATIONSHIP

In the eighteenth centuTy-, the French chemist, Gay-

Lussac, discovered a pressure-temperature relatiopliship with

gases. -Gay-Lussac's law is stated as follows,: When the

voluthe of a fixed weight of gas is kept constant, the pres-

sure of the gas ,wild vary directly with the absolute tem-

perature. The mathematical form of this law is shown in
7

Equation 3 and illutrated in Example D._

Page 18/CH-04
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EXAMPLE D: PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP.

Given:

Find:

Solution:

A set of automobile tires charged with 30 psi

of air pressure when" -the temperature of the

tires is 23°C. Later, the car 'is drive at

high speeds on ahot
-
day, and-the temperature

of the tires'climbs to 43°C. .

The pressure oIthe tires, assuming no increase

in volume.'

P1 = 30 psi t1 r 32°C

tz = 43°C Pz = ?

T1 = 23° + 273° = 296°

T2 = 43° + 275° = 316°

P1

Pz TT

30 psi 296°
Pz psi 316°

Pz
30-psi x 31b°

296°

P2 = 32 psi.

4

'In this example, the pressure is shown to increase

from 30 to 32 psi as the temperature increases. Any,pres-

-sure unit may-be used, but. the-temperature- must- he degrees

Kelyin.

. THE COMBINED FORMULA

To this -point, this module has introduced the ipessure-

volume relationship of BOyle's law, tree volume-temperature

relationship of Charles' law, and the pressure-temperature

relationship of Gay-,Lussac' law. Simultaneous corrections

4 CH-04/Page 19
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for temperature and pressure may be carried out in one

mathematical operationby combining these.olaws into a sin-

gle equation, as shown in Equation 4.

P1V1 _ P2V2
T1 T2

1

a

Equation 4

The combined formula applies to a given weight of gas

when all three factors pressure, volume, and temperature
--:\

change. When any five factors in the preceding equation

are known, the sixth can be calculated.

EXAMPLE E: DETERMINATION OF VOLUME COMBINED FORMULA.

Given.: A gas that occupies 1000 ml at 30°Cand.730 mill,

pressure.

Find: The volume that this same amount of gas would

occupy at STP.
..,

P1.= 730 mm VI = 100.0 ml
41,

T1 =,30° + 273° = 303°

P2 .4 760 mm .V2 = ?

T, 7 0°.+ 273° = 273°

Solution:
.\

PIV1 P2V
T1 T2

730 mm x 1000 ml 760 mm x V.
303° 273'

730 x 1000 ml x 273°
V2 760 mm x 303°

V2 = 866 ml.

?age 20/CH104
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IDEAL -GAS LAW

The ideal-gas law is called the "equation of state

for gases; it relates pressure, volume, temperature, molec-

ular weight, and weight of gas in the following equation:

aRT
PV g---

MW
:Equation '5

where:

P = Pres.sure, in atmosphere.

V = Volume, in ,titers.

T =Absolute temperature.

g = Weight of gas, in grams.
111,MW = Molecular weight of the gas, in grams.

R =-Gas constant equal to 0.082 liter (atm per degree

per mole) .

When any four variables in Equation 5 are known, the

fifth can be calculated.

EXAMPLE F: DETERMINATION OF PRESSURE IDEAL -GAS LAW.

Given: Sixty-four grams of oxygen contained in,a one-

liter container at 0°C.

Find: The pressure in atmospher.

P = ?, VI= 1 11`.ter g = 64 g

R =0.082 1:atm mole -1 Og-1

MW = 32 (oxygen)

T 273° 10° = 273°

1P`)ti

1-
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Example F, Continued.

Solution: gRT
MW,

64 x 0.082 x 273
32 x 1

P = 44.8 atm.

DALTON' S I-A1V OF PA-RT-1AL PRESSURE

John Dalton is responsible for a law concerning m4ed

gases, or an "ideal-gas" mixture, which is stated as follows:

The pressure which a given gas exerts in a mixture' is in-

depencyts of the other gases present. The total pressure i

a gaseAs mixture is7K76- sum of the partial pressures of-the

individual gases (Equation 6).

= p
PTotal

where:

Pi, P2, P3,

P2 +'P3 Equation 6

= The pressures of the individual

gases. -

Applications con

'ditioning, especially in connection with humidity. Moisture

. .

of Dalton's. law are .important in air don-
,

content (hUmidity) of air is closely connected to the level

of comfort. In.the desert,,wlere humidity.is low, relatively
, \.. \high temperatures can be to rated; yet, a mtld temperature,

such as 80°F, can be uncomfortable when the humidity is high.,

Proper oont,rol of humidity in both heating and cooling systems

can drastically'reduce energy requirements.
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It has been determined experimentally thatthe absolute. '7\

pressure of water vapor over water (when it is.in,a closed

container at a temperature of 60°F) is0.2-6psi. According

to Dalton's Jaw, the air pressure would be 14.44 psi. If

this air pressure figure wer e added to the 0:26 psi (81 to

the vapor pressure of water), the total pressure, o r atmo-
'*,

spheric pressure, would be 14.70. If the air were not

t.0 at-edw-i vapo the v apa-rp-re-s-s-ure were mea-

.9

sured (for example, 0.13 psi), the air would be said to be

3(M saturated, or to have a- relative humidity of 50%. Rela-

tive humidity is .defined as "the ratio of the weight of

water vapor in air compared i4ith the weight of =water vapor... A

that would saturate the air." Relative humidity is tempera-

ture dependent.

Tille_most commo method of determining the rerative'

humidity 'of air is-to use a psycIrometer. Thl psychrometer

consists two thermometers,, one with a wet w over the

bulb (Called the wet bulb) and one a bare bulb (c led the ,

dry bulb).-: The difference between the dry billb and wet bul -0.

temperatures is called the wet bulb depression. In saturateded

air, there is no evaporation from the wet bulb (no cooling
%--,...

effDetY and, therefore,-nowet bulb devession. The _drier
.-

fhe ai'r is, the greater the evaporation, and wet bulb depres-

,.,. sion are. Tables, are available which relate the wet bulb

depressi.on.to relative humidity.

4.

':',RAHM:1'S LAW OF 'GASEIIIUS DIFFUSION

Diffusion is the movement of a gas through another gas

o through a porous barrier. Graham's law states that the

rates of diffusion of gases are inversely proportilnal to

1 0 e
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the square roots of their molecular weights (or densities),

as shown in Equation 7.*

where:

r1 j,.. MW2

r2 MW1

r1 ='Rate of diffusion of Gas 1.

r2 = Rate of diffusion of.Gas 2.

MW1 = Molecule weight of Gas 1.

MW2 = Molecule weight of Gas 2.

Equation 7

EXAMPLE G: DETERMINATION OF DIFFUSION RATES
GRAHAM'S LAW.

Given: In the development of the atomic bomb, it was
,

necessary to separate the low-abundant uranium

isotope 2'35U. (0.7%) from the more abundant
238U 449.3%). This was done by converting the

uranium into,a volatile compound, UF6 A(uranium

hexafluoride), which boils at S6°C. The gaseous

UF6 was allowed to diffuse from one chamber into

a second through porous barrier. According

to Graham's law, he gas initially appearing in

the second chamber should be slightly enriched

in the lighter molecule. The diffusion process

was repeated thousands of times, leading to an

altost complete separation of the two isotopes

of uranium.
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'Example G. Continued.

Find: The relative diffusion rates of the uranium

hexafluoride molecules.

Solution:
r1 i Mil 2

T2 MW1 .

r235 isotope
/

MW239 isotope
Vr235 isotope . MW235 isotope

352r =
%\ 11 349

r = 1.0043.

11

The lighter 235U isotope diffuses 1.0043 times faster

than the 233U isotope. Hydrogen, the lightest of all gases,

diffuses much faster than all other gases; for example, it

diffuses four times faster than oxygen.

KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

This module has covered several -characteristics and

laws which apply to gases. Because molecules cannot be

seen, however; the kinetic theory of ,gases must be relied

upon to explain the behavior of gase's. The elements of

this theory are as follows:

1. Gases are composed of small particles called molecules.

2. . Molecules are far apart; that is, the space between

molecules is much greater than the size of the mole-

cules themselves. This means that the total volume
,

.
of all the molecules in a container is negligible com-

pared to the volume of the container itself.
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3. Molecules are in constant, rapid motion. It has been

calculated that hydrogen gas molecules travel at a

speed of about one mile per second between collisions.

4. Molecules move in a straight line linti) they collide

with another gas molecule or the walls of the container.

5. Collisions of moleculeq are perfectly elastic; that is;

molecules rebound nth the same total energy they pos-

sessed before collision. The energy lost by one mole-

culein a collision is lained by the other molecule.

6. The attractive forces between Molecules are very small.

7. There is a hide range of speeds in any collision of

gas molecules, and increasing the temperature increases

the average speed.

8. The kinetic energy is the same for all gases at a given

temperature. Kinetic energy (KE) is given as follows:

KE = 1/2 mv2 Equation8

where:

M ='Mass of molecules.

v = Velocity of molecules.

Since kinetic energy must be theAve for all gaSes,

Equation.8 shows that small molecules must move faster

than large molecules.

The kinetic theory of gases explains much of what is

known about gases, such as the following:

Expansibility: Molecules are in rapid motion and move

until they collide with each other or

the *sides of the container. Molecules

expand to fill the container.
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Compressibility: There are large distances between

molecules. During compression, the

molecules of a gas are pressed closer

together.

Gas Pressure: Energy imparted by the bombardment

bf molecules against the walls of a

container causes preSsure. As the

temperature increases, *the molecules

move faster; this causes even more

molecules to collide with the walls,

thereby resulting in a greater in-

crease in pressure.

Dalton's Law: A law that is explained by the theory

that molecules of one gas, while in

a mixture of gases, will bombard the

walls of the container just as fre-

quently in the presence of other gas

molecules as in their absence. There-

fore, the total pressure of a mixture

of gases will be the sum of-the pres-

sures of the individual gases.

'i DEVIATIONS FROM THE GAS LAWS

4

The gas laws studied thus far in this module are
ii,

appli-

cable for many gasei at lower pressUres and moderate-to-high
. . 4

temperatures.- At high pressures and at temperatures close to

the liquifying point (low temperatures) the attractive forces

between the molecules become large'enbugh that the laws are

not applicable.
........

-1 er''ti,j

, 'I
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According to Boyle's law, for example, 2 liters of

oxygen at ordinary temperatures, under a pressure of 1 atm,

would be expected to occupy 1 liter at 2 atm pressure, if

the temperature remains the same. However, the actual volume

is 0.9991 liter at 2 atm, since the attractive forces cause

the volume to be slightly lower than predicted by Boyle's

law.

At high pressures, the volume of thq molecules them-

selves becomes signiricant as the molecules are compressed

so closely that the spaces between them disappear. For

example, if 200 liters of nitrogen gas at 1 atm pressure

are put under a pressure of 200 atm, the volume should be-

come 1 liter, according to Boyle's law. In this instance,

however, the volume actually becomes 1.039 liters at this

given pressure. Although some formulas have been developed

which take into consideratiOn the attractive forces between

molecules and the actual size's of the molecules themselves,

it can be remembered that most laboratory work is conducted

at 1 atm pressure and that the gas laws are reasonably accu-

rate without modification. However, the student should

understand that gases as they normally occur in the re-

frigeration cycle are close to the saturation point and,

therefore, do not follow the ideal gas laws exactly. In

working with vapors in refrigeration, it is necessary to
.

use values which have been predetermined experimentally and

are tabulated in saturated and superheated vapor tables.
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AIR POLLUTION

An air pollutant can be defined as "a substance added

to the atmosphere in such quantities as to adversely affect

humans, animallvegetation, or material." Much pollution

is of "natural" origin, such as particles from dust storms,

gaseos from marshes, and ash and sulfur oxides from volcanoes

and forest fires. Normally, the ai'r is purified through

mechanisms such as falling rain; however, even clean air

contains many gases which, in larger concentrations; would'

be considered pollutants. Some of these gases carbon

dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide,,ozone, nitrogen

dioxide, and sulfur dioxide will be discussed later in

the module.

The atmosphere is a mixture of ark estimated 5500 tril-

lion tons of gases. Approximately 99% of this total mass

is below an altitude.of 19 miles. The region containing

most of the oxygen and moisture, called the troposphere,

extends to an altitude of seven miles. Pollutants litter

this area in vertical and horizontal layers, and the action

of sunlight on these pollutants causes frequent chemical

reactions in the atmosphere:\

The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that

the cost of pollution to the United States is $25 billion

each year. This is an average of $100 for each person living

in this country. Although long-range effects of air pollu-

tion bn materials and on the health of plants, animals, and

humans are not fully known, some indications can be cited by

offering ehe following two,e)Camples: (1) The rate of lung

cancer in large metropolitan areas is twice as great as the

'rate ign rural areas, and (2) the giant Ponderosa pine is

dying from'pollution .coming from the Los Angeles basin more

than 100 miles away.
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SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION

The major sources of air` pollutants from man-controlled

processes are automobiles, industry, and electric power

plants. The major natural sources of ailr pollutants are

volcanic action, forest fires, and dust storms. Table 2

shows sources and quantities of air pollutants that exist

in the United States.

TABLE 2. SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTANTS IN THE UNITED STATES
(1970, millions of Vons).

Carbon
Monoxide

Sulfur
Oxides

Hydro-
carbons

Nitrogen
Oxides

Partic-
ulales focal

; of
total

- Transportation 111.0 1.0
14.

19.S 11.7 0.8 141'.0 SI

Fuel combustion
for electricity
and heat 0.8 26.4 0.6 111.0 6.7

.

44.S 17

Industry 11.4 6.4 5.S 0.2 li.1., 30.8 II

Solid Waste - .

Disposal '7.2. 0.1 2.0 0.4 1.4 11.1 I

t

Miscellaneous 18.3 0.2 7.3 0.5% 4.0. II

148.7 34.1 34.9 22.8, 26.2

.30.1.3

260.7 1011.

The major pollutant source, transportation, causes

144 million tons of pollutants to be emitted into the atmo-

sphere each year. The automobile accounts for 9S% of this

total. In fact, the automobile causes more than SO% of the

total pollution in the United Stat.es.,
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PARTICULATES

Not all air pollutants are in the gaseous state. Small,

solid particles and liquid droplets, called particulates,

also are present in the air. These particulates can pose

serious pollution problems. For instance, a wide range of

chemical compositions found in the emissions (fly ash) of

coal-burning units consist of carbon (principally) and com-

pounds of iron, magnesium, calcium, aluminum, sulfur,

con, phosphorous, potassium, and sodium.

Table 2 shows that more than 26 million tons of partic-

ulates enter the air in the United States each year. These

particles present an additional danger in that they possesg

a laige surface area that absorbs moisture and toxic gas,

providing a eaction site for a variety of chemical reac-

tions. Sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and

carbon monoxide, do their greatest damage when concentrated

on the surface of particulates.

Particles are removed naturally from the atmosphere by

gravitational settling and through absorption by rain and

snow. Industrial emissions can be prevented from entering

the atmosphere by means of filtration, centrifugal separa-

tion, spraying, electrostatic precipitation, and ultrasonic

vibration. Electrostatic precipitators, which are better

than 98% effective in removing particulates from exhaust

gases, use high voltage (about 50,000 volts) to attract

particulates. The basis of this lies in the fact that par-

ticles that are moving through a region of high electrostatic

potential tend to become charged electrically and to become

attractedhen to an oppositely charged area where they can

be c4lected. The precipitate) solid falls to the bottom

of the collector and can be removed. A typical electrostatic

precipitator is illptrated in Figure 9.

1'72
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Figure 9. Electrostatic Precipitator.

The following is a description of other methods used

in removing contaminants: (1) Wpt scrubber devices assist

in removing solid, liquid, and gaseous contaminants by spray-

ing water into the gas stream; (2) glass fiber, or silicon

treated textile bass, are used to filter hot exhaust gaAs;

(3),filtration uses felts, wool, acryliCso nylon, and cotton

for cold air .streams;' (4) centrifugal separators whirl gases

and sling particles against a wall where they collect for

removal; and (5) ultrasonic devices produce' vibrations which

cause increased collisions Of particles and allow them to
op,

adhere to one another and form large particles tflat settle

out of an air stream by gravity.
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SMOG

Smog, a poisonous mixture of smoke, fog, air, and other

chemicals, was first referred to in a 1911 report on the

- London air disaster as the cause of 1150 deaths.:

Two general types of smog have been identified as fol-

lows: (1), The London type, which results from the combus-

tion of coal, and (2) the chemically oxidizing type, which

is typical of Los Angeles._The London type of smog contains

sulfur dioxide that is mix4d.,yith soot, fly ash, smoke, and

partiallyoxidized organic\chemicals. Although this type

of smog has°beed decreasingiin seriousness, th(e increased

burning of coal (especialryi:the high sulfur-contaminating

kind) has caused itito become a potentially serious problem

again., The second type of smog, called photochemical smog

because of the importance of
_
sunlight in the photochemical

process of its formation, has very little sulfur dioxide;

but it contains large amounts of oi:one,.nitrogen oxides,

and hydrocarbons ..1

Geographical and weather conditions are important to

the frmatdon of smog. For example, a.period of/windless-

ness allows pollutants to collect and smog generation to

accelerate. Mountains'also hinder the hori.zontal movement

of air and cause smog generation.

SULFUR OXIDES

The combustion of any sulfur-containing material will

produce sulfur dioxides according to the following reaction:

I
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02 SOz

Most ulfur dioxide in the atmosphere comes from sulfur-

containing coal. oil burned in electrical-power generating

plants, and .smelting plants treating metal sulfide ores.

The average sulfur content of coal in the United States is

about 2%, although most coal has either less than 1% or more

than 3% sulfur. Sulfur dioxide can be oxidized in the air ,

to S03; and this can combine then with moisture to form sul-

furic acid, as follows:

SO3 + H2O H2SO4 4.

The oxides of sulfur, along with sulfuric acid, are

responsible for costly corrosion of metalS, vegetation

damage, and respiratory problems in animals and humans.

Two-thirds of the sulfur-oxide pollution is from natural

sources such as volcanoes. This natural pollutio0Vcauses

few problems since it is so widespread. The majority of

volcanic action occurs in the South Pacific, which is sparse-

ly populated.

In contrast, man-mad

is highly concentrated in

For example, more than SO% of the SO2 production in the

United States occurs in only the following seven states':

New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, ,Ohio,

and Kentucky. As shown in Table 2, three-fourths of the

total sulfur dioxide emitted (26.4 million tons) is emitted

during fuel combustion for producing electricity and heat.

pollution through sulfur oxides

he industrial areas of the world.
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. NITROGEN OXIDES

Of the eight nitrogen oxides present in the atmosphere,

dinitrogen oxide (N2') and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).are.,the

most important. In combustion processes, the nitrogen in

.air combines with oxygen to form nitrogen oxide:

N2 0 c 2 heat ---30-2 NO

Nitrogen oxide is formed in a similar manner during

electrical storms. In the atmosphere, NO reacts with atmo-

spheric oxygen to produce nitrogn.dioxide:

2 .NO + 02 2 NO2

A
Smog formation is initiated by the photochemical decom-

position of nitrogen dioxide:

NO2

Ns

NO + 0

The oxygen that atoms produce can react wit, j1 oxygen

to produce ozone, a major component of photochemical smog:

.4%

I 0 + 0 2 -31x` 0 3
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Ozone molecules are reactive and can attack hydtocarbon

molecules to produce formaldehyde, acrolein, and organic

nitrates. These compounds produce the eye, irritdtion, asso-

ciated with photochemicl_smog.
A

CARBON MONOXIDE

_../

The most abundant and widely distributed air pollutant,

carbon monoxide, is produced by the combustion of carbon-

.containing compounds in
Can

insufficient amount of oxygen.

The principal source of tsarbon monoxide is the combustion

of fueHin automobiles. Octane, a major component of gas-

oline, prb.duces carbon dioxide and water when burned with
.\,--sufficient amounts of oxygen:

2 C8H18 + 25 02 -----30-16 CO2 + 18 H2O

However, if the fuel mixture is too "rich" (contains

too much fuel and
. ....,
too little air), carbon monoxide may be

formed:
.,

C

2 C8H18 + 23 02-----P.--12 CO2 :4- 4 CO + 18 H2O

Carbpn monoxide, when taken into the lungs, reduces the

ability of the blood to transport oxygen throughout the body.

An exposure to less than 10 ppm (parts per million)
,-

can cause

a reduction in mental and physical reaction times in humans
. --..
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which is aprobable cause for many automobile accidents.

A short exposur4e at 1S0 ppm san produce fatal results. =-0.

4
.0°

.01..--DROCARBONS

Hydrocarbons are compounds which contain carbon and

hydrogen. In addition, they may contain oxygen, nitrogen,

halogen, or sulfur. The hydrocarbsons come in all shapes

and sizes, beginning with methane';CH., and ranging to

molecules containing many carbon atoms. As'with molt pol-

lutants, much of the worlds contribution of hydrocarbons

to the atmosphere comes from natural sources. These sources

including emissions from trees and plants in the form of

turpentine and pine oil, and methane from the bacterial de=

comvosrtion of organic matter - account for 85% of the total

emission of hydrocarbons.

The 15% of hydrocarbon emission that people contribute

is concentrated in urban areas and comes from incomplete

combustiOn of coal, petroleum, an9gasoline. The automobile

accounts for more than two-thirds of the man-made emissions

of hydrocarbons.
) 4

The incidence of lung cancer in non-smokers closely

parallel the concentration of hydrocarbons in the air.

For example, the concentration of hydrocarbons in urban

areas is 10 times that in rural areas, and'the incidence,

of lung cancer is nine times higher in urban areas. As indi-

cated earlier, hydrocarbons can react with nitrogen oxide
J

or with ozone to produce the eye irritants Found in smog.
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OZONE

N

Otone is a- natural component of the upper atmosphere.

It forMs a protectivejayer which absorbs much of the'ultra-v

violet radiation that strikes the earth's atmosphere. 0Zone

is, formed naturally by the combination of an oxygen atom and

o
an oxygen molecule in the presence of an electrical discharge

such as lightning:

Electrical dischara
0 -9.-o,

Ozones a powerful, oxidizing agent-. It causes rubber

to harden and'Crack, and, by shortening the life of auto-4

mobile tires and other rubber products, it is responsible

for the loss .of'millions° of dollars each year. Ozone also

causes extensive, damage to vegetation: tobacco and tomatoes

are particularlp.susceptibl.'

When high levels of (none are pr8sent, vigorous physi-

cal activity is dangerous. Public schools in Los Angeles,

,canc'el. all outdOor recreation clres when the ozone concen-

tratiOD in that area-reiChes 0.35 ppm: At this.level,.ozone

also is responsible for'several phy=sical symptoms occurring 7/---

in humans, such as,respration irritation, difficulty in

daintining proper body temperature, and vision impairment

' (especially: night,Vision)-

The major pollutants are clas'sified-In Table 3.

0

J I
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TABLE 3. CLASSIFICATION OF POLLUTANTS..

Major Classes Sub-Classes Typical Members'
t

Particulate Solid particulates
,

Dust, smoke, ash

Liquid particu-
lates

Spray, mist

Organic Gases Hydrocarbons Ethylene, methane,
hexane

Aldehydes and
ketones

Acetone, formaldehyde

Other organics
.

Alcohols, chlorinated
hydrocarbons

InoAtrga is Gases

e

Oxides ,of carbon Carbon monoxide, '

carbon dioxide

. Oxides of sulfur
_

Sulfur dioxide,
sulfur trioxide

Oxides of nitrogen Nitrogen oxide,
nitrogen dioxide

0ther inorganics Ammonia, chlorine,
hydrogen sulfide

Oxidants Ozone

SAMPLING OF POLLUTANTS

Most work in chemicAl laboratories PS done with solid

or liquid samples becauSe, of the convenience in handling.

Sampling of pollutants is more difficult because pollutants

generally are found n gaseous and in small concentra-

tions. There are several techniques, howeve'r, that can be-
.

used in semplini'for partioulates: t e d stfall bucket,

the high*volume sampler, and the tape samp er.

(

180
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The dustfall bucket is a cylirider container used to

collvct dust and large particulates for a standard period

of 30 days. Water is usually added to help retain the dust.

For analysis, the dust and water are transferred to a beaker,

44 the sample is di-ied, and the total weight of the aaterial

collected is determined. Results are usually reported as,.

tons per square mile, per 30 days., or as milligrams per. -

square centimeter, per 30 days. 'eterminations also may be

conducted for carbon, sulfates, chlorides', ,ammonia, metals,

nitrates, phosphates, and insoluble ash.

A high-volume sampler is used on particulates too small

to settle out of the aiT. As a high volume of air is pulled

through a filter, the particulates are,trappedin-the filter.

The °results are determined by measuring the volume of air

and the gain weight of the filter. The resu lts are re-
,

ported as micrograms per cubic meter of air. Particulates

on the fiberglass filter many be analyzed for carbon, sul-

fates, chlorides, metals, and so forth.

The tape sampler consists o'f a vacuum pump, an auto-

matic timer, a cellulose tape filter, and ahroptical sensor

that measures the visibility quality of the ambient atmo-

sphere. As many as 600 sample spots may be collected auto-

matically on 100-foot rolls of filter tape with a minimum

of operator attention. The tape is advanced` automatically

by the tape sampler, which has a fast.response time and

continually monitors the atmosphere.

Sampling methods for Collecting gas.eous pollutants in-

clude-absorption'in a liquid;, absorption-on various solids,

condensing or freezing p011utants-,.and grab sampling. In

e
IF lb

the first method, gas is drawn throUgh a 'solution which

* reacts with the gaseous contaminant to form a nongaseous

aampodpd. Then -the gas is separated from thq liquid and
'`P

V:Y
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analyzed. The absorption devices use fritted-glass absorbers,`

or itpihgers, to disburse\the gas evenly througatfie'a,6so-rb-

ing liquid. -
0

When solid granular materAals are used to aborb pol-

lutant gases, the gas is pulled through a tube cont'aining

the granular absorbant. The quantity that can be af)sOrbed

,by given amount of aborbant demands upOn the
a
.surface area

of the absorbant, the temperature of the .system, the chemical

reactivity of the pollutant, and the size and shape of the

A pores of the absorbing medium. Common absorbants' have the

-their weight.

In the ezing.or condensation method of collectl4a
0

piteous pollutants, the,gas stream is passed'through"

U -tube which is immersed in a cold bath. As the pollutant,'

comes in contact with the cold -surface.of the 11-tube, it is

frozen to the surface. The efficie.ncy Of dolleCti'dn cA'n be

improved by reducing the
)

flow rate.~ Some typical cold -baths

are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 4. TYPICAL COLD-BATHS.

;

,

Substance
.

Temperature 1*.

,

Ice and salt

Dry ice and acetone

Liquid nitrogq

.
,

-16°C .

-80°C
.

-195°C

4
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t Grab samples are taken at a particular time usually

a few seconds to a minute of time /s involved. An evacuated.

round-bottom flask is connected to a probe that has been
, .

,inserted in the area to be sampled (such as an exhaust duct).

The stopcbck on the flask is opened to .collect the sample,

and the sample rushes into the vacuum in the flask. _A

flexible bag made of My,pr is used for collecting conibustion

gases. For this process, a sampling train '(Figure 10) is

set up to,take the sample. The air is evacuated from the

grap sample box-, causing the flexible bag to inflate; the

sample is then drawn out of the duct. Reversing the flow

of air from the pump forces air into the box. One can expel
m

the sample fiom the ba'g for analysis.

,

GRAB SAMPLE BOX

PUMP

4 0 ..

'Figure 10. Grab Sampling with a Flexible Bag.
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EXERCISES

1. A gas has a volume'of 1000 ml at a pressure Of 1 atm.

'Arhat pressure would be required to reduce the volume

of the gas to 750 ml without any change in temperature?

a. 0.75

b. 1.33

c. 1,01
#

d. None of'the above

.If 106 ml of gas at 23°C were cooled to 0°C, what would

be the new volume?

a, 100 ml

b. 78

c. 92

d. None of the above

3. Gas is placed in a storage tank at ,aipressure of 50 atm

at 23°C. There is a small safety plug in-the tank made

of metal allby-that melts at an elevated temperature.

At this temperature, the gas pressure has reached 75

atm. At wh4t temperature is the metal plug designed to

melt?

a, 171°C

b. 4A4°C

c. 258 °C

a. None of the above

4. What would be the weight of 5 liters of oxygen, at 20°C

and 740 mm pressure?

a. 20.7

b: 6:5

c. 11.4

d. None of the above

CI-1-04/Page .43
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5. A mixture of 20% oxygen, 30% nitrogen, and 50% helium

exerts a total pressure of 700 mm. What is the partial

pressure exerted by the nitrogen?

a. 210

b. 140

c. 350

d. None of the above

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1

400 ml beaker.

#41one-holed.rubber stopper

125 ml Erlenmeyer flask

Ppeumatn trough'

Ice

Thermo ter .

5- cnrlength of glass tubing

50 r _graduated cylinder

Tongs

Burner

Laboratory 2

125 ml Erlenmeyer -flask.

25 cm square of aluminum foil

4,400,ml beaker 0

Burner

Ring stand and ring 4

Wire gauze

Page. 14/CH-04
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20 ml of an unknown organic liquid any one of the follow-

ing: benzene, carbon tetrachloride, ethyl acetate,

cyclohexane, or di-chlo:roethene

tical balance

..

LABORATORY PROCEDURES ,

LABORATORY 1. DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE ZERO.

7 '

This experdmeht investigates the relatiohship between

gas volume temperature. The student gr9.phs the volume-

temperatur" data obtained, and estimates, absolute zero by

the method of extrapolation. This determination of absolute

zero is based on the direct relationship between temperature

and volume: as the temperature is reduced,'the volume is

reduced, and, theoretically, the volume at absolute zero is

zero.

PROCEDURE

Carefully record all dea in Data Table 1.

1. Fit a 125 ml Erlenmeyer f4sk with a #4 one-holed stop-

per containing a short length of glass tubing.

2 Determine the exact volume of the flask with the'stop-

per by filling it with water and then measuring the

water in a graduated cylinder. Record this volume in

Data Table 1.

/4

s f5
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3. Dry the flask thoroughly by carefully holding it with

tongs and rotating it over the burner flame. It is

important for the flask to be absolutely dry to avoid

having water vapor in the air.

4. Place the flask in a 400 ml beaker of boiling water

for five minutes to allow the temperature of the water

and the air in the flask to become equal. Record the

temperature.of the wate-fin Data Table 1.

5. Place a finger tightly over the glass tubing and trans-

fer the flask to a pneumatic trough containing an ice .

and water mixture.
e
Release the finger while the tube

is under water, and allow the water to rush into the

flask: Allow three minutes for equilibrium to be es-

tablished.

Measure the volume of water entering the flask with a

graduated cylinder.

7. Calculate the final volume of air by subtracting the'

volume of-water from the total volume of the flask

found in Step 2. Record the final volume inDat'a

Table 1.
/

8. Measure and record the temperature of the ice bath in

Data Table 1.

9. Conduct another rui4, with the ice-water bath; then con-

duct two runs each with water baths of 20°C, 40°C, and

60°C: Be certain 0 dry the flask thoroughly leen
each' run.

10. Graph all eight.data points on the graph in Data Table

1. Draw a_5ingle straight line through tie data points

until the line crosses the temperature axis of the

graph.

41*
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11. Read the value obtained for absolute zero(the,tempera-

ture where the extrapo ted line cros'ses,the tempera

ture axis). Record this value in Data Table 1.

1'

LAEORAT°hY 2. MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF A VAPOR.-

The ideal-gas law relates the pressure, volume-;:tem-

perature, molecular weight, and weight of a gas. For con-

.venilence, the ideal-gas law formula (Equation 5) -is- repeated

below as follows:

PV
mw

where:

7 P = Pressure, in atmosphere.

V = Volume, in liters.

T = Absolute temperature.

g = Weight of gas, in grams.

MW = Molecular weight of the gas, in grams.'' v

R = Gas consXnt equal to 0.032 liter (atm per degree'

per mole).

Molecular weight is given as follows:
apt

-
gRT
PV-1-
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In this experiment, a small amount of the unknown liq-

uid is put into a weighed flask. The flask is then placed

in boiling water yire the liquid will vaporize completely,

driving out the air and filling the flask with vapor only.

The birometriL pressure and temperature of the b iling water

are measured. The flask is tooled, thereby cord nsing theS

vapor. 'Then the flask is weighed (plus the Cond nsed vapor)

to determine the weight o'f the vapor. The mItt$Z lar weight

of the'vapor can'be calculated at this point, he experi-

mental set-up is shown in _Figure 11.

ALUMINUM FOIL
WITH PINHOLE

Figure 11. Apparatus for Determining
Molec.ular. Weight of .Vapor.

Page 4.8/CH-04
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PROCEDURE

Carefully record all data in Data Table 2.

1. Make a cap for the 125 ml flask from aluminum foil.

Using a pin, poke a small hole (as small as possible)

in the center of the cap.

2 On an analytical balance, determine the combined weight

of the clean, dry flask and its cap to the nearest

0.0001 gram. Record the weight'in Data Table 2.

3. Pour approximately 2 ml of the unknown liquid into the

flask and replaFe the cap securely. Clamp the flask

and suspend it in a 600 ml beaker, as shown in Figure

11

4. Fill the beaker almost full of water and heat it to

boiling.

5. Measure the temperature of the boiling water and the

barometric pressure. Record these measurements in

Data Table 2.

6. As soon as the liquid has evaporated, remove the flask

and allow it to cool,

7. Weigh the flask, cal, and condensed unknown liquid.

8. Fill the flask completely full of waterand measure

its volume by pouring the water into a graduated cylin-

der.1

9. Record data in the calculations section of Data Table

2 by converting the experimental data to the appropriate

units.

10. Substitute data to the equation shown in Data Table 2

and calcer5ie- the molecular weight of the unknown vapor.

-Compare this result with the actual moleculdr weight

',given by the instructor.

a N

/

V3
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DATA TABLES
I

..-

,

,.:

DATA TABLE 1. DETERMINATION QF ABSOLUTE ZERO.

Total volume of flask ml

Initial temperature of air (boiling water) °C

,

, Vol of
water (ml)
entering
flask

Final
volume
of air
(ml)

Final
temp _.

of air
°C,

.

.

First run (ice water bath)
-1- ,

Second run (ice water bath)

Third run
-(20°C water bath)

.

.

,
..

Fourth run
(20vC water bath) ,

Fifth run (40°C water bath)°

Sixth run (40.°C water bath)

Seventh run
,(60°C wter bath) .

\/Eighth run
.

(60°C water bath.)

ABSOLUTE ZERO .

. i'io..-

'

. 100

4

M
45
40

4 35
30
25
W
15

, 5

,

.

. 4

.
.

e -300 -200 -100 0 100
. . TITOV,11W C-

Page 50/CH-04
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DATA TABLE 2. MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF A VAPOR.

Trial 1 .Trial 2

Weight of flask and -aluminum
foil cap g g

Temperature of boiling water
bath °C °G

Barometioric pressure . .torr torr

Weight of flask, cap,
-condensed vapor

and
ag ao

Volume of flask 0 ml ml

.

_CALCULATIONS ,/
I.

Pressure ,of vapor P atm atm

Volume of vapor (flask) V liter liter

Temperature of vapor T °K °K

Weight ofi vapor ag og
ao

Gram molecular weight of
unknown. MW - g og

. .

. ,

MW
a
°
RT .

A
.

/,

.

, .

.

.

.

.

,.
.

PV

-

1

_

. .

,

-411

-192
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GLOSSARY

Air conditioning: The refrigeration of air f9r human com-'
fort. . f'

Air pollutant: A substance added to the atmosphere in such
qUantities as 'to adversely affect humans, animals,'
yegetation, or material.

Absolute pressure: The'actual or true pressure tf a gas.

Absolute temperature scale: A temperature scale obtained
by adding 273 degrees to the Celsius temperature.

Boyle's law: At constant temperatUre, the volume of a given
mass of gas is inversely proportional to the' pressure.

Charles' law: At constant pressure; the volume of a gas
varies directly as the absolute temperature.

Diffusion: The movement of a gas through another gas or
through a porous barrier.

Electrostatic precipitator: A device which removes'partic-
ulates from exhaust gases through electrostatic attrac-
tion.

Gauge pressure: The pressure of a gas as indicated by a
gauge; -

Gay-Lussac's law: At constant volume, the pressure of a
fixed ampunt of gas-will vary directly with the abso-
lute temperature..

ParticulateS:' 'Small, solid particles or liquid droplets
which, ifpresent in air,can cause pollution.

Photochemical smog: A poisonous mixture of smoke, fog, air,
and other chemicals containing large amounts of ozone,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons, formed' by the action
of sunlight.

Pressure: The force caused by the collision of gas mole-
cules on the walls of a container.

Refrigeration: The process of extraction of heat from a
substance to lower its temperature from that of its
surroundings.

194
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Relative humidity: The ratio of the weight of water'vapor,
in air compared with the weight of water vapor that
woue4saturate'the air.

Smog: A poisonous mixture of'smoke, fog, air, and other
'chemicals.
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INTRODUCTION
A

3iQst reactions are conducted in the liquid phase. Gen-

erally, the liquids involved4are solutions., which are homoge-

neous mi,xtures'of two or more'substanges4 Of primary impo-i-

tance are those solutions formed when a solid dissolves in
water. This module presents a studj, of unsaturated,'satu-

.

rated, and. supersaturated solutipms, as well as solubility
.

and rate of dissolution. Considered, also, is a variety of

methods for expressing concentration of solutions namely,

percent concentration, molarity, normality, and density. The

procedure for making dilutions is also presented.

A.nubber of basic_properties of liquids- are d&scussed

in this module, including, evaporation, condensation, vapor .

pressure; boiling and freezing points, and viscosity. Prop-

erties of acids, basest and salts are examined, as well as

an important laboratory technique called vitrimetric analysis.

A related topic, the measurement of hydrogen ion'concentra-

tion (pH) and the measurement ofthe concentration of other

ions alsi5is included.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one year of high

school algebra and Modules CH-01, CH-02, CHit.3, and CH-04

of Chemistry for Energy Technology I.

4
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ObJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module: the student should be

able to:

Define the following terms:.

a. Boiling point.

b. apor presiUre.

c. olarity.

d. No mality.

e. Solvent.

f. Sol)ute.

g. Unsaturated solution.

h. Saturated solution.

i. SupersatUrated solution.

2. Distinguish between dilute, concentrated, weak, and

strong solutions. .

3. Predi.A the effect of solute concentration on vapor

ppessure, freezing point, and boiling point.

4 Discuss the effects of pressure and temperature on

solubilities.

S.' Solve problems concerning the concentration of solutions.,

'6. Distinguish between suspensions, colloids, and solutions.

. 7. Define acid and base, and give an example Of each.

8. Describe the method of conducting a titrimetric analysis.

9. Explain whit is meant by pH, and give the mathematical

expression for pH.

Page 2/CW-O5
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THE LIQUID STATE

SUBJECT MATTER

In a previous module, "Refrigeration, Gases, and Ailt.

Polltition," it was learned that molecules of a substance in

the gaseous state are in constant, rapid motion, and spaces

between the Molecules are large compared to the'size of the

molecules themselves. The kinetic molecular theory of gases,

which applies to the behavior of gases, also applies to liq-

uids in the following manner:

As molecules of a gas ate brought closer. together by ap-

plication of pressure, the attractive forces-between ti' mol-

ecules become stronger. Moreover, as temperature decreases,

velocity of the molecules decreases, allowing even more at-,

traction between the molecules. If the pressure 4s high

enough and tempetature low enough, attractive forces-thembe-
.

come sufficient to cause the gas to condense to a liquid. In

the liquid state., -molecules are free tb flow and take the

shape of a container; but the molecules are somewhat close

together ,andonly slightly compressible.

EVAPORATION ANDAND CONDENSATION

Wh a liquid, such as water, is placed in an open con-

. tainei,7the 'water will gradually disappear or evaporate.

Evaporation can be.explained in terms of motion of molecules

in liquid: At a giren time molecules of a liquid move at

various speeds; some move slowly, some move at intermediate,

.speeds, and some move very rapidly. A molecule that is mov-

ing rapidly near the surface of the liqUid may possess

19y , CH-OS/Page 3



sufficient kinetic energy (energy due to motion) to overcome

the attraction. of its neighboring molecules; that is, it may

escape from the surface, or evaporate.

Evaporation of a liquid is illustrated in Figure 1.

J

-

0
0

0

0

0

o

ttt tjlt
A.d...

.

' "

L101110%,

STOPPER

Figure 1. Evaporation of a Liquid.

In the open container on,the left, molecules in the liquid

gained sufficient energy and 'speed to'escape from tlif surface

of the liqUid. In this gaseous phase, the molecules moved

about rapidly and found their, way out 'of the container'. Only

a few gaseousmoicules strdtk the Surface of the liquid and

were captured and returned to the liquid phase. When a stop'-
-

per was placed in the bottle, as shown on the right of Figure

1, an equilibrium was established in which the number of mol-

ecules leaving the liquid was exactly the same as the number

of molecules're-entering ,the liquid. In other words, the

rate of evaporation equale'd the rate of condensation. Note

that evaporation was not stopped, but that condensation

equaled evaporation, and there was no net change. Equilibrium

can be shown as follows:

1Page 4/CH-05
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VAPOR PRESSURE

Evaporation
Liquid Vapor

Condensation

t^

EC.

I

Molecules in vapor above a liquid in a closed container

exert pressUre as they strike the sides of'the container.

Pressure exerted-by a vapor in equilibrium, with dts liquid
at a giveri temperature, is called vapor pressure of the

Thii vapor pressure of a liquid varies considerably

with changing temperature; as the temperature of the liquid

increases, more molecules leave .the liquid and enter the gas-

eous phase,.1,4here theylnay exert an increased pressure.
Table 1 lists wor.pressures of water, alcohol, and ether at
various temperatures.

4 *

TABLE 1. VAPOR.PRESSURES OF SOME COMM6N
. SUBSTANCES-AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES.

(pressures in mm' of mercury).

Substance 0,°C 20°C 4-0°C 60°C 0 °C ]00°C
.

Water

Alcohol

Ether,

.

4,. 4.-6

12%2

185-3

'17.5

43.9

442.2

55.0

131.3

921.1 -

'149.2

552.7

1730.0

355.5

8126

203.6

'

760.0

1693.3

-4859.4

201
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The table shows that the vapor pressure of.all three

substances increases with increasing temperature. Ether has

a much higher vapor pressure than either watez.or alc hol

since water And alcohol moYecules attract each other hrbugh

hydrogen bonding. Thup, water and- alcohol moleculeg cannot,

easily leave the liquid surface.

When Vapor pressure of a'liquid becomes equal,to atmo-

spheric pressure, the liquid boils. The "normal" boiling

poiAt of a liquid is defined as "the temperature at whicil

the vapor pressure becomes equal to 760 mm of mercury."

Table I shows that the pressure of water at 100°C.is 760 mm

of mercury; that is, the boiling point of.water 100°C.

Likewise, the vapor pressure of alcohol becomes. 760 mm at a

temperature below 80°C, and the vapor pressure of ether ,be,

comes 760,mm. at a temperature below 40°C. By p lotting vapor

pressure versus temperate e, Can obtain a vapor pressure

curve which can be used to determine, the exact boiling point.

Vapor pressure curves for water, ether, and alcohol are shown.

in Figure 2. ,'Ether's normal boiling point is 34.6Ntialco-'

hol's is 78.4°C.

760

E
E

,11J

cr

co
co
tu
cr
o.
cr0..
o.
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0 1371 4°34.6° 100°

TEMPERATURE ( °C)

Figure 2.( Vapor P ressure Curves fbr
Water, Alcohol-, and Ether.
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A -liquid may bo il at_temperatures.higher than normal

unde'r external pressures greater than one atmosphere (atm).

On'the other hand, thethelboiling point of.a liquid may be low-r
e below normal by decreasing 'the_presure fn the surface

of the liquid below one atmosphere.' For example, at high
altitudes, where atmospheric pressure ip fess than-760 mm,

water boils at temperatures_ below 100C., food-cogkedin

boiling water cooks mote. slowlyat high'alttitudes.because

the temperature of boiling water is lowerr.than it woiil4 be

nearer sea level. Ina'pressure cooker; the temperature of

boiling water is higher than normal, due to higher vapor pres-
_.-

sures;-therefore, it is possible to cook foods faster in a

pressure cooker than' in an open container,'
.

DISTILLATION

_
,

,..,

Consideration.of vapor pressure is'Amportantin distil-. 7^
i

.

ation, whiCh ds.:ohe'of the oldest, and easiest Rethods of
_ ,

eparation.i In arsiple distillation, aliquiais vaporized
hrough the appliCation of heat. The vapor is cooled until,

it condenses (as a liquid) awaytfrom the original liquid, thus-

effecting a'separation. 'A laboratory setup for 4 simple dig-

tilLation l. illustrated in Figure 3. e
, .I. e

Sippose sajt is-to.be removed from seawater so the water

can, be used fordriaking purposes, The a44ater-is placed ih

a distilaing'flask and heated with a burner. Since water va- ,

porizes at a much lower temperature than salt,:the wattr boils

off, leaving a residue pf salt 0 the flask. "T-he water is
---t . _.

.--cooqed in the condenser where the vapor is .condensed to' a'liq-
___ ,

/did. Jf a mixture containing several volatile components is
, .

.

)4

)
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-TVERMOMETER

4

CONDENSER

WATER OUT

DISTILLING
FLASK

WATER IN

BURNER

Figure 3. Simple Distillatcon.

RECEIVING
FLASK

DISTILLATE_

.

distilled, a complete separation does not occur in one nistil:

ration. However, the vapor is richer in the more volatile

compOnent. Repeated distilfations can eventually effect'a

separatiOn; however, a fractionating column can be used to

separate volatile components in a single operation. Figure 4

illustrates a bubble-cap fractionating column., Each layer of
.

lig .d on the plates is equivalent to'the boiling liquid in a,

distillation flask, and,the liquid on the plate above it is
. , .

equivalent to the condenser. Thus, by the time the vapors

__ reach the top of the column, end are condensed, the components

will have been separated. In the petroleum industry,'frac-
.

tional distillation is used to separate cru4.o oil into frac-

tions. Gasoline, the more volatile component of crude oil,

boils in the range of 60-150°C. Kerosene, diesel, and jet
4 I .

fuel.boil in the 150-250°C range; lubricating oils boil in

Page S/CH-05
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the 250-350°Ciange. Dis-

tillations, which are used

in industry to separate

liquid mixtures, consume a

large.amount of energy.

Thus, they are important

to an energy technician.

Some liquids 3.ike

molasses flow slowly,

while others flow easily.

The resistance of liquids

to flow is referred to as

viscosity, The higher the

viscosity is, the slower.

the flow of the liquid. HEATER

DISTILLATE

'LIQUID

Molasses, for instahce, is Figure 4% Fractionating'

a viscous liquid, whereas Distillation Column.

water is-not. Motor'oils

have varioyrs viscosities, depending upon their intended use

(that is, for hot or-cold weather). Viscosity is related to

the ease with which individual molecules can move past other:

molecul s. It depends upon the attractive forces between:moI-

ecules, as well as the structure of the molecules. One° way

to determine viscosityis by measuring the time it takes for

a given amount of liquid to flow through a small diameter'

tube under theinfluence of gravity. Such a device, called

an Ostwald viscometer, is shown in Figure S.

205
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Viscosity is temperature

dependent since at .higher teml

A
I I

s between molecules are decreased,

thereby allowing the liquid,to

UBRATION peratures the attractive forces
MARKS

flow more easily. Hence, care-

ful control of the tempe1ature

must be maintained in measuring

Figure 5. Ostwald ,viscosities Vitosities of .

several common liquids at 20°C

are given in Table 2. As shown,

the, viscosity of ether and benzene is less than that of water;

Viscometer.

wherea the viscosity of ethanol, mercury, and glycerin is

greater. Viscosities may be reported in'a number of units;

thd"se .in Table 2 are kilograms of liquid-flowing one meter

pbr.second. Viscosity, an important proferty of liquids,

t.

sr
TABLE 2: VISCOSITIES OF LIQUIDS at 20'C,.

4

_

Substance
.

Viscosity (kg/m-sec) x le'

'Ether

Benzene

.Water

Ethanol
, ..

.Mercury

Glycerin ,

r

.

.
s

- -.

.

0.23
.,

0..65
-

1.00

1.20

1---.., 1.55

1490.00

.

.'

,
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c'ari-bemeasured by using a variety of laboratory techniques

in addition to the Oswald vissgmeter.

, In many manufacturirkg processes, liquids must be pumped

from one location to another, and they must be.mixed with
other liquids. The ease with which liquids can be pumped or

mixed is closely related to the liquids' viscosities. These
processes are high energy consumers, and proper control of
4them can result in significant energy savings.

DISPERSIONS .

'Water has the ability to dissolve other substances. For

example,- salt. and sugar will dissolve in water to form a so-

1ution. To distinguish between-the dispersed material in a

sb14Ution and the dispersing medium, the dispersed material is

called the solute,'and the medium is called the solvent.

Thus, in the above example, salt or sugar is the solute, and

water' is the solvent. A dispersion is a broader term than

solution..; it is the result of suspending any substance in a
lAquid or other medium. Dispersions can be divided into

three types: suspensions, colloids, and solutions. The dis-

tinction between these types is a smatter of-the size of the

particles dispersed...

SUSPENSIONS

When a dispeision contains particles that are_too large

to relin suspended indefinitely in the medium, it is called

a suspension. Suspensions remain stable for a limited. time,

ti
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until the suspended particles settle out. The dispersed par-

, ticles that tend to settle out are usually. larger than 0.0001

mm in diameter. Examples of suspensions are sand in water,

'oil in water, and smoke in air.

COLLOIDS

If the size of particles is between approximately 0.0001

and 0:000001 mm, the dispersion tends to be stable for a long

time, or even indefinite y. These dispers.ions'are commonly

called colloids. Example&of colloids are the following!

milk,,mayonnaise, hair creams, and gelatin. The'familiar.'

"sunbeams:" that are seen as sunlight enters a room through a

small opening is another example of a colloidal dispersioll.

This effect is known as the "Tyndall",efect:

4,0

SOLUTIONS

If the particles are smaller in diameter than 0.000001

mm, the dispersion is called a solution. Particles of this

size are approximately the size of single molecul.es or cons.

Solutions are generally clear,,although they may be highly
0

colored. The particles of at solution_ will never settle out

_40.1ofthe solution. Solutions can beptaracterized as follows:

The, solute particles (1) are polepla'r in size; (2) are uni-

formly distributed throughout thesolvent;, (3) cannot be seen;

('4) do not settle-out on standin; and _(5) cannot ,be removed

by filtration:.

Page 12 /61-i:Ot'
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SOLUTION TYPES'AND CHARACTERISTICS

Since there are three states of matter (solid, liquid,
and las), nine different types of solutions are possible.

The solute may be a gas, liquid, or solid; likewise, the.sol-

vent may be a gas, liquid, or solid. The nine possible com-

binationS Videxamples of each are given in Table 3. The im-

portant combinations are solids in a liquid; and these,

the most important are solids in water 4s a solvent.

Sometimes a substance is said to dissolve wheri,a chemical

action leads -to a homogeneous mixture. For example, magne-

sium metal can be dissolved by hydrochloric acid as follows:

Mg HC1---- = H2 MgC12

TABLE 3. TYPES OF SOLUTIONS:

Solute Solvent Example

Gas

Gas

Gas

Liquid,

Liquid

Liquid

Solid

Solid

Solid

.

.

.

Gas

Liquid

Solid,

Gas

Liquid

Staid

Gas

Liquid

Solid

'

Nitrogen in air

Oxygen in water

Hydrogen in steel

airWater in air
r

Alcohot in water

Mercury in gold

Iodine in air

Sugar in water

Manganese in iron (alloys)

1
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In a case like this, the cheMical'form of the substance being

dissolved is changed. If the solution is evaporated to dry-

ness, Mg is not recovered; instead/.MgC12 is recovered. In

contrast, when NaC1 is dissolved in water, it 'tan be recovered

unchanged when the water is evaporated. This module is pri-

marily concerned with the type ofsolution in which the mate-

rial simply dissolves rather than reacts' with the solvent.

IMPORTANCE OF SOLUTIONS

Many eaCtions occur only when the reactants are in so-

lution. tor example, whe* powdered silver nitrate is mixed

with powdered sodium chloride, no noticeable reaction takes

place, However, when solutions of silver nitrate and sodium

choride are mixed, an immediate reaction takes place, as in-

dicated b the formation of a precipitate of silver ,chloride:

AgNO3 + NaCl Ag4;+ NaNO3

When reactants are inthe solid state,, reaction is possible

only for the molecules or ions in the surface layers of the

particles. ,The mobility of ions an?d molecules in solution

is much greater, allowing for rapid reaction. Almost all 0°

reactions conducted in chemical operations involve. chemical

solutions. Splubilities are an important consideration in

working with solutions,, In the preceding example, the useful-

A ness of the reactions depends on iheinsolubility of silver

chloride, in water as compared to the high solubility of sodium

Page 14/CH-05
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nitrate. The difference in solubilities allows the silver

chloride precipitate to be, separated from the sodium nitrate
by filtration.

SOLUTION PROCESS

When crystalline materials (like sugar) dissolve in wa-
ter, the strong attraction of the sugar particles for them-

selves is overcome by the stronger attraction of water mole-
cules for the sugar paiicles. As each sugar molecule is re-

moved from the crystal, molecules of water cluster around it,
forming a solvated molecule. The water molecules "pull" the

sugar molecules from the crystal and, in the process, surround
the molecule. Often, when molecules are separated from each
other ,(as when substances dissolve) heat is absdrbed. Most

substances absorb heat onsolution. For instances, when a

salt such as ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3, is dissolved, it will

absorb enough heat so that the resulting solution is very
cold. Water may f9rm on,the outside of a beaker during the

dissolution process; or, in some cases, frost may form.

On the. other hand, a few 'substances produce heat when

they dissolve in water. Lithium carbonate and calciuM ace-

tate are examples of salts that pioduce hot'Solutions when
dissolved% When concentrated sulfuric acid is added to, water,

enough,heat may be evolved in the process to raise the tem-

perature of the solution to more than 100°C; that is, title so-
,.

lution can actually boil. Obviously, care must be exercised

when using concentrated sulfurid acid because of the possibil-

ity of thermal, as well as, chemical, burns. The heat envolved

or absorbed in the process of soration of a substance is" known

as the heat of solution.'

Chi -05 /Page 15
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"UNSATURATED AND S URATED SOLUTIONS,

A limited amount of solute can be dissolved in a given

amount of solvent. For example, 1 gram (g)of table salt

will dissolve in 100 g of water at.25°C. If another gram of

salt is added to the solution, it, too, will dislve. This

solution is said to be "unsaturated. .An unsaturated,solution

is one in which more solute can dissolve inagiven weight of

the solvent at a given temperature. HoweVer, as more salt is

addeCV the solution, it will be discovered that, after the

solution contains 36.5 g of salt, no more salt will appear

to dissolve. When this point is reached, title solution is

said to be "saturated." After this point, even on addi-'

tional\'grain of salt will not appear io dissolve. In re-

ality, however, the salt may continue to dissolve, but an

equal amount of.salt will crystallize. An equilibrium is

established at the saturation point as follows:

Dissolve4
Solute Solvent. , Solution

Crystallize-
,

A saturated solution is one that is in equilibrium with un-

dissolved solute. A saturated soldtion may also be defined

as "one in which the rate.of dissolution equals the4rate of

crystallizatibn."

C.
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SOLUBILITY

Solubility is usuallrdefined as "the number of grams of

substance that will dissolve_ in 100 g of solvent at a given
temperature." In the example of'table salt given previously,

the solubility is 36.5 g/10.0 g Water. Solubilities of sub-.

stances in water vary over a wide range. Most gases are

rather insoluble in water, whereas the solubility'of solids

and liquids in water'iS quite variable. iTable 4 lists some

of the solubilities of substances in water.

TABLE 4. SOLUBILITIES OF SUBSTANCES I WAtER.
I,

Solute -

/
Solubility (g/100.g water at 0 °C)

Si iodide

Bar um sulfate-

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Ether . ,

odittim chloride

So ium nitrate

Potassium-iodide

.

'

:4,4

I,

, )
.

,

.

.

.

0.0000003_

0:000.03,

.003

,.003 ,

7.0

35.7'

73.0' ,

117.5 , .

.

.

V t

Table 4 shdws that more than 1 '27 g ofpoIassium iodide

.will di;S'solve,ine100 g of water, whereas less than one-mil-

lionth of a gram'of silver iodide will dissolve in 100 g of

water., Coffipounds like silver iodide:and barium.sulfate, 'which

'
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Walid&low solubilities, afe(Ift n iferred to as being insol-

,uble, although nothineiS'trulyinsoluble.

, In general, solution tales place most readily when the

strueture:of the molecUles-of solvent- and solute is alike.
a

A useful rule of thumb' is "likp dissolves like." This rule

can be used in.selec;ling a-'solvent for a particular applica-
.tion.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON'SOLUB'fLITY

a a
Solubility of solid ii liquids generally increases with

an increase in temperature. However,jthere are some excep-

tions to this general rule. For gxample, the solubility of
.

lithium carbonate, calcium acetate, and calcium h/dioxide

deCreases with an increaser.ln temperature. Figure 6 shows'

the.so-lubil.ities at various temperatures of thejollowing

three compounds: sodium nitrate, sodium chloride, and cerium

sulfate. Sodium nitrate 'Shows.a Narked temperature' dependence

in its solubility, incre*sing from approximately 73 g/-100 g

water at to almost 150 g/100.g wa-ilsa-t7.-8-0°C. Sodium

chloride is not very temperature dependent in its solubility-

since it only increases fi-om,35 g/100 g water at 0°C to ap-
.

__proximately 4A g/100g water aZ 1003C. Cer4um"sulf4'e is an

unusual salt; its solubility decreases.withincreasing temper-

- aure, as shown in Figure 6: SOlubility of gases in%liquids
F.-

decreases as temperature increases; whereA4sofpbility of liq-

uids in liquids is not very dependentupon temperature.

Page 18/CH-05 21.1
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EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON SOLUBILIT4

b

V

Changes in presvire do not noticeably affect solipility

of liquid and solid's in liquids. However, the'solubility of

a gas is very dependent on its pressure. The weight of a

215
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gas that tan dissolve in a fixed weight of liquid at a given

temperature is directly proportional to the'pressure of tie

gas. For example, oxygen has a solubility of 0.007 g/100 go-

of water at 0°C and 1 atm of pressure. .rf the pressure is

increased to 24'atm, the solubility of oxygen will in- crease
ft

to 0.014 g/100 g of water: As the'pressure-i& doubled, the

solubility of'oxygelt doUbles,.

o RATE OF SOLUTION

ft

As indicated earlier, solubility depends on the nature. 4

of the solute and solvent', and on temperature and Pressure.,

Soldbility is the amount of a substance that will dissolve

in a solvent. This amount is independent of the speed at

which the dissolving takes place. The most important factors

in.solution rate are 'aS follows:

Surface area: Pulverizing the solute. increases its

surface area; since -solution occurs at the surface,

an increase in surface area will increase the solu- ,

tion rate.

Agitation: Stirring the solution allows more dilute

soluion to come into contact with the solid, there-

bj, increasing the rate of solution.

Heat: In many cases, heating"tile soliation.increases

the rate of solution since kinetic energy of the

molecules is increased.

Amouneof solute present: When the solute is firt

added to the liquid, the rate bf solution is faster

than when the ,olbte is already present in the solu-
,

tion. Therefore, an equilibrium is establihedi and,

Page 20/CH-051 2
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as saturation is approached; almosX as much solute

crysta134zes as that which dissolves.

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTIONS
/

Occasionally, it is'possible- to have more than the

saturation value o,f solute present at a given temperature

and the solution still be pea-fectly clear. This Situation

can occur if a saturated!solution is made at a high tempera-,

ture and the solution is cooled without stirring or shaking
of any kind. As the tempqrature.decreases, the solute 'can

stay in solution, and the solution is said to be "super-

saturated." A siiple way to convert a supersaturated solu-

tion-tovion -to a s,Aturated solution is to add a small crystal of

the solute, upon which the excess solute in-solution will

rapidly build. Shaking far stirring also may convert a super-

saturated solutionvto asatt;rated solution.- Often; this,

conversion is fast and spectacular.

CONCENTRATION OF-SOLUTIONS

. !

The Concentration of a solution can be expressed either

qualitatively or Auantitatively. The terms "concentrated"

and "dilute" are used-to qualitatively describe a solu-ion.'

A solution with a relatively small amount of solute is/said

to be dilute, whelreas one with .a large amount of solu e.is

said to be concentrated. Sometimes the terms "weak" nd

"strong" are incorrectly used to describe-concentration of a

solution. A weak solution is one-in which the solute is not

ei
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completely ionized, such 'as'aketic acid. A weak solution

. may be concentrated, such as glacial acetic; or it may be

dilute, such as a S% solution of, acetic'aCid (vinjgar) .

A strongsolution is one in which the solute,ishighly ion- .
::' _

---- ized, such.as hyroc-i-11-. A strong solution may be
c

concentrated or dilute, ,such as concentrated or diluie,hydro-
v, 4

chlbric acid. It sh'buld be'remembei-ed,,the n, that dilute and
0

concentrated refer to the mount of solute present; whereas
. ..

weak and strong refer to the state of ionization or -dissocia-
.

tion of, the solute in the solvent.

One of the simplest quantitative ways of expressing- con-

\., centrations is in terms,of.weight.percentage (wt %X. The

weight percentage fonmula..is as follows:

Mass solute
Wt '% x 100Mass solute + Mass solvent

EXAMPLE A: CONCENTRATIONS IN TERMS OF WEIGHT %.

Given: A sollition containing 8.3 of Na2CO3 /100 g of

water. . ,

Find: The wt % of podium Carbonate in 'this solution.

Solution:
Mass soluteWt % x lopMass solute + Mass solvent

8.3 x 100
8.3 + 100

8.3
108.3 x 100

Wt % := 7.7%.

The wt % of solvent in this solution is aS

follows: 100 7.7 ='921596.

Pbge. 2i/CH-.05. 2 9
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MOLAR CONCENTRATION

The most common unit of concentration in chemiCal work
is molarity. The molarity of a solution is.,the number of

Moles of solute per liter of solution:

Number of moles orsoluteMolarity
Liters of solution

A one-molar ,(1 M) solution contains one gram-formula weight,

or mole, of the solute in one liter of solution. Note that

a liter of solution, rather than a liter of solvent, is speci-

fied in this definition. Molar solutions are convenient to

use because equal voluMes of one-molar solutions will contain

the same number of molecules of solute. For -eXample, consider

the reaction of sodium hydroxide with hydrochloric a0d;

HC1 NaCl + H2O

One liter of l'M NaOH will contain the same number of mole-'
*1).

as'oneiliter of 1 M HC1. Likewise, 300 ml of 0.5 M

NaOH will contain the same number of molecules'as 300 ml of
0.5 M HC1.

To prepare one liter of 0500 M solution Of sugar.

(C12H2.2011) in,water, the following steps are necessary:.

1.- The molecular weight (mol wt) of sucrose, from the

moleCular formula is calculated as follows:

219
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12 C 12 x 12.01 = r44.1

12 H 22 x 1.0 = 22.0

11 0' 11 x 16.00 = 176.0

Mol wt sucrose = 42.1 g/mole

2. The number of grams in 0.500 moll is calculated as

follows:
A

g/mole x 0.500 mole = 171

3. One-half mole of sucrose,-171.g, is weighed and

placed in a one-liter volumetric flask. A volumet-

ric flask is designed to contain a specificvo me

of liquid, such as One liter. The flask contains

the specific volume when filled to the line in-

,scribed on its neck.

4. -'-Enough water is added to dissolve the sucrose

(approximately one -half a flask). The ground-
.

-glass stopper is inserted, and the flask isshaken

to aid in the dissolution of the sucrose.

5. When all of the sucrose has' been dissolved, addi-

tional water is added to the flask to bring the

volume exactly to the mark on the nedk.

6. Then the contents of the flakk are thoroughly mixed

by inverting the stoppered flask and bringing it to

its, normal position. Several minutes of shaking

are required to thoroughly mix the solution.

As a result of the above process, one liteof a 0.500 M

solution of sucrose has been prepared. Any concentration of

solutionjan be made this way. Volumetric flasks, which are

commonLy used, have volumes Of 50 ml, 100 ml, 250 ml, 500 ml,

Page 24/CH-05
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and 1000 ml. In solving problems concerning molarity, the

following formula is convenient to use:

Grams of solute = (1,of solution) x (M) x (g -mol wt)

EXAMPLE MOLAR CONCENTRATION.

Given:

Find:

Solution:

The chemical formula Na2SO4.

The number of grams .of Na2SO4 that are required

to make 350 ml of 0.50 M Na2S64.

Mol wt
= (2 x 23) + (1 x 32) ± (4 x 6)of Na2SO4

Grams Na2SO4

Grams Na2SO4

= 142 g/mole

= (0.350 1) x (0.50 M) x (42) g/mole)

24.8 g.

NORMAL CONCENTRATION

In an experiment; it can be shown that sodium hydroxide

in one liter of a 1-M.solution will neutralize the hydro-

chloric acid in one alter of a 1-M solution of the acid.

However, two liters of 1-M sodium hydroxide are required to

neutralize the acid on one liter'of 1-M sul9aric acid. Two

liters are required because each mole ofsulfuric acid sup-

plies two hydrogen ions for each hydroxide ion available

from one mole ok sodium hydroxide. 14e reactions are as

follows:

4
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HC1 + NaOH- NaC1 +-1120

H2SO4 + 2 NaOH Na2SO4 + 2 H2O

It is importalit to use-equivalent weights rather than molecu-

lar weights in instances such as the neutralization of sulfu-

ric acid. Gram equivalent weight is defined as "the number

of grams of a substance associated with the transfer of one

hydrogen ion." In the preceding reactions, the gram equiva-

lent weights are as follows:

HC1: Gram equiyalent weight is equal to the

molecular weight, since one hydrogen is

transferred in the reaction.

H2SO4: Gram equivalent weight is equal to one

half the molecular weight, since two

hydrogen ions are transferred in the

reaction.

Molecular weight of
(2 x 1) + (1 x 32) + (4 x 16)sulfuric 'acid

Equivaleqt weight
of sulfuric acid

98 grams per mole.

= 98/2

= .49 grams, per mole.

Normality (N) of a solution is the number of gram equiv-

alents of solute per liter of solution. A 1-N solution of

sulfuric acid contains A9 grams of the acid in one liter. A

1-M solution of sulfuric acid contains 98 grams per liter,

making a 1-M solution of the acid'equal to 2-N.
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EXAMPLE C: MOLARITY AND NORMALITY OF A SOLUTION.

Given: A solution of H2SO4.

Find: The molarity and normality of the solution made

by dissolving 5'g of H2O T4 in enough water to
make 200 ml. of solution.

Solution: The molecular weight of H2SO4 is 98.

Molarity =
g

0.255. M.200 ml x 98 g

Because H2SO4 his two available hydrogen ions,

there are two equivalents in a mole, and the

normality is twice the molarity:

5
Normality = 200 ml

g

x 49 g 0.510 N.

DENSITY

'To this poirit, this module has discussed the folloWing

ways of expressing concentration of solutions: Weight per-

centage, molarity, and normality. Another method of express-

ing concentration is density. Density of-a solution is given

by its weight divided'by its volume:;

-Density
Weight
Volume

For liquids and solutions, density is usually given in grams

per milliliter (g/ml). If accurately weighed, one ml of wa-

ter should weigh one gram; that is, the density of water is

223
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1 g/ml? Likewise, the, density of sulfuric acid is 1.84 g /ml;

that of benzene is 0.879 g/ml; and that of\ehyl alcohol is

0.790 g /ml., Because weighing liquids, accurately is rather

difficur?,e' densities of liquids are commonly determined by

using a hydrometer, a sealed glass tube that floats when

placed in a liquid since it displaces an amount of liquid

'equal to its % weight. Hydrometers are calibrated to indi-

cate the exalt density of the liquid. They are widely used

iu measuring th67-117m51.ty of sulfuric acid solutions in auto-

mobile batteries and the density of anti-freeze solutions in

automobile 'radiators.

DILUTIONS

Quite of ,en it is necessary to use a reagent chemical in

a diluted form, rather than or e concentrated form in which it

is available.' The usual procedure for preparing dilute solu-

tions (for example, of acids) is to mix the concentrated re-

agent with distilled water. The following formula can be used

to determine hOw much reagent is needed to'give a final dilute
i

solution of,the rewired volume and known concentration:

Mconc Vconc Mdil Vdil
Equation 1

where:

conc
= Molarity of the concentrated reagent.

= Volume of the concentrated reagent.
Vconc
M
dil

= Molarity of the dilute solution.

Volume of the dilute solution.
Vdil
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Theiuse of this equation is illustrated in the following
example:

hat volume of 12 M HC1 should b4e diluted to make one
liter of 3 M HC1?

A

Number of liters conc HC1 = 3 M x 1 liter
12 M ,

= 0.25 liter.

Therefore,.the required solution is made by adding 0.25 4iter.
of 12 M HC1 to enough distilled water to make the final vol-

ume of one liter of 3 M acid.

ACID, BASES, AND SALTS

One of the most important classifications of substance\

involves theif acid and base properties. Certain substances,

called acids, possess a sour taste and are capable of dis-

solving metals such as zinc. Acids also cause certain dyes

or indicators to turn a characteristic calor. For example,

litmus turns red on contact with acid., Common acids include

citric (found in citrus fruits), ascorbic (vitamin C), sulfu-
ric, nitric, and Hydrochloric. Whereas acids turn litmus red,

bases turn litmus. blue. Bases have a characteristic bitter

taste and feel slippery to the touch. Most bases will not

dissolve metals; however, aluminum is a notable exception.

Two common bases are sodium hydroxide (lye) and potassium
hydroxide.

A
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Since 'all acids have some common properties, and all

bases also have common properties, it seems logical to assum

that there are some features common to each. It has been

determined that acids are substances that contain hydrogen.

ion (H+), and bases are substances that contain hydroxide

ion (OH-). Bases and acids react in a process called

neutralization, in which the hydrogen ion combines with the

hydroxide ion to form water as follows: '

H+ + OH- H2O

\ 2

As an example, consider the reaction of hydrochloric acid

with sodium hydroxide to form water and sodium chloride:

HC1 + H2O + NaC1

TITRIMETRIC ANALYSIS 4

Reactions-such as the preceding one betyeen hydrochloric

acid and sodium hydroxide are commonly encountered lin an ana-

lytical technique called t4trimetric analysis. For example,

if a known amount of acid having a known concentration is

added to a'known volume of base, then the concentration of

the base may be calculated. An indicator such as litmus will

gig change color when an equivalent amount of acid and base are

present, thus signaling the stopping point of the titration.

The following equation applies to'titrimetric determinations:
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9.

Nacidmlacid x ml
base x Nbase

r

ft

Equation 2

As an illustration of the.ust of this equation, c onsider the

following analysis:

-

,In a iitratiOn,,33 ml of hydrochloric acid with a con-
centration of 0.12 N required to reach the equivalent (or
ehd point) whtn titrating a 25 ,ml sample of sodium hydroxide.

The concentration of sodium hydroxide maybe fOiund as follows:

6 `.

ml
acid

33

N
acid 0.12

11114:lase
= 25

= unknownN
base

Substituting these quaniciti6i-in.....thf preceding equatiohogives
the following:

33, ml x 0.12 N
.base 25 ml 0.1.6

Equation 3

2 Thus, the concentration of the sodium hydroxide is 0.16 N.

The actua. process of'performing a titration is relatively

accurate, fast, easy,.and inexpensive; therefore, the tech-

raque of titrimetric analysis is widely used in industrial

2 CH-0S/;1te 3127
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laboratories. In Laboratory 2- of this module, the percentage

of acetic acid in
,

vinegar will be determined by utilizing
,- fk
titrimetric analysis,.

,

, t

. The poncentratioh. of hydrOden ion in a solution is alnea-
.

,

su're,ofitsac-i-d-i-t-T-oi-basic-i-ty. --Because- of the wide range -..

of hydrogen ion concentrations possible, it has been found

)

. .,

convenient to express the concentration of hydrogen ion in

*terms of the negative-logarithm of the hydrogen'ion concen-
,,

ex-

pressed

tration. This quantity, known as, '!Eli" of a solution, is
.

.,

s mathematically as follows: -

41r

iztH -log [H+] =' log
[H+]

\Equation 4

where:

The symbol 4j 'Molar concentration.

'rhe pH scale genei.ally is considered to range from 0 -Co

14, although pH's of less than 0 .ana more than 14 are possi-

ble. A pH of 7 indictes a neutral solution, such as water,

in which the concentrations of hydrogin'ion and hydroxide ion

are equal. A pH below 7 indicates an acidic solution, and a

pH above 7 indicates a,basic solut,ion. The approximate pH's

of several commonly encountered solutions are given in Table

5.
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TABLE 5. pH'S OF COMMON/SOLUTIONS.

Solution pH

0.1 M HC1 1.0

Gastric juice 1.8

Wine 3.3

Coffee' 5.0

Milk 1.7

Pure water 7.0

Blood 7.4
,

9.3

11.8

Bo Tax

Household ammonia

0.1 M NaOH solution 13.0

Incre ingly
acidic

Increasing)
basic

'MEASUREMENT OF pH

,

Several methods art avaliable.fdtthe41Wasuremeni a. pH.

The simplest method is the use of an
#
dndicator, which iv 4.

colored substance that can exist in either acid or base form.

The two forms have a different color; therefore, by addidg a

small amount of the indicator-to a solution andnoting its

color, it is-possible to determine whether the indicator is

in the acid br base form. y knowing the rangein which the

indicator"changes color, i is possible to estimate the pH

value. For example, methy ed is red at a pH, below 4.2; but,

it. is yellow at a pH above 6.3

Paper tape can'also be impregnated with various indica-

tors for use in approximating pH. However, a more accurate

method is to use a pH meter to determine the pH of a solution.
4
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A pH meter consists of a pair ofeelectrodes that are placed,

in the solution to be measured and a sensitive meter that

measures small voltage diffeierles between,the two electrodes.
:.(This voltage is dependent upon concentration of hydrogen ion
in the solution. The aeter is calibrated

t

to read pH.): One
of the electrodes is a reference electrode that produces' a

stable, known voltage; the other electrode, known as a glass
electrode, is sensitive to the concentration of hydrogen ion t.
in the solution. The tip of the glass electrode is made of

a special thin glass that is permeable to hydrogen ion. The
pH meter is one of the most common instruments found in chem-

.

ical laboratories. Many portable models are available for
use in environmental studies.

Recently developed electrodes'can measure the concentra-
. tions of specific ions, such as Ca++, F-, Cl-, and others.
The concentrationsconcentrations of the ions in solution can be determined'
in much the same manner as a pH measurement. These specific
ion electrodes can be used for fast, accurate concentration-

. determinations. The primary_ difficulty lies in pouible in-
terferences of .othe4 ions in the solution.

SALTS

*,

As'ir pdicated previously, acids reac with base to form ..
water and salts. Salts are compounds of metals and nonmetals,. o .

All.saTts are crystalli ne solids which consist of ions. ,,
. ...

-,Therefore,-when salts are dissolved in water,"thOr'concrUc't
: ,...

electricity ,that Ss, -they are electrolytes- Since%they are. C
ionic,'salts hatr.-..,a_piatively high meltingopoint; for exam-

ple, the melting point of NaC1is 800°C, and the melting point
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of Na3PO4 is 1340°. Many salts are found in nature; others

are manufactured by'a variety of processes.

.

1.

-s
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EXEBCISES

43 1. A solution-conta10 i of NaC1 per 100 g of water.

What is the weight percentage. concentration-of solute

in this solution?

a. 10.0%

b. 9.1%

c. 90.0%
d. NOne of the above

2. How many grams of K2CO3 are needed to prepare 590* ml

of a 0.25 M solution?

a. 17.3

b. 25.4

c. 13.8

d. None of.the above'

3. What is the molaxity of a solution containing-15 g

of BaC12 in 250 ml' of solutionj.

a. 0.15

b. 137

c. Q.29

d. None of the above

4. How my grams of AgNO3 are, needed to prepare .one

-lite,T.:of a 0.1.M solution?-
. ,

a. 10§
..

.

b. 8'3

c. -10

.13 d., None of the above

232
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5. .A 10 ml sample of hydrochloric acid solution requires

36.1 mL of 0.14 N KOH for neutralization. What is,

the concentration (normality) of the acid?

a. 0.51

b. 1.97

c. 5

d. None of t e above

6. Calculate the p of 0.01 M HC1. (The concentration

of hydrogen ion i 0.01, or'10-2. Substitute this

value-,in the expression for pH.)

a. -2 , /

b. 12

c., 2,

None of the above

7. If 10 ml of a liquid, weighs.13 grams, what is the

density of he liquid'?

a. 13

b. 1.3

c. 0.77

Nomeof-the above

LABORATORY MATERIALS
1 ,

. LAbora!tor0

LargjtesttubP

gig,tt and

Clamp

Asbestos, wire gadze

. 400-ml beaker
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Laboratory 2

0.2 N sodium hydroxide,

s.tandardized

10 ml pipette

Distilled water

50 ml buret



Laboratory 1 (Continued)

Thermdmeter

Glass stirring rod

Pipette, 10 ml, graduated

Balance
. (

Potassium nitrate

Sodium nitrate

Potassium chlorate

Distilled water' /

17,

Laboratory,2 (Continued)

250 ml Erlenmeyer flask

Phenolphthalein indicator

Buret holder

White table'vinegar

(appToximately 5%)

I

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1.' SOLUBILITY CURVES.

Solubilities of salts generally increase with increasing
t mperature. In this experiment, the solubilities of potas-

sium nitrate, sodium nitrate, and potassium chlorate are de-

termined at several temperatures. A solubility curve is then

constructed for each compound by plotting solubility against

temperature.

PROCEDURE

Carefully record all data in Data Table 1.

1. Set up the apparatus, as shown in Figure 7, and bring

the water in the beaker to boiling.

2. Weigh exactly 5,gramsiof potassium nitrate into the test

tube.

234
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THERMOMETER 3. Add exactly 31m1 of dis-

tilled water to the test

2 -HOLE STOPPER tube, using a pipet.

4. Insert the stopper with

VIRRING ROO the thermometer and stir-
(LOOSE FITTING) ring rod into the test

tube and clamp the tube

into position in the

boiling water.

5. While heating-the test

tube, stir the solution

until all the salt has

dissolved. If the salt

does not dissolve, add

more distilled water 1

ml at a time, keeping a

record of the amount of

water added.

6. Remove the tube from the

hot water-as soon- as-a1-1-
.

the salt has dissolved.

7. Record' the temperature at which time crystals of salt

are first observed in the test tube. Record this satura-

tion temperature, along with the ml of water added, in

Data Table 1.

8. Add an additional 1 ml of distilled water. Put the test

`tube back into the boiling water and repeat the deter-
.

mination of the saturation point under the new concen-

tration condition. Record the temperature and'ml of wa-

ter in Data Table 1.

LARGE TEST TUBE

SAMPLE SOLUTION

BOILING WATER

Figure 7. Apparatus for
Determining Solubility.
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9. Continue adding 1 ml of water (as in Sep 8), until

five readings of saturation temperature have been ob-

tained.. Record all data in Data Table 1.

10. Repeat the above steps for sodium nitrate and potassium

chlorate and, record all data in Data Table 1.

For each reading, the concentration data needs to be

converted into grams/100 g of water. Since the density of

water is approximately 1 g/ml, the1number of milliliters fpf

water used is the:number of grams of solvent. For each

reading, calculate what weight of salt. would be.dissolved

in 100 grams of water. For example, if 5 grams of salt

dissolved in 4 grams of water, then calculate the number of

grams- that would 1i diSSolved in 100 grams of water as fol-

lows :

5 Grams salt (x) Grams salt
4 Grams water 100 Grams water

%

( 4 x (X) = 5 x 100

) -0
(X)

5-0-0

= 125 g/100 Grams water

= Solubility

Record the calculated concentrations in the middle column of

Data Table 1.

On the graph-in Data Table 1, plot the solubility-tem-

perature data and,draw a smooth curve through the points for

each salt. There 'should be a Solubility curve for each of

the three salts. Determine the solubility of each of the

salts from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Chemical

Rubber Publishing 'Company) and compare it with the solubility

Cp-05/Page 41
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that was determined experimentally.. What are some of the

sources of error which could affect the results?

LABORATORY 2. PERCENTAGE OF ACETIC ACID'IN VINEGAR.

The percentage of acetic acid in vinegar is determined

in .this experiment by titrating the vinegar with-a standard-

ized or known solution of sodium hydroxide. The exact amount

of the sodium hydroxide solution that neutralized the acid in

the vinegar is determined by using phenolphthalein as the in-

dicator. The'percentage of acetic acid in vinegar is. deter-

mined by using the following, equation:

% Acetic Acid GraMs of acetic acid
in Vinegar Weight of sample of vinegar

x 100

ml NaWfx NNaOH x 0.06005
I00=

Weight of sample of vinegar
Equation 5

(The equivalent weight of acetic acid is 60.05 grams,- and '

the milliequivalent weight is 0.06005 g.) A 10 ml sample

of vinegai- is,used, and since the density of vinegar can be

assumed to be near 1 g/ml (alinost the sane as water), the

weight of the sample of vinegar is 10 grams. The percentage

of acetic acid in most commercially available vinegars is

approximately 5%.

3
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PROCEDURE

Carefully record all data in Datd Table 2.

1. Pipette a 10 ml sample of vinegar into a 250 ml Erlen-

meyer flask containing 50 ml of distilled water.

2. Add two drops of phenolphthalein to the flask.

3. Fill a buret with a standardized solution of 0.2 N
NaOH.

'4. Slowly add the NaOH to'the vinegar until the end point
is reached. In Data Table 2, record the ml of NaOH

used

5. Perfort the titration twice more, using two additional

samples of. the same vinegar.

<7- 6. Calculate the percentage of acetic acid in the samples,

and calculate'the'averdge of the three determinations.

Record the calculations in Data Table 2.

4
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. SOLUBILITY CURVES.
, .

ml Water Added
Calculated Conc
(g/100 g water) . Saturation Temperature

Potassium Nitrate:

1.

2.

3.
.

4.

5.

i

,

r

C,

Sodium Nitrate:

1.
,

2.
-.

3.

4.

5.

.

(

.
.

c

Chlorate:Potassium Chlorate:

1. .

2. -

3.

4.

,

5.
. .

.
.
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Data Table 1. Continued.

en.

100

O so

0
0

80

U-0
40

3
0

4

0 20 .40 -80

TEMPERATURE ('Q).

80 100

24o
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DATA TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE OF ACETIC ACID IN VINEGAR,

1st Run 2nd Run - 3rd Run

Initial buret reading
,

Final buret reading .

.

Volume NaOH used ,

% Acetic acid

Average % acetic acid:
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GLOSSARY

Acid: A substance containing hydrogen ion (H+).

Atmosphere:- A unit of pressure equal to the pressure of:the
air at sea-level or approximately 14.7 pounds to the square
inch.

a

Base: A substance containing hydroxyl ion (OH-).

Concentrated solution: One with a relatively large amount of
solute.;

Colloids: A dispersion which tends to be"stable for a long
time, but is 'not a true solution.

Density: Weight per unit volume. lir

Dilute solution: One with a relative tmall )(punt of solute.

Heat of solution: The heat evolved or absorbed in the process
of solution-of a substance.

,s061arity: The number of moles of solute per liter of sdlu-
tion . ,..i.

.
..

M ,
, , z-,..

, .

Neutralization': The reaction o0 f an acid and base to form
water= and atsalt.

-/

Normality: The number of gram equivalents of solute per liter_
of solution'. I

Ostwald viscometer: A device for measuring the viscosity of
liquids.

pH: A measure of the hydrogen ion concentration of a solu-
tion.

,Crystalline solids` composed of metal ana 'nonmetal
ions.

Saturated solution: One _tha is in equilibrium with undis-
solved solute. 417.

Solute: The material dis4d1ve4: a medium

Solution: A mixture in which 'he particles will never settle
out since the particles are very small.

242
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Solvent:' The medium which. dissolves atmaterial.

Specific ion electrode: A device for measuring the concen-
tration of ions in solution in much the same way in which
pH is determined.

Strong solution:' One in which the solute is highly ionized.

Supersaturated solution: A solution which,hods more than
the'saturation value of 'solute at a given temperature.

Suspension: A dispersion of particles which are too large
to remain in suspension indefinitely,

Unsaturated solution: One in which additional solute can
dissolve in a given weight of the solvent at a given tem-
perature.

Vapor pressure: The force exerted by a vapor in equilibrium-

with ,its liquid at a given tempefature.

Viscosity: The resistance.of'liquids to flow.

Weak solution: Orit in which the. solute is not completely
ionized.
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